
In this Report

Our Record
speaks for itself.

Best-in-class copper production growth.

Industry leading safety and environmental performance.

Value creation through unique technical strength.

On-time and on-budget mine development.

Annualized return to shareholders of 32% since 2000.
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Corporate Developments
� Successfully modified and began operations

at the Ravensthorpe nickel operation. 
� Advanced construction of the Kevitsa nickel

project towards operations in mid-2012.
� Completed drilling at the Sentinel copper

project and began project design.
� Began focused drill program and

development planning at the Enterprise

nickel target.
� Enhanced the community relations 

program at the Haquira copper project.
� Listed depositary receipts on the 

Lusaka Stock Exchange.
� Split our common shares on a 

five-for-one basis.

Operating
� Total copper production 

of 265,576 tonnes.
� Total gold production 

of 175,225 ounces.
� Average unit cost of production 

of $1.41 per pound of copper.
� Began preparations at the

Kansanshi mine for a 

multi-phase expansion.
� Optimized the capacity 

expansion at the Guelb 

Moghrein mine.

Financial
� Sales revenues of 

$2,584 million.
� Comparative earnings 

of $580 million.
� Cash flow of $825 million

before working capital

changes.
� 15% of net earnings

distributed in dividends 

to common shareholders.
� Total cash of $452 million 

at year end.

Based on

Our Track Record,
we are well-positioned

with a strong operating base, sound financial

position and a robust project pipeline.

First Quantum Minerals Ltd. is a well established and rapidly growing mining and metals company engaged in mineral
exploration, development and mining. The Company currently produces LME grade equivalent copper cathode, copper in
concentrate, nickel, gold and sulphuric acid. Its operations and projects are located in Zambia, Mauritania, Australia, Finland
and Peru.

In 2011, First Quantum produced 265,576 tonnes of copper, 175,225 ounces of gold and entered the nickel market with the
startup of its Ravensthorpe nickel operation. 

The Company is developing several copper and nickel projects which, when in production, are expected to place it amongst
the world’s top ten largest copper and nickel producers.

2011 Highlights

Unless otherwise noted, all amounts in this report are expressed in United States dollars.
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Since its formation in 1996, First Quantum has grown through acquisitions and discoveries to become a significant and growing

copper producer with a developing large-scale nickel business. We believe our success to date is due to our dedicated and 

highly skilled workforce, the integration of Corporate Social Responsibility best practices into the way we operate, and the support 

of our host communities, governments and shareholders.

Kevitsa

Acquired in 2008

Operations scheduled

for mid-2012

Sentinel

Acquired in 2010

World-class deposit

Haquira

Acquired in 2010

Large-scale copper

project

Enterprise

Acquired in 2010

High-potential 

nickel target

Kansanshi

First production in 2005

Multi-phase expansions

from 2012 to 2015

Guelb Moghrein

First production in 2006

Copper smelter

Operations scheduled

for 2014

Compelling economic

benefits

Ravensthorpe

Acquired in 2010

First production in 2011
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Letter to Shareholders

Successfully 
modified and achieved
commercial production

at Ravensthorpe

2011 was a year of mixed results for First Quantum. 

While our project development and exploration teams had

outstanding achievements, our operations encountered

several challenges and, as a consequence, did not deliver

on expectations. 

In total we produced over 265,000 tonnes of copper

and 175,000 ounces of gold. Our average unit cost

for the year, net of proceeds from the sale of our gold

production, was $1.41 per pound of copper. These results

compare unfavourably with those of 2010 and reflect

mainly restricted access to high-grade sulphide ore at

Kansanshi, sudden supply constraints for third-party

sulphuric acid and a slower than anticipated optimization 

of the expanded capacity at Guelb Moghrein.

An action plan put in place to address these issues

delivered improvement in the fourth quarter which is

continuing into 2012. Specifically, four additional rotary

collar drills were added at Kansanshi to better identify

details of the sulphide exposure. As a result, we now 

have an improved understanding of this complex orebody

which is being incorporated in our mining plan. To reduce

our exposure to the uncertainty of third-party supply of

sulphuric acid, we have restarted our four existing plants

and are building a fifth which we expect will be ready 

for operation in the third quarter of this year. At Guelb

Moghrein, work on the optimization gained traction in the

fourth quarter, however, the overall result was obscured 

by a brief labour dispute over the Christmas holiday period.

Following the resolution of the dispute, operations ramped

up to design capacity in early January.

The market price for our main products in 2011, copper

and gold, continued to perform well with an increase of

20% year-over-year for copper and 30% for gold. On the

strength of these prices, we established new records 

for the Company’s annual revenues, gross profit and 

net earnings.

After considering our strong financial position including 

a year-end cash balance of over $452 million, proceeds

from the disposal of our assets and residual claims in 

the Democratic Republic of Congo of $1,250 million and
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$1,250 million of available financing facilities, our Board 

of Directors elected to increase the cash return to our

shareholders in regard to 2011. The total dividend of

CAD$0.1810 per share reflects a payout rate of 15% of net

earnings, up from 10%, and marks the second consecutive

year of a payout rate increase.

Our Growing Status in Nickel

Without doubt, our successful modification and subsequent

smooth startup of operations at the Ravensthorpe nickel

operation ranks highly amongst our major achievements 

in the history of First Quantum. Since its commissioning, 

all aspects of the plant have been operated at, or above,

design capacity. This proves that our evaluation of the

problems that existed prior to our acquisition was accurate

and that our technical team has the expertise to solve 

them. As always, credit for Ravensthorpe’s success is 

due to the resourcefulness and dedication of our employees

and the support of our host communities.

Our Kevitsa project is next in line to enter commissioning

towards commercial production in mid-year. This state-of-

the-art facility has been constructed in just 24 months

despite the harsh winter conditions of the Arctic Circle. 

It is expected to have a low unit nickel cash cost after

accounting for credits from copper and other metals.

Furthermore, its mine life was extended in 2011, from the

work of our exploration team, to over 30 years at its planned

initial production rate. In light of this, we hope we will

receive, in the next year or so, approval to increase the

mine’s capacity by about 50%.

I am of the firm belief that after we have gathered all 

the drill results and completed our design work for the

development of the Enterprise nickel target, its identification

will also be added to our major achievements. To date, 

this high-grade nickel mineralization shows all the potential

of a mine capable of producing up to 70,000 tonnes 

per year of nickel. Furthermore, since it is located just

12 kilometres from the Sentinel copper project, we have 

a great deal of flexibility in determining its development 

and even operating strategy.

The addition of Enterprise to our portfolio bolsters our already

robust growth pipeline as well as our stature in the nickel

industry. While nickel was not at the top of our list for

commodity diversification, I believe the assets we have

since acquired are of the quality that would provide good

cash flows during periods of average nickel prices and

outstanding cash flows when the price spikes, which 

is characteristic of the nickel market. 

This is the same opportunistic approach we have taken 

in building First Quantum from inception. It has worked

exceptionally well for the Company and its stakeholders. 

We have made significant contributions to the economies

and communities of our host countries while providing 

our shareholders with an average annual return of about

32% since first listing on the stock exchange. 

Transformational Growth 

In addition to growing our status in nickel, we have several

projects at various stages of development that, when brought

into operation, would increase our total installed copper

production capacity to almost three times our current level.

Much of this growth will occur in Zambia where we are

expanding Kansanshi, building a new copper smelter and

developing the Sentinel project. All three projects are greatly

interconnected and several of them are planned to be

completed almost simultaneously. 

The construction of a copper smelter at the Kansanshi mine

site has the full attention of our project development team

since receiving approval from our Board of Directors in

November 2011. The economics of this project are compelling.

We estimate the investment to build it at approximately

$635 million and, on a yearly basis, its operation would

save the Kansanshi mine and the Sentinel project together

between $350 million and $500 million in transport, export

levies and the cost of sulphuric acid. 

While the smelter is planned to begin operation in late 2014,

the Kansanshi oxide expansion is well underway with both

stages expected to be fully operational by the time the

smelter is completed. These expansions will benefit from

the smelter’s production of sulphuric acid, a key input in
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the process, for essentially zero cost. Stage one, which 

is expected to increase Kansanshi’s annual production

capacity by almost 15,000 tonnes, is due for completion 

by mid-2012 for an investment of just $30 million. Stage

two is a more complex project. We expect that, in 2014, 

it will add another 75,000 tonnes to our annual production

capacity for an investment of approximately $200 million. 

Thebenefit of the smelter to the largeSentinel project lies

mainly in the savings in transportation cost and export

levies. Smelting capacity in Zambia is limited, and insufficient

for these and other expansion projects. This means that, if

Sentinel were to bedeveloped, its concentratewould have to be

transported out of the country for further processing thereby

incurring substantial transportation costs and export levies.

Based on our initial schedule to begin the two-year

construction phase of this project in mid-2012, we have

progressed detailed design and commitments for long-lead

mining, crushing and milling equipment and have completed

the NI 43-101 compliant resource and reserves estimates.

While Sentinel’s estimated development cost far exceeds

that of any project we’ve completed to date, its benefits

would extend far beyond the mine. By its sheer size, it 

has the potential to be a major contributor to the Zambian

economy through the creation of over 2,000 direct jobs 

for Zambians and to provide a catalyst for large-scale

infrastructure development that would open up the

country’s western corridor. 

Commercial negotiations for some critical aspects of this

project have not yet been finalized and as such, board

approval is pending.

In Peru, where we have established a presence with the

Haquira copper project, we have successfully assimilated

the acquisition and are building our local team and community

outreach and land access programs. We believe the country

is very prospective and see a good future for us there.

Haquira is a very large resource and its development will

get most attention once these community and environmental

programs have advanced further.

The cumulative impact of all of the projects is that we

maintain our record of best-in-class growth. They will also

position First Quantum amongst the top ten largest copper

and nickel producers.

While we have a number of projects on the go, I would 

like to assure you that they are all sequenced over the next

few years. In this way, our projects team can provide the

required level of detailed attention to each project and can

deliver projects to the same or better standard as they have

in the past. 

Concrete Efforts to 

Address the Lack of Mining Education

In previous letters I have commented on the challenges 

we face with the lack of qualified personnel in our industry.

During the year, we built on our programs for the training

and development of high-potential employees and for

attracting superior talents through international searches. 

I am also happy to report that we have extended that effort

to a new level. We are participating with the Finnish

Government in their effort to address the lack of mining

education their country. The Government has put plans 

in place to make Lapland, specifically the University of

Applied Sciences at Rovaniemi, the hub of a new mining

school and we will be a leading industry participant in this

initiative. This extends our existing partnership with the

University of British Columbia that has a similar objective.

We have also recently appointed the FQM Professor of Mine

Education, a new academic post that will be based at the

Camborne School of Mines in the United Kingdom.

We have also recently established, together with each

Government, technical training schools in Zambia and

Mauritania. The artisan development will even outweigh 

the numerous graduates program and create a large new

cohort of artisans with skills currently in such short supply.

Kansanshi’s Safety Achievement

The safety and health of our employees is of vital importance

to us and best practices in this regard are at the core of

how we operate. The workforce at Kansanshi deserves to 

be specifically recognized for achieving 1.5 million hours of
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work without incurring a lost-time injury. This achievement

is particularly significant given that there are several potential

hazards in the mining working environment and proper 

care and attention is required by all to make such an

achievement possible.

Our Track Record in the DRC

The recent settlement of our dispute in the Democratic

Republic of Congo marks an end to a remarkable story. 

Our tenure in the country was, for the most part, positive.

There is no mistaking that the Lonshi and Frontier 

mines were important building blocks in the growth of 

First Quantum and we made a significant contribution 

to the communities and the country’s treasury during our

time operating there. 

However, the government’s unilateral contract review that

commenced in 2007 required very significant management

time and attention and greatly eroded shareholder value. 

I am pleased that we secured the $1.25 billion for our

shareholders and importantly, have finally put the dispute

behind us so that we can fully focus on the transformational

growth of which our Company is in the midst. I believe 

the outcome vindicates our ethical stand and resilience 

in seeing this matter through to its end.

Our Thanks

On behalf of our Board of Directors, I thank our employees

for their continued dedication and hard work. Your

contributions are behind the exceptional track record 

that First Quantum has achieved. I also thank our 

many stakeholders for their support. We look forward 

to continuing our partnership in 2012 as we progress 

on our way to transformational growth.

Signed by Philip K.R. Pascall, Chairman & CEO 

“I am pleased that we 

secured the $1.25 billion

for our shareholders and

believe the outcome vindicates

our ethical stand and

resilience.”
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1 Location: North of Solwezi in the
Northwestern Province, Zambia
Ownership: 80%
Type of mine: Open pit 
Status: Operating since 2005
Primary metal: Copper
Secondary metal: Gold
Workforce: 1,852 persons

Mining and Processing:
Mining is carried out in two open
pits using conventional open pit
methods and employing hydraulic
excavators and a fleet of haul
trucks. Ore treatment is flexible 
to allow for variation in ore type 

either through an oxide circuit, 
a sulphide circuit or a transitional
ore circuit with facilities to produce
cathode via a high pressure 
leach circuit.

Operating Mines: A Strong Operating Base

At A Glance

Copper-Gold mine, Zambia

Kansanshi

Sentinel
Copper project, Zambia

Location: Northwestern 
Province, Zambia
Ownership: 100%
Potential:

� An open pit mine using 
semi-mobile in pit crushers

� Mine life of over 20 years
� Annual production between
150,000 tonnes to
300,000 tonnes of copper
Status: Pending Board of
Directors approval

Development Projects: A Robust Project Pipeline

5

Kansanshi
Copper smelter, Zambia

Location: North of Solwezi in 
the Northwestern Province,
Zambia
Ownership: 100%
Parameters:

� ISASMELT technology
� 1.2 million tonnes per year
throughput capacity

� 300,000 tonnes per year of
copper production

� 1 million tonnes per year of
sulphuric acid production
Status: Under construction
towards operations in 
late 2014

4
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2

Copper-Gold mine, Mauritania

Guelb Moghrein

3

Nickel mine, Australia

Ravensthorpe

Location: Northeast of
Nouakchott
Ownership: 100%
Type of mine: Open pit 
Status: Operating since 2006
Primary metal: Copper
Secondary metal: Gold
Workforce: 1,541 persons

Mining and Processing:
Mining is carried out in a single
open pit using hydraulic
excavators and mechanical
drive haul trucks. Sulphide 
ore is treated in a processing
plant to produce a copper-gold
concentrate from the copper
flotation circuit and doré 
bullion from the gold
flotation/CIL circuit.

Location: Ravensthorpe,
Western Australia
Ownership: 100%
Type of mine: Open pit 
Status: Started up in 2011
Primary metal: Nickel
Secondary metal: Cobalt
Workforce: 578 persons

Mining and Processing:
A laterite nickel operation 
comprised of an open pit mine 
and a hydrometallurgical 
processing plant that uses 
proven technology. The plant
recovers nickel and cobalt in a
mixed nickel cobalt hydroxide
intermediate product.

Kevitsa
Nickel-Copper-PGE project, 

Finland

Haquira
Copper project, Peru

Enterprise
Nickel target, Zambia

Location: Northern Finland
Ownership: 100%
Parameters:

� Open pit mine
� Conventional processing
� Initial production targets 
of 11,500 tonnes of nickel 
and 21,500 tonnes of copper
with PGE by-products
Status: On track for operations
in mid-2012

Location: Apurimac 
Department, Peru
Ownership: 100%
Status:

� Progressing community
relations and land access
programs

� Expanding infill and
condemnation drill programs

� Targeting late 2013 for
submission of engineering
studies, social action plans 
and environmental impact
assessment

Location: Northwestern Province,
Zambia, 12 kilometres from the
Sentinel project
Ownership: 100%
Potential: An open pit mine
sharing mining equipment and
processing facilities with the
Sentinel project
Status: Continuing to define
resource and design details

6 7 8
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Operations + Development Projects

Our Solid Record
We successfully developed 6 mines in 13 years,

with our skills in exploration and expertise in

development and mining.

Building 

a leading position in

the nickel market

Ravensthorpe

Kevitsa

Enterprise

Aiming to triple 

our copper production

capacity

Kansanshi

Guelb Moghrein

Kevitsa

Sentinel

Haquira
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Looking Forward Kansanshi, the largest copper mine in Africa, is in the process

of increasing its current production capacity by 60% to 400,000 tonnes by 2015.

The first production from this multi-phase expansion project is expected to be

realized in mid-2012.

AuCu

2011 Operations

During the year, we made several adjustments to the mining

sequence and facilities to accommodate the work necessary 

to prepare the mine for the capacity expansion project to

400,000 tonnes of copper per year. This, combined with a sudden

and unexpected shortage of domestically produced sulphuric

acid, a key component in the process to produce copper cathode,

presented some operating challenges. Despite these challenges

Kansanshi’s 2011 copper production was consistent with 2010.

Copper-Gold mine

Kansanshi

Zambia

In Our Community 
We work in partnership with 

local stakeholders to ensure that

the community development

initiatives we support are aimed

at addressing the long-term

social and economic needs of 

the community and leave real

and enduring benefits beyond

the life of the mine.

� Health care services
� Education and vocational

training
� Conservation farming
� Infrastructure development
� Local business development
� Community safety promotion
� Preservation of heritage

and culture

Stepping up drill program

To optimize mine planning

and define the parameters

for the sulphide expansion

Next phases

Expansions to the oxide

circuit in mid-2012 

and 2013

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/operating-mines/Kansanshi/default.aspx

Revenues
($ millions)

$2,048

05 06 07 08 09 10 11

Total Cash Costs
(C1) ($ per lb)

$1.41  

05 06 07 08 09 10 11

Total Costs
(C3) ($ per lb)

$1.70

05 06 07 08 09 10 11 05 06 07 08 09 10 11

Production

l Cu (000’s tonnes)
z Au (000’s ounces)

112
230
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300 houses rehabilitated

Program aims to provide

improved accommodation

and enhance the

aesthetics of the city

Looking Forward Guelb Moghrein’s main priority is to build on the progress
achieved in the fourth quarter of 2011. Additionally, the metallurgical team will 

focus on recoveries, particularly in the gold circuit, where there are opportunities 

for improvement.

AuCu

Copper-Gold mine

Guelb Moghrein

Mauritania

In Our Community
Our sustainable development

initiatives in Inchiri province are

focused on health, education,

access to water and electricity,

agriculture and infrastructure

development. Two mainstays 

of our program currently 

are the widening of the 

Akjoujt-Nouakchott road and

the rehabilitation of houses 

in Akjoujt.

Continuing improvement

Installation of an additional 

mill and further modifications

expected to deliver targets

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/operating-mines/Guelb-Moghrein/default.aspx

2011 Operations

Ongoing optimization works and extended maintenance-related

downtime reduced plant availability and throughput during the year.

As a result, both copper and gold production were lower than in

2010. The mine’s cash cost of production increased year-over-year

due to higher cost for fuel, personnel and plant maintenance

related to the optimization projects. Offsetting some of the increased

cost was a higher gold credit of $1.16 per pound of copper.

Revenues
($ millions)

$346

06 07 08 09 10 11

Total Cash Costs
(C1) ($ per lb)

$1.46

06 07 08 09 10 11

Total Costs
(C3) ($ per lb)

$2.20

06 07 08 09 10 11

Production

l Cu (000’s tonnes)
z Au (000’s ounces)

63

06 07 08 09 10 11

35
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Looking Forward Following the declaration of commercial production at the 
end of 2011, we are pursuing all options to optimize the profitability of the operation. 

As a first step, we have begun purchasing our sulphur requirements from a source

closer to the mine to reduce the operating cost.

Ni

2011 in Review

We made significant modifications to the decommissioned plant

following our purchase in February 2010. First production was

achieved in early October 2011 and a total of 5,666 tonnes was

produced during the commissioning phase to the end of 2011

when commercial production was declared. The performance of the

plant to date confirms that the problem areas, identified prior to

the acquisition, have been successfully addressed and resolved.

Our recruitment program, which got underway in 2010, has been

well received with the majority of our permanent staff now on

board. In keeping with our commitment to residential living for 

our permanent staff, currently almost 200 of our key personnel

live locally.

We are grateful for the strong support received from the

communities of Ravensthorpe and Hopetoun and look forward 

to being a proud community member for a long time. 

Nickel mine

Ravensthorpe

Australia

In Our Community 
As part of our commitment to

sustainable development and 

the local community, we have

supported a range of initiatives,

including:

� Employment and community

development programs with the

Wagyl-Kaip/Southern Noongar

Aboriginal peoples
� Supporting the provision of

general practitioner medical

services in the region
� Funding new X-ray machines 

in Esperance and Ravensthorpe

hospitals
� Supporting local community

events

Residential focus

We continually work towards

increasing the residential

component of our workforce

Achieved production

Within just 20 months after

purchase thanks to the talent

and hard work of our team

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/operating-mines/Ravensthorpe/default.aspx
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Application made

To increase the approved

throughput rate by 50%

in 2013

Looking Forward 2012 is an important year for Kevitsa. Our plan is for transition
to owner-operated mining equipment in April, commercial production in mid-year

and final offtake agreements to coincide with first production in May and sales 

in July.

CuNi

2011 in Review 

Pre-commissioning of this state-of-the-art operation began in

November 2011, just 24 months after receiving approval for its

development from our Board of Directors. During 2011, our

resource drill program revealed increases of approximately 46%

and 50% to the measured and indicated resource estimate and

the mining reserve, respectively. As a result, the mine’s updated

resource, using a nickel cut-off grade of 0.1%, now stands at

240 million tonnes grading 0.30% nickel and 0.41% copper 

in the measured and indicated categories plus an additional

35 million tonnes grading 0.29% nickel and 0.36% copper in the

inferred category. These developments increased Kevitsa’s mine

life to over 30 years at its currently approved production rate.

Nickel-Copper project

Kevitsa

Finland

Restoring Mining Expertise
The relatively short timeframe

within which Kevitsa has

progressed from acquisition

to commissioning is credited

in large part to the support

and foresight of the Finnish

Government. In an effort to

build its mining industry

and technical expertise, the

government has put plans in

place to make the University

of Applied Sciences (RAMK)

at Rovaniemi the hub of a

new mining school. We are

proud to be a leading industry

participant in this program.

Contractors experienced

With Arctic Circle conditions

were used in the design and

construction of Kevitsa

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/Development-Projects/Kevitsa/default.aspx
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The project

Is designed to utilize 

the largest SAG ball mills 

in the world

Looking Forward After conducting an extensive drill program, we believe this large,
low-grade resource could be developed to produce up to 300,000 tonnes of copper in

concentrate annually, create more than 2,000 direct jobs for Zambians and be a major

contributor to the economy.

Cu

2011 in Review

In April, large-scale mining licenses for the development of the

Trident project were received.

These licences give us the exclusive rights to carry out mining

operations on the full area of interest at Trident, including Sentinel

and Enterprise, for a period of 25 years. In July, the environmental

impact assessment and a land use agreement were approved for

the development of the Sentinel project.

In the fourth quarter, the copper smelter project was approved, 

by our Board of Directors, for construction at the Kansanshi site.

Work on its construction has since started with key long-lead

equipment items tendered and commencement of detailed

engineering design. Construction is planned to be completed 

by mid-2014 followed by commissioning and ramp up later 

in the year.

Copper projects

Sentinel 
Copper Smelter

Zambia

Copper Smelter Project
The copper smelter will 

be capable of processing

1.2 million tonnes of

concentrate annually to

produce over 300,000 tonnes

of copper metal and 1 million

tonnes of sulphuric acid as 

a by-product. This, almost 

zero-cost, by-product will

benefit Kansanshi by allowing

the optimizing of the expansion

of the oxide leach facilities 

and the treatment of high acid

consuming oxide ores and the

leaching of some mixed ores.

Drilling program

Approximately 

170,000 metres of 

core drilling in nearly

500 holes completed

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/Development-Projects/Sentinel/default.aspx
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Several new

High-priority targets have

been defined for testing 

in 2012

Looking Forward Haquira is a medium-term development project in our growth pipeline.
A preliminary economic assessment developed prior to our acquisition in December 2010,

indicated a resource estimate of 975 million tonnes of copper grading 0.55%; an initial

capital investment of US$2.05 billion; a mine life of 20 years and an average annual

production, for the initial 10 years, of 230,000 tonnes per year. We expect to update these

statistics within the next 12 to 18 months with results from our own drill program.

Cu

2011 in Review

During 2011, a large exploration program commenced including

systematic detailed airborne magnetic and electromagnetic

surveys covering the whole property as well as detailed soil

geochemistry and mapping programs. Between four and six rigs

were on site for most of the year completing over 25,000 metres.

The drilling has been focused on extending the Haquira East

mineralization to the north as well as testing the potential at

Haquira West.

In conjunction with the drill program, we continued building our

community engagement program, integrating our core team and

advancing our environmental planning. 

Copper project

Haquira

Peru

Established our presence

In Peru with this large-scale

project located in the southern

part of the country

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/Development-Projects/Haquira/default.aspx
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Infrastructure development

And corporate social responsibility

programs could be shared with

the Sentinel project

Looking Forward Licences to carry out mining operations required for the potential
development of the Enterprise target are covered under those granted to the Trident

project in 2011. Since the Enterprise mineralized body is located just 12 kilometres from

Sentinel, the design of the copper concentrator is being modified to include a nickel

concentrator facility which would benefit development costs. 

Ni

2011 in Review

The drill program completed 193 diamond core holes for over

68,000 metres in the year. The program covers an area of

approximately 2 kilometres by 1 kilometre and has tested

mineralization down to an average depth of approximately

300 metres. Results to date have identified a high-grade sulphide

nickel mineralization with open pit development potential. 

In 2012, we will continue to define the resource, fine tune the

mine design and confirm the process route.

Nickel target

Enterprise

Zambia

An extensive drill program

Initiated on the target in 2011

confirmed potential grade and

size of the mineral system

http://www.first-quantum.com/Our-Business/Development-Projects/Sentinel/default.aspx
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Our Track Record,
We are committed to sustainable development

through economically viable investments,

technically appropriate operations, 

environmentally sound practices and 

socially responsible actions.

Social
The overall objective of our 

socio-economic development

programs and projects is to

improve the quality of life for our

employees, their families and 

our immediate communities.

Our CSR program 

focuses on 

five key areas.

Governance & Risk
Our Board of Directors believes

that sound corporate governance

practices are essential to the

well-being of the Company and 

its shareholders, and that these

practices should be reviewed

regularly to ensure that they 

are appropriate.

2011 Social Expenditure

Operation (US$ thousands)

Bwana Mkubwa $ 94

Kansanshi 17,075

Guelb Moghrein 10,408

FQMO Zambia 3,821

Kevitsa 38

Ravensthorpe 1,069

Haquira 2,762

Lonshi 362

Total $ 35,629
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Labour
Our aim is to develop a safety

management system that is

practicable and straightforward 

to implement to achieve the

objective of zero fatalities and

reducing risk. Operations use

safety management systems

based on BSI OHSAS 18001

2007 standard subject to review.

Economics
We regard our most significant

CSR achievement to be our

economic contribution to our 

host communities where 

our operations make a major

difference in the communities.

Environment
We ensure that all of our

operations are conducted 

in a manner to protect the long-

term health of the communities

where we operate and in an

environmentally sound manner.

We pursue our sustainability strategy by:
� Implementing sound corporate governance practices
� Operating in a responsible manner towards employees through

fair and equitable practices managed with a well-developed 

and implemented HR system
� Caring for the well-being of our employees by implementing

Health and Safety management systems based on the

OHSAS/BSI 18001 Standard
� Minimizing environmental impacts through implementation 

of an ISO 14001-based environmental management system
� Reducing negative health impacts through community

development and HIV/AIDS programs

� Preventing and reducing health-related impacts related to 

First Quantum’s activities by managing environmental risks 

at source
� Monitoring and regulating security contractors employed by 

the Company’s operations to ensure that human rights principles

are upheld
� Transparent reporting on operations and activities
� Synergy of Environmental, Health & Safety, Human Resources,

Community Development and Security Systems to enhance 

our CSR programs 

Talent acquisition 

and retention

Identifying people with

critical skills

Conservation farming

Encouraging farmers 

to use techniques that 

involve minimal soil

disturbance and 

crop rotation

Wildlife conservation

Animal numbers in our game

management area have increased

substantially over the past year

http://www.first-quantum.com/Corporate-Responsibility/Reports/default.aspx
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Using the most recent available

information, our Zambian operations

contributed approximately 8% 

to the country’s total economy. 

Using the most recent available

information, our Mauritanian operation

contributed approximately 4.5% 

to the country’s total economy. 

Saline water usage, 

Mauritania

We developed a saline

well field to supply the

mine with water and

preserve the fresh water

resource for future

generations

Employee Health

Employee health and occupational

illness is a key focus area in our

Company. We continually monitor

occupational exposure to gas, 

dust and noise. In addition, safety

departments endeavour to ensure

employees wear the correct personal

protective equipment to mitigate

potential exposure to these hazards.

We pursue our socio-economic development programs by:
� Improving health care through the provision of health facilities and

service providers;
� Improving infrastructure and basic services in communities such as

roads, housing, water, electricity and sanitation, amongst others;
� Improving education infrastructure and services; and
� Facilitating access to enterprise development opportunities for 

local entrepreneurs.

Conservation farming, Zambia

This farming initiative uses

techniques involving minimal soil

disturbance through crop rotation
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Our social initiatives in Peru

Our initial contributions focused

on the provision of school

supplies and furniture to support

primary education. As the project

progressed, additional programs

were added to provide transport

to increase attendance and

school lunches to improve

Our social expenditure for 2011

was US$35.6 million, or 5.4% of

net earnings after tax.

Greenhouse gas emissions

The introduction of a trolley 

assist system, electricity powered

shovels and in-pit crushers are

expected to significantly reduce 

our diesel consumption. 

students’ health and ability to

focus on studies. We have also

worked with local educational

authorities to provide funding to

allow additional teachers in most

local schools, in many cases

nearly doubling the teacher to

student ratio.

Job creation

Over 8,000 direct jobs are

created at our operations with

substantially more generated

through the multiplier effect.

Our guiding principles

Our CSR strategy is designed 

to ensure compliance with 

the national laws of our host

countries. In addition, we have

aligned ourself with several 

externally developed Charters

and Sets of Principles, including

the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights (2007); the

Voluntary Principles on Security

and Human Rights (2007);

Equator Principles (2007); 

the Inter-national Labour

Organisation’s Declaration of

Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work (2008); and 

the Extractive Industries

Transparency Initiative (2008).

Mary Begg Community Clinic, Zambia 

We provide ongoing support to the clinic which

provides high-quality services to the whole

community on a not-for-profit basis
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A Solid Financial Position

A Strong Record,
Established new records for

annual sales revenues, gross profit and net earnings,

despite operating challenges experienced in mid-2011
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Directors  IBC

Copper production from

continuing operations was

broadly in-line with 2010 while

gold production was 8% lower

due to lower production from

Guelb Moghrein. Overall cash

costs of production increased

due to inflationary cost pressures.

The Ravensthorpe operation

achieved commercial production

on December 28, 2011 marking

the Company’s emergence as 

a nickel producer. This position 

is expected to be further

augmented with the start-up 

of the Kevitsa mine.

The Company’s balance sheet

was further strengthened with

cash generated from operations,

the induced conversion of 

the $500.0 million convertible

bonds and the final repayment

of the $400.0 million term 

loan facility.

Copper Production
(000’s tonnes)
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Gold Production
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175
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Sales Revenue
($ millions)

$2,583
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Cash Flow, Before
Working Capital
Changes
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$825
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Comparative Earnings 
from Continuing 
Operations
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First Quantum Minerals Ltd.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis

For the year ended December 31, 2011

In United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted.

This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) should be read in conjunction with the audited consolidated financial statements

of First Quantum Minerals Ltd. (“First Quantum” or “the Company”) for the year ended December 31, 2011. The Company’s results have

been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and are presented in United States dollars, tabular

amounts in millions, except where noted. Changes in accounting policies have been applied consistently to comparative periods unless

otherwise noted.

For further information on First Quantum, reference should be made to its public filings (including its most recently filed AIF) which are

available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Information is also available on the Company’s website at www.first-quantum.com. This MD&A

contains forward-looking information that is subject to risk factors, see “Regulatory disclosures” for further discussion. Information on risks

associated with investing in the Company’s securities and technical and scientific information under National Instrument 43-101 concerning

the Company’s material properties, including information about mineral resources and reserves, are contained in the Company’s most

recently filed AIF. This MD&A has been prepared as of March 6, 2012.

Summarized Operating and Financial Results

Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Copper production (tonnes) 67,316 75,920 265,576 323,017

Copper sales (tonnes) 65,638 76,290 273,257 311,560

Realized copper price (per lb) $ 3.33 $ 3.73 $ 3.87 $ 3.25

Cash cost of production (C1)1 (per lb) $ 1.53 $ 1.06 $ 1.41 $ 1.18

Gold production (ounces) 43,524 48,564 175,225 191,395

Gold sales (ounces) 49,209 50,139 180,442 188,368

Nickel production (tonnes) 5,666 – 5,666 –

Nickel sales (tonnes) 1,388 – 1,388 –

Sales revenues 567.3 707.8 2,583.5 2,393.2

Gross profit 182.7 377.9 1,308.0 1,211.7

Net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company 76.0 454.7 528.9 305.8

Earnings per share $ 0.16 $ 1.12 $ 1.18 $ 0.76

Operating and financial results from continuing operations 2

Copper production (tonnes) 67,316 75,920 265,576 268,094

Copper sales (tonnes) 65,638 69,404 271,606 258,121

Sales revenues 567.3 652.9 2,569.3 2,071.5

Gross profit from continuing operations 185.4 363.3 1,311.1 1,108.8

Comparative earnings from continuing operations 3 78.9 143.3 580.5 549.7

Comparative earnings per share from continuing operations 3 $ 0.17 $ 0.35 $ 1.30 $ 1.37

1 Cash costs (C1) are not recognized under IFRS. See “Regulatory Disclosures” for further information.
2 Operating and financial results from continuing operations have been adjusted to remove operations of Frontier and Bwana/Lonshi from the 2010 results for
comparative purposes to provide further information of the results to investors.
3 Earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company have been adjusted to remove the effect of unusual items to arrive at comparative earnings from continuing
operations. Comparative earnings from continuing operations and comparative earnings per share from continuing operations are not measures recognized under
IFRS and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS. The Company has disclosed these measures to assist with the understanding of results and to
provide further financial information about the results to investors. See “Regulatory Disclosures” for a reconciliation of comparative earnings from continuing
operations. 
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Established new records for full year sales revenues, gross profit and net earnings, 

despite operating challenges experienced in mid-2011

� Annual sales revenues from continuing operations of $2,569.3 million was 24% higher than 2010 due to an increased average realized

copper price and higher sales volumes from continuing operations.

� Annual gross profit from continuing operations of $1,311.1 million was 18% higher than 2010 due to higher sales revenues, offset

partially by an increase in operating costs.

� 2011 net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company were higher than 2010 primarily as a result of prior year asset

impairments of $772.4 million, offset partially by a $510.8 million gain on sale of investments. 2011 comparative earnings from

continuing operations are higher than 2010 due to an increase in the average realized copper price, offset partially by inflationary cost

pressures.

� 2011 copper production from continuing operations was broadly in line with 2010.

� Kansanshi’s gold production increased from the prior year as a result of gold circuit modifications which resulted in improved recovery

of gold in dore. However, total gold production was 8% lower than 2010 due to lower production from Guelb Moghrein, which was

affected by reduced throughput, grade and recovery in the current year.

� Overall cash costs of production increased in 2011 due to inflationary cost pressures related to sulphuric acid, energy, labour, and

other consumables. Cost efficiency was also adversely impacted by lower copper grades and recoveries at Kansanshi.

Q4 copper and gold production improves from Q3 2011

� Total copper production improved 15% over Q3 2011 as Kansanshi’s production increased in each subsequent month following the

circuit reconfiguration in August 2011. In comparison to Q4 2010, copper production was 11% lower, reflecting lower ore grades

processed at Kansanshi and throughput limitations at Guelb Moghrein.

� Total gold production improved 5% over Q3 2011. In comparison to Q4 2010, Kansanshi increased due to ongoing circuit

improvements whereas Guelb Moghrein’s production was impacted by throughput constraints and lower grades and recoveries.

� Sales revenues from continuing operations decreased from Q4 2010 as a result of an 11% lower realized copper price and 5% lower

copper sales volumes from continuing operations in Q4 2011.

� Cash costs of production increased over Q4 2010 as a result of inflationary cost pressures principally related to sulphuric acid, energy,

labour and other consumables. Cash costs were in line with Q3 2011.

� Q4 2011 net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company were lower than Q4 2010 as the prior year included the gain on sale

of investments of $510.8 million offset partially by a negative Zambian tax adjustment of $210.7 million. Comparative earnings in

Q4 2011 of $78.9 million were impacted by lower realized copper prices, lower sales volumes and inflationary cost pressures.

Commercial production achieved at the Ravensthorpe nickel operation

� The Ravensthorpe nickel operation in Western Australia achieved commercial production on December 28, 2011 following re-

commissioning in Q4 2011. This key milestone marks the Company’s entry as a significant nickel producer with Ravensthorpe

expected to produce between 33,000-36,000 tonnes of contained nickel in 2012 and the addition of Kevitsa production later in 2012.

Significant advancement of development projects and exploration activities

� Construction of the Kevitsa project is virtually complete and commissioning activities are in progress. The project remains on schedule

to achieve commercial production by mid-2012.

� Drilling at Sentinel is complete and finalization of the resource estimation is expected in early Q2 2012. Plant design is now well

advanced and process plant construction is expected to start in Q2 2012 subject to the completion of commercial negotiations.

� Expansion of the oxide processing circuit at Kansanshi to 7.2 million tonnes per annum (“Mtpa”) is progressing well and is scheduled

for completion during Q2 2012. The stage two expansion to 14.5 Mtpa is on track for commissioning in 2013.

� The Sentinel plant is being designed to incorporate a nickel concentrator facility with capacity to produce between 40,000 and

70,000 tonnes of contained nickel per annum in anticipation of the establishment of a substantial nickel resource at Enterprise.

� The Kansanshi copper smelter project, which was approved in Q4 2011, is designed to process 1.2 million tonnes of concentrate to

produce over 300,000 tonnes of copper and 1.1 million tonnes of acid as a by-product. The cost benefit of the smelter is estimated 

to be between $340–$500 million per year in reduced concentrate freight costs, export duties and sulphuric acid costs.
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Balance sheet strengthened

� In Q3 2011, the Company induced the conversion of the $500.0 million convertible bonds into common shares of the Company and

made the final repayment of the $400.0 million term loan facility.

� On January 5, 2012 the Company reached an agreement with Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation PLC (“ENRC”) to dispose 

of its residual République démocratique du Congo (“RDC”) assets for $1.25 billion. The agreement closed on March 2, 2012 with the

Company receiving payment of $750.0 million and a three year promissory note for $500.0 million. In connection with the transaction,

First Quantum, ENRC, the RDC Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial Development Corporation have also

settled all disputes relating to the companies being sold and their assets and operations in the RDC and each of First Quantum, ENRC,

the RDC Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial Development Corporation have released one another in respect

of all claims and judgements relating to the foregoing or to any other matter arising in the RDC on or before the date of closing.

� On January 30, 2012 the Company announced the signing of a 5 year, $1.0 billion senior term and revolving facility at Kansanshi. The Company

expects that the conditions precedent will be satisfied shortly and the facility is expected to be available to draw before the end of Q1 2012.

Other corporate developments

� The Company has declared a final dividend of C$0.1277 per share in respect of the financial year ended December 31, 2011. The

final dividend of C$0.1277, together with the interim dividend of C$0.0533, is a total of C$0.1810 for the 2011 financial year. This total

dividend paid for the 2011 financial year is 15% of net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company, which reflects an increase

from 10% of net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company used as guidance in prior years (adjusted for unusual items).

� The Company’s common shares were split on a five-for-one basis in Q3 2011.

� Depositary receipts were listed on the Lusaka Stock Exchange (“LuSE”) in Zambia making First Quantum the first mining company 

to be listed on the LuSE.

Operational outlook for 2012

� Expected production of approximately 270,000 to 290,000 tonnes of copper, 36,000 to 40,000 tonnes of contained nickel and

170,000 to 190,000 ounces of gold.

� Expected average cash cost of approximately $1.45 to $1.55 per pound of copper.

Operations

Kansanshi Copper and Gold Operation Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Copper production (tonnes) 59,163 66,232 230,295 231,124

Copper sales (tonnes) 54,036 58,704 235,832 225,189

Gold production (ounces) 29,580 28,982 112,286 109,629

Gold sales (ounces) 27,742 29,355 114,488 115,742

Sulphide ore tonnes milled (000’s) 1,628 2,699 8,855 10,382

Sulphide ore grade processed (%) 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8

Sulphide copper recovery (%) 92 93 91 93

Mixed ore tonnes milled (000’s) 2,986 1,636 8,377 5,462

Mixed ore grade processed (%) 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3

Mixed copper recovery (%) 64 70 63 67

Oxide ore tonnes milled (000’s) 1,492 1,521 6,072 5,674

Oxide ore grade processed (%) 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.2

Oxide copper recovery (%) 88 84 86 86

Cash costs (C1) (per lb)1 $ 1.52 $ 1.07 $ 1.41 $ 1.10

Total costs (C3) (per lb)1 $ 1.90 $ 1.29 $ 1.70 $ 1.31

Gross profit (USD M) $ 186.2 $ 324.6 $ 1,187.1 $ 998.4

1 C1 and C3 costs are not recognized under IFRS. See “Regulatory Disclosures” for further information.
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� Full year operating results

Kansanshi’s 2011 gross profit was 19% higher than 2010 due to higher realized copper prices and sales volumes, offset partially by an

increase in operating costs in 2011.

Full year copper production was consistent with 2010 as an increase in overall throughput was offset by lower grades and recoveries. 

Total tonnes milled in 2011 increased to 23.3 million tonnes from 21.5 million tonnes in 2010 on the back of ongoing throughput

enhancements. In Q3 2011, the sulphide and mixed ore circuits were reconfigured to match a concurrent change in the mine plan. 

The mine plan was revised to accommodate the production expansion project to 400,000 tonnes per annum resulting in a short-term

reduction in availability of sulphide ore. In order to better match the circuits to mine feed, the throughput capacity for mixed ore was

increased to 12 Mtpa and the sulphide ore capacity was reduced to 6.5 Mtpa. This change in mine plan and circuit reconfiguration

temporarily resulted in processing of low grade sulphide ore from stockpiles which reduced overall production in Q3 2011. Sulphide ore

grades and total copper production have increased in each subsequent month following the circuit reconfiguration in August 2011.

Gold production improved in 2011 on the back of additional gravity concentrator capacity and optimization of the overall gold circuit.

2011 cash costs per pound increased by $0.31/lb from 2010 due to higher input costs for acid and other consumables. Realization costs

were higher in 2011 due to higher off-take terms. The gold credit improved in 2011 to $0.28/lb from $0.23/lb in 2010 due to higher

realized gold prices.

� Q4 operating results

Q4 2011 production was 11% lower than the prior year period as a result of lower ore grades processed.

Sulphide circuit production was lower than the prior year period as a result of the lower throughput and lower ore grades processed 

in the period. However, sulphide grades have increased from Q3 2011 and are expected to continue to increase in 2012 as mine pit

development continues.

Mixed ore circuit production increased significantly from Q4 2010 with the throughput capacity change in 2011. Mixed ore grades and

recoveries were lower than Q4 2010 as a result of a less favourable blend of sulphide and oxide ore processed. Flotation cell capacity

improvements have allowed for the mixed ore circuit to maintain targeted recoveries at increased throughput rates.

Production from the oxide circuit was largely in line with Q4 2010 as a decrease in throughput and grade was offset by higher recoveries 

in Q4 2011. An acid supply constraint resulted in the stockpiling of some high-grade, higher acid consuming oxide ore. Production of this

high-grade oxide stockpile will be realized when sulphuric acid supply improves.

Kansanshi’s cash cost of production increased by 42% over Q4 2010 due to inflationary cost pressures with respect to consumables,

sulphuric acid, energy, and labor costs. Lower grades and recoveries also impacted unit costs in Q4 2011.
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� Outlook

Kansanshi will continue to focus on pit development throughout 2012 utilizing additional mine fleet and mining contractors. The mine pit

development work will increase available mining areas through 2012 providing additional flexibility and access to higher volumes of

sulphide ore. Improvements in sulphide grades realized in Q4 2011 are expected to continue in early 2012.

The treatment of mixed ore at elevated rates will continue until the second half of 2012 when the sulphide circuit will revert to 12 Mtpa

and the mixed circuit to 6.5 Mtpa, respectively, to align with increased availability of sulphide ore from the mine.

Oxide circuit throughput capacity will increase during 2012 on completion of stage one of Kansanshi’s plant expansion project. Limited

acid supply is expected to impact oxide production in early 2012 until a fifth acid plant is commissioned in early Q3 2012 at Kansanshi.

Gold production is expected to continue to improve as gravity gold extraction capacity has been amended to focus on potential gains 

from oxide ore. The increasing proportion of gold recovered in dore will reduce the impact of smelter deductions on Kansanshi’s overall

gold production.

An ongoing program of grade control drilling is expected to enhance the mine planning performance, and this, combined with the

additional mining fleet, is expected to improve the flexibility of the mine to deliver the optimal mix of ore-types to the plant.

Guelb Moghrein Copper and Gold Operation Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Copper production (tonnes) 8,155 9,687 35,281 36,969

Copper sales (tonnes) 11,601 10,700 35,774 32,932

Gold production (ounces) 13,943 19,582 62,938 81,766

Gold sales (ounces) 21,467 20,784 65,954 72,626

Sulphide ore tonnes milled (000’s) 634 748 2,691 2,796

Sulphide ore grade processed (%) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5

Sulphide copper recovery (%) 91 91 91 91

Cash costs (C1) (USD per lb)1 $ 1.63 $ 1.03 $ 1.46 $ 0.90

Total costs (C3) (USD per lb)1 $ 2.45 $ 1.79 $ 2.20 $ 1.65

Gross profit (USD M) $ 3.5 $ 40.9 $ 127.8 $ 118.5

1 C1 and C3 costs are not recognized under IFRS. See “Regulatory Disclosures” for further information.

� Full year operating results

2011 copper production was 5% lower than 2010 as a result of constrained throughput rates in the current year. Ongoing optimization

works and extended maintenance related downtime reduced plant availability and throughput during the year. Gold production is lower

than 2010 due to lower throughput, grades and recoveries in 2011.

Guelb Moghrein’s cash cost of production increased in 2011 due to increases in fuel and personnel costs. Plant maintenance costs also

increased during 2011 related to ongoing optimization projects. The 2011 gold credit of $1.16/lb was $0.21/lb higher than 2010 due to

higher realized gold prices.

� Q4 operating results

Q4 2011 copper production was 16% lower than Q4 2010 due to a labour dispute in December which caused 11 days of plant downtime.

The dispute was resolved and operations ramped up to design capacity in early January 2012. Gold production in Q4 2011 was lower than

Q4 2010 as a result of lower throughput and lower gold grades processed.

Guelb Moghrein’s cash cost of production was higher than Q4 2010 due to increased waste stripping and higher costs for personnel, 

fuel, other consumables and plant maintenance. The gold credit in Q4 2011 benefitted from the timing of sales and an increased realized

gold price.
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� Outlook

At Guelb Moghrein the continued focus is on maintaining feed tonnages at design capacity. Progress has been seen in Q4 and into 2012

with steadier operations, most notably in the high pressure grinding rolls and pebble crusher circuit. The metallurgical team is focused on

recoveries, particularly in the gold circuit where there are opportunities for improvement.

Ravensthorpe Nickel Operation Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Nickel production (tonnes) 5,666 – 5,666 –

Nickel sales (tonnes) 1,388 – 1,388 –

The Ravensthorpe nickel operation achieved commercial production on December 28, 2011 marking a key milestone in the Company’s

advancement to becoming a significant nickel producer.

Ravensthorpe was acquired as a decommissioned nickel operation by the Company in February 2010. Significant modifications were

made to the nickel processing plant in the following 18 months. Modifications were focused on the redesign of the crushing, conveying,

storage, reclaim and rejects areas.

Both beneficiation plants have been re-commissioned, the surge ponds for beneficiated ore have been filled and are now in full operation.

Reject product from the beneficiation plant is being successfully dewatered in the new dewatering section so that it can be readily conveyed

and trucked. Saprolite and limonite beneficiation have achieved throughput rates as high as 550 tonnes per hour and 1200 tonnes per

hour. These achievements confirm that the problem areas, identified prior to the acquisition of the project, within the crushing, beneficiation

and rejects plants, have been successfully addressed and resolved.

The atmospheric leach (“AL”) plant was commissioned in September and since November is consistently operating above design. 

Both pressure acid leach (“PAL”) trains were also successfully brought on line during October and have achieved design throughput.

The first contained nickel was produced in early October 2011 and 5,666 tonnes of nickel was produced during the commissioning 

ramp-up until commercial production was achieved at the end of 2011.

Revenues and costs associated with the commissioning of Ravensthorpe have been capitalized to property, plant and equipment and

accordingly Ravensthorpe had an insignificant impact on the Company’s 2011 operating contribution.

� Outlook

Ravensthorpe is expected to produce between 33,000 to 36,000 tonnes of nickel in 2012 and an average of 39,000 tonnes for the first

five years after commencement of operations. The estimated average annual production is 28,000 tonnes over the total life of mine of 

over 30 years. 

Development Activities

Kevitsa nickel/copper/PGE project, Finland

Construction of the Kevitsa project is virtually complete and commissioning activities are in progress. The project remains on schedule to

achieve commercial production by mid-2012.

Application has been submitted to the relevant authorities to increase the approved throughput rate to 7.5 Mtpa starting in 2013. With the

current estimated measured and indicated resources, this increased throughput rate is expected to increase the annual production to

approximately 15,000 tonnes of nickel and 28,000 to 30,000 tonnes of copper while retaining a mine life in excess of 20 years.

Sentinel project, Zambia

In April 2011, large scale mining licences for the development of the Trident project were received from the Government of the Republic of

Zambia (“GRZ”). The licences give the Company the exclusive rights to carry out mining operations on the full area of interest at Trident,

including Sentinel and Enterprise, for a period of 25 years. The environmental impact assessment was approved and a land use agreement

was agreed in July 2011 for the development of the Sentinel project.
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Resource drilling on the Sentinel project is complete with approximately 170,000 metres of core drilling in nearly 500 holes completed

during the past 14 months. Geological modelling, data analysis and reporting are currently in progress.

Resource modelling and estimation for the Sentinel deposit has been completed. An independent report compliant with National Instrument

43-101 is expected to be completed in early 2012 together with mining and optimization studies.

Based on an internally generated resource estimate, the project is expected to initially produce 150,000 tonnes of copper in concentrate

annually, rising to 300,000 tonnes of copper in concentrate.

The project works have progressed into detailed design and commitments have been made for long-lead mining, crushing and milling

equipment. Initial site construction works are underway to establish improved access roads, an airstrip and a construction camp. It is

expected that construction of the process plant could commence by mid-2012 subject to the completion of commercial negotiations.

Kansanshi expansions, Zambia

Construction commenced in 2011 at Kansanshi to expand annual copper production capacity from 250,000 tonnes to approximately

400,000 tonnes by 2015. The first phase of this increase relates to the expansion of the oxide/leach facilities which will be undertaken 

in two stages. Stage one is expected to increase annual production capacity to approximately 285,000 tonnes by expanding the oxide

circuit throughput capacity to approximately 7.2 Mtpa by Q2 2012. This stage is progressing well with the relocation of equipment from the

mothballed Bwana copper processing plant complete and installation and incorporation into the Kansanshi process underway. Stage two,

scheduled for commissioning in 2013, is planned to increase the oxide circuit capacity to 14.5 Mtpa. Oxide copper production from these

two projects will be restricted by acid supply. Acid supply will be addressed in the short term with the commissioning of a fifth acid plant,

and in 2014 with the construction of a copper smelter.

Construction of the fifth acid plant at Kansanshi has commenced with completion due in Q3 2012. This will provide enough acid to allow

full use of the 7.2 Mtpa oxide leach expansion, and up to 10.0 Mtpa of the stage two expansion referred to above.

The second phase of the 400,000 tonne expansion project is a proposed expansion of the sulphide treatment facilities by construction of a

new section of plant capable of treating 16 Mtpa of sulphide ore. Construction of this new plant may occur in two stages depending on ore

grades. Project commitment is expected in mid-2012 following completion of the resource definition drilling program, essential for detailed

mine planning.

Copper smelter project, Zambia

In Q4 2011 the copper smelter project was approved for construction at Kansanshi. Currently, Kansanshi’s concentrate is treated primarily

at smelters in Zambia; however, existing domestic smelting capacity will be insufficient to process the substantial increase in production

resulting from the Kansanshi expansion and the Sentinel project. The smelter will be capable of processing 1.2 million tonnes of concentrate

to produce over 300,000 tonnes of copper metal. The smelter will also produce over 3,000 tonnes per day of acid as a by-product at

almost zero cost which will benefit Kansanshi by allowing the treatment of high acid-consuming oxide ores and the leaching of some mixed

ores. The additional acid will also optimize the expansion of the oxide leach facilities and allow improved recoveries of leachable minerals

in material now classified and treated as mixed ore.

Work on the project has commenced with key long lead equipment items tendered and commencement of detailed engineering design.

Construction of the smelter is planned to be completed by mid-2014 followed by commissioning and ramp up.

Exploration

The Company’s exploration and resource development activities continued to expand in 2011 with operations now underway in eight

countries on four continents. As at December 31, 2011, there were forty drills active on the Company’s properties with programs designed

to realize the potential of the prospective mineral districts in which the Company operates.

� Trident

A major exploration program was concluded over the Sentinel copper deposit in August 2011. The program included 514 diamond drill

holes for over 172,000m of core and was completed in 16 months. A NI43-101 compliant resource estimate is being prepared for release

in Q2 2012.
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An extensive drilling program was initiated on the Enterprise prospect in 2011 which has confirmed the potential grade and size of the

mineral system. 193 diamond core holes for over 68,000m were completed in the year. The drilling covers an area of approximately 

2 km x 1 km and has tested mineralization down to an average depth of approximately 300 metres. A gently dipping body of mineralization

has been defined which varies from a few metres to over 100 metres in true width. Grades vary rapidly from semi-massive sulphide with

2–8% nickel in the centre to disseminated sulphides with 0.2–1% nickel on the edges of the system. Currently delineated limits to the

mineralization are approximately 1000 metres by 500 metres although some lower grade disseminated vaesite sulphide has been

intersected over 2 kilometres to the east. An initial model of the inferred resources has been constructed for scoping purposes.

Metallurgical testing and preliminary design scoping are currently in progress.

� Kansanshi

At Kansanshi a major program of resource definition and exploration drilling ramped up during 2011. By the end of the year some 18 core

rigs were operating on the project evenly divided between incremental resource/reserve additions immediately around the existing pits 

and a new exploration phase. These programs are designed to provide enhanced definition of longer term oxide and sulphide resource

potential as well as to test the ultimate extents of what is clearly a world class mineral system.

Drill programs totalling 140,000 metres of diamond core are currently in progress and include resource development on the new Southeast

Dome prospect as well as an extensive drill grid surrounding the Northwest Pit and Main Pit. Initial results suggest that mineralized veins

extend well beyond the current resource/reserve envelope however, given the relatively sparse drill spacing currently it is not possible to

estimate the density of veining and therefore the likely grade or tonnage that maybe defined. A further phase of more detailed drilling will

be undertaken in 2012 to convert these areas of potential into a classified resource.

As well as the resource development program a series of wide spaced reconnaissance drill traverses are currently in progress covering the

entire 10 kilometre strike of the Kansanshi Dome structure. This drilling is successfully building an understanding of the regional geological

and structural architecture around the Kansanshi deposits including the definition of subsidiary ‘domes’ that may be prospective for satellite

resources. To date some significant areas of copper vein mineralization have been intercepted, mostly along the axis of the Kansanshi

Antiform. By mid-2012, we expect to have enough detail to be able to commit to the Sulphide Expansion Project.

� Finland

Following the major resource development drill program in 2009–10 and the release of a considerably expanded resource/reserve

statement in March 2011, a more modest drill program continued at Kevitsa in 2011 largely focused on incremental expansions of the

near pit mineralization to the south and east, as well as testing deeper geophysical targets for higher grade ‘massive sulphide’ style

mineralization. Some additional low grade mineralization has been located immediately southeast of the current resource and further

drilling should define whether this links back to the main body of mineralization. To date no massive sulphide mineralization has been

defined close to Kevitsa however several new target areas have been established within the broader mining lease and will be tested 

in the coming season.

A program of target generation around Kevitsa and elsewhere in Finland has been in progress since 2009. The primary target of this

program is high grade ‘massive sulphide’ Ni-Cu-PGE mineralization. The prospectivity of the Kevitsa district for this type of deposit was 

re-enforced recently by the announcement of a significant discovery by Anglo American at ‘Sakatti’, less than 20km south of Kevitsa.

During 2011 several hundred targets were followed up with field reconnaissance, geochemistry and geophysics with many anomalous

areas selected for ‘base of till’ drilling. Several targets are currently being followed up with diamond core drilling. The reconnaissance

program has defined not only some strong Ni-Cu-PGE targets but a number of prospects with copper and gold mineralization styles that

have now been secured under new claim applications. Follow up drilling is planned in 2012.

� Peru

The acquisition of Antares and its principal asset, the Haquira copper deposit, was finalized in December 2010. During 2011 a large

exploration program commenced including systematic detailed airborne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys covering the whole

property as well as detailed soil geochemistry and mapping programs. Several new high priority porphyry and skarn mineralization targets

have been defined for testing in 2012 and environmental permits for drilling are currently in preparation.
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At Haquira a new 3D geological model of the porphyry system, alteration halo and regional architecture was completed in May 2011 

and is currently being used to define extensions to the mineralization. A drill program with 4-6 rigs continued throughout most of the year

completing over 25,000m. The drilling has been focused on extending the Haquira East mineralization to the north as well as testing the

potential of sulphide mineralization below the dominantly oxide resource at Haquira West.

Several new regional prospects are under evaluation in Southern Peru with applications for new tenure and discussions for joint venture

participation currently in progress.

� Mauritania & West Africa

A concerted program of district scale targeting for new IOCG deposits around Guelb Moghrein continued during 2011. This program has

included the collection of systematic regional geochemical and mapping data which has been compiled together with airborne gravity,

magnetics and radiometrics to prioritize targets. These targets are being followed up using detailed geochemistry and ground geophysics

together with RC and diamond drilling. Up to three drills have been active testing targets within a 40 km radius of the mine.

Reconnaissance exploration including mapping and geochemical sampling continued on mafic hosted Ni-Cu-PGE targets in Mali,

Cote d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso as part of a ‘Strategic Alliance’ with Newgenco. Permit applications have been made over two interesting

prospects in central Burkina Faso.

Sales Revenues

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted)

Sales revenues (after realization charges) Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Kansanshi – copper 368.4 463.2 1,909.3 1,538.4

– gold 37.3 33.1 139.0 115.5

Guelb Moghrein – copper 66.2 69.2 244.4 192.7

– gold 31.0 25.9 101.8 81.7

Corporate 64.4 61.5 174.8 143.2

Sales revenues from continuing operations 567.3 652.9 2,569.3 2,071.5

Frontier – copper – 51.2 13.5 270.0

Bwana/Lonshi – copper – 3.7 0.7 51.7

Sales revenues 567.3 707.8 2,583.5 2,393.2

Copper Selling Price USD/lb USD/lb USD/lb USD/lb

Average LME cash price 3.40 3.92 4.00 3.42

Realized copper price 3.33 3.73 3.87 3.25

Treatment charges/refining charges (“TC/RC”) and freight charges (0.32) (0.25) (0.27) (0.27)

Net realized copper price 3.01 3.48 3.60 2.98

Full year 2011 sales revenues from continuing operations were 24% higher than 2010 due primarily to a 21% increase in the net realized

copper price in the current year. Gold revenues increased by 22% from 2010 to $240.8 million due to the higher realized gold price in 2011.

Q4 2011 total sales revenues from continuing operations were 13% lower than the prior year period due to a 14% decrease in the net

realized copper price and lower sales volumes. Q4 realization charges increased with the proportion of sales from Guelb Moghrein which

incur higher freight and TC/RC charges. Gold revenues increased by 16% from Q4 2010 to $68.3 million due to the higher realized gold

price in Q4 2011.

The Company’s revenues are recognized at provisional prices when title passes to the customer. Any subsequent adjustments for final

pricing are materially offset by derivative adjustments and shown on a net basis in cost of sales (see “Hedging Program” for further

discussion). The Company’s 2011 realized copper price per pound of contained copper is lower than the average LME cash price 

due to the impact of the smelter payable copper deduction on copper in concentrates of approximately 3.5%.
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Summary Financial Results

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Gross profit

Kansanshi 186.2 324.6 1,187.1 998.4

Guelb Moghrein 3.5 40.9 127.8 118.5

Other (4.3) (2.2) (3.8) (8.1)

Gross profit from continuing operations 185.4 363.3 1,311.1 1,108.8

Frontier (2.7) 14.7 (3.6) 101.0

Bwana/Lonshi – (0.1) 0.5 1.9

Total gross profit 182.7 377.9 1,308.0 1,211.7

Exploration (19.7) (15.7) (73.0) (47.5)

General and administrative (15.8) (18.4) (73.8) (44.6)

Other income (expense) (3.8) (4.6 7.3 1.8

Net finance costs (0.1) (3.8) (4.6) (18.6)

Acquisition transaction costs – – – (18.5)

Bond inducement costs – – (48.4) –

Gain on sale of investments – 510.8 – 510.8

Impairment of assets – 1.2 – (609.1)

Income taxes (49.5) (400.1) (460.7) (611.2)

Net earnings for the period 93.8 447.3 654.8 374.8

Net earnings for the period attributable to:

Non-controlling interests 17.8 (7.4) 125.9 69.0

Shareholders of the Company 76.0 454.7 528.9 305.8

Comparative earnings from continuing operations 78.9 143.3 580.5 549.7

Earnings per share (USD per share)

basic 0.16 1.12 1.18 0.76

diluted 0.16 1.01 1.18 0.69

Comparative earnings per share from continuing operations 0.17 0.35 1.30 1.37

Full year exploration expenses comprise primarily of:

– $34.9 million at Sentinel and Enterprise

– $15.9 million at Haquira

– $8.3 million at Guelb Moghrein

– $6.7 million in Finland

General and administrative costs increased from 2010 due primarily to higher personnel costs driven by an increased complement of skilled

employees to develop and manage the significantly expanded pipeline of projects as well as legal and other costs related to the RDC matters.

In 2011 the Company induced the conversion of its convertible bond which included transaction costs and an incentive payment totalling

$48.4 million. See “Equity” for further discussion.

In 2010, the Company sold its investment in Equinox Minerals Ltd for net proceeds of $646.5 million resulting in a gain on sale of

investments of $510.8 million.

Income taxes in Q4 and for the full year in 2011 amount to an effective group tax rate of approximately 42%. This rate is driven primarily by

Kansanshi’s effective income tax rate of 43%, as the tax holiday on Guelb Moghrein’s net earnings was largely offset by net losses generated

in other group entities without related tax recoveries. The Guelb Moghrein tax holiday expires in Q1 2012. The prior year income tax expense

includes the impairment of a Zambian tax receivable totalling $263.4 million. See “other items” for further discussion on Zambian taxes.
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Liquidity and Capital Resources

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010 20092

Cash flows from operating activities

before changes in working capital 89.6 304.6 825.5 901.1 678.1

after changes in working capital (5.2) 291.1 412.3 802.9 562.6

Cash flows from financing activities (2.8) (89.7) (206.3) (151.6) 547.0

Cash flows from investing activities

Payments for property, plant and equipment (294.4) (125.8) (1,108.7) (357.6) (361.8)

Acquisitions – (10.2) – (514.9) (34.0)

Disposals – 646.7 9.9 646.9 29.2

Net cash flows (302.4) 712.1 (892.8) 425.7 743.0

Cash balance 452.1 1,344.9 452.1 1,344.9 919.2

Total assets 5,298.0 4,957.9 5,298.0 4,957.9 4,654.6

Total long-term liabilities 507.6 853.1 507.6 853.1 1,687.7

Cash flows from operating activities per share1

before working capital (USD per share) $ 0.19 $ 0.75 $ 1.85 $ 2.25 $ 1.80

after working capital (USD per share) $ (0.01) $ 0.72 $ 0.92 $ 2.00 $ 1.49

1 Cash flows per share is not recognized under IFRS. See “Regulatory Disclosures” for further information.
2 2009 Financial information is presented in accordance with previous Canadian GAAP and may not be appropriate as a comparative basis.

2011 operating cash flows before changes in working capital decreased due the addition of higher non-cash expenses in 2010. Working

capital movements during 2011 resulted in a decrease in cash of $413.2 million. Working capital movements include an increase in product

and consumable inventory values of $241.1 million and a decrease in taxes payable of $124.6 million. The Company paid $224.0 million

in back taxes to the GRZ in June 2011.

2011 cash flows from financing activities include dividend payments of $79.3 million made to common shareholders of the Company as

well as dividends paid to non-controlling interests of $10.8 million. The bond inducement costs of $48.4 million and the final $80.7 million

repayments of the $400 million term loan facility are also included in cash flows from financing activities.

Capital expenditure for property, plant and equipment was $1,108.7 million in 2011 comprising primarily of;

– $332.1 million at Kansanshi for the oxide circuit expansion, mine fleet and mine pit development costs,

– $303.0 million at Ravensthorpe related to final development and costs incurred during the commissioning phase,

– $303.4 million at Kevitsa for project development,

– $118.9 million at Sentinel, including deposits, for long-lead plant and mine equipment

As at December 31, 2011, the Company had the following contractual obligations outstanding:

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts 

in millions, except where noted) Total < 1 year 1 – 2 years 2 – 3 years 3 – 4 years 4 – 5 years Thereafter

Debt 63.2 48.2 5.2 4.9 4.9 – –

Accounts payable 562.8 562.8 – – – – –

Deferred payments 7.9 0.4 0.4 – – – 7.1

Finance leases 41.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 23.4

Commitments 380.4 380.4 – – – – –

Restoration provisions 239.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 233.2

Total commitments of $380.4 million comprise primarily of capital expenditure commitments for property, plant and equipment related 

to the development of Kevitsa, Sentinel and other development projects. The Company expects to fund the commitments and contractual

obligations with existing cash on hand and debt facilities, if necessary.
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The Company has a significant capital expansion and development program planned for the next 2-4 years which is expected to be funded

using available cash and debt facilities. As at the date of this report, the Company had approximately $1.15 billion in cash which includes

the proceeds of $750.0 million from the disposal of the Company’s assets and residual claims in the RDC to ENRC (see “Other items” for

further discussion).

The Company currently has the Kevitsa debt facility available for drawdown totalling $250.0 million. The Kevitsa facility is available in two

tranches, tranche A of $175.0 million is required to be repaid in equal annual instalments over four years starting March 31, 2013; and

tranche B of $75.0 million is required to be repaid on September 30, 2017.

On January 30, 2012 the Company announced the signing of a 5 year, $1.0 billion senior term and revolving facility at Kansanshi. The

Company expects that the conditions precedent will be satisfied shortly and the facility will be available to draw before the end of Q1 2012.

The Company’s working capital, together with future cash flows from operations and available debt facilities is expected to be sufficient to

fund the Company’s committed and planned capital expansion and development programs.

Hedging program

As at December 31, 2011, the following derivative positions were outstanding:

Maturity 2012 December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010

Asset Liability Asset Liability

Interest rate – – – – (0.4)

Foreign currency

USD/EUR extendible collar

– Principal €15.0m – (0.2) – –

Strike price 1.290–1.347

Copper (a)

Futures sales contracts over quotation period (tonnes) 47,775 1.9 (5.1) 3.0 (42.3)

Average price ($/tonne) $ 7,515

Embedded derivative hedged by future sales contracts (tonnes) 45,763 – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 7,554

Net provisional copper exposure (tonnes) (2,012)

Gold (a)

Futures sales contracts over quotation period (ounces) 18,639 3.2 – – (0.9)

Average price ($/ounce) $ 1,692

Embedded derivative hedged by future sales contracts (ounces) 18,261 – – – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 1,625

Net provisional gold exposure (ounces) (378)

Nickel (a)

Futures sales contracts over quotation period (tonnes) 1,244 – (0.7) – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 18,102

Embedded derivative hedged by future sales contracts (tonnes) 644 – – – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 18,280

Net provisional nickel exposure (tonnes) (600)

Other

Embedded derivative – (2.4) – (3.7)

5.1 (8.4) 3.0 (47.3)
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a) Provisional pricing and derivative contracts

A portion of the Company’s metal sales is sold on a provisional pricing basis whereby sales are recognized at prevailing metal prices when

title transfers to the customer and final pricing is not determined until a subsequent date, typically two months later. The difference between

final price and provisional invoice price is recognized in net earnings. In order to mitigate the impact of these adjustments on net earnings,

the Company enters into derivative contracts to directly offset the pricing exposure on the provisionally priced contracts. The provisional

pricing gains or losses and offsetting derivative gains or losses are both recognized as a component of cost of sales. Derivative assets are

presented in other assets and derivative liabilities are presented in other liabilities with the exception of copper, gold and nickel embedded

derivatives which are included within accounts receivable.

As at December 31, 2011, substantially all of the Company’s metal sales contracts subject to pricing adjustments were hedged by offsetting

derivative contracts.

During 2011, the Company recorded a net gain of $2.1 million in net earnings related to its commodity price derivative contracts and

provisionally priced metal sales.

Equity

At the date of this report, the Company has 476,310,325 shares outstanding. Changes in common shares outstanding during 2011 

are as follows:

’000 shares

Total shares outstanding as at December 31, 2010 86,176

a) Shares issued on conversion of convertible bonds 8,957

b) Lusaka stock exchange listing 126

c) Five-for-one common share split 381,041

d) Other 10

Total shares outstanding as at December 31, 2011 476,310

a) Conversion of convertible bonds

On July 27, 2011, the Company announced a voluntary incentive payment offer in relation to the Bonds. The offer included a cash

payment of $8,088.91 per $100,000 in principal amount of the Bonds (the “Incentive Payment”) and a cash payment of $1,410.68 per

$100,000 in principal amount of the Bonds (the “Conversion Price Adjustment Payment”) to convert any or all of the convertible bonds

due 2014. The incentive offer period expired on July 28, 2011 with 99.98% of the bondholders accepting the conversion offer. The offer

was later extended to the remaining bondholder who accepted the offer in November 2011.

On August 4, 2011, the Company issued 8,955,547 common shares (44,777,735 common shares after the share split) and on December 5,

2011 the Company issued 8,957 common shares. The $460.0 million convertible debt liability and the $48.3 million equity component of

the convertible debt have been transferred to common share capital. The incentive payment and other transactions costs of $48.4 million

have been recognized in earnings in 2011.

b) Lusaka Stock Exchange listing

On July 20, 2011 the Company issued 125,679 common shares in connection with a listing of depositary receipts by the Company on 

the Lusaka Stock Exchange in Zambia (the “LuSE”). These shares, together with 7,700 common shares in the capital of the Company

purchased on the open market, support the depositary receipts. First Quantum Minerals is the first mining company to list on the LuSE

and these are the first depositary receipts issued in Africa. The depositary receipts are held by local Zambian investors and employees 

and trade under the LuSE Symbol “FQM”.
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c) Common share split

On July 29, 2011, shareholders of the Company approved a five-for-one share split of the Company’s issued and outstanding common

shares. The record date of the share split was August 11, 2011. The Company’s common shares began trading on a split basis from

August 9, 2011.

Earnings per share have been retroactively restated on a five-for-one basis for all comparative periods.

Other Items

Zambian taxation

The GRZ announced in January 2008 a number of proposed changes to the tax regime in the country in relation to mining companies.

These changes included a windfall tax on copper sales revenue; a variable profit tax; a concentrate export levy of 15%; an increase in the

royalty rate to 3%; an increase in the income tax rate to 30%; and other changes including changes in the timing of deductibility of capital

allowances and streaming of hedging losses and gains. These changes were passed by Parliament in March 2008 and the majority of

changes took effect from April 1, 2008. 

Under the President elected in October 2008, the GRZ reviewed these tax changes and proposed that the windfall tax be removed, the

deductibility of capital allowances be reinstated to 100% in the period of expenditure and to allow hedging income be part of mining income

for tax purposes. These changes were passed by Parliament in March 2009 and the majority of changes took effect from April 1, 2009.

These enacted changes were not retroactive to April 1, 2008. 

The Company, through its Zambian subsidiaries, is party to Development Agreements with the GRZ for its existing operations which

provide an express right to full and fair compensation for any loss, damages or costs (including interest) incurred by the Company by

reason of the government’s failure to comply with the tax stability guarantees set out in the Development Agreements and rights of

international arbitration in the event of any dispute. Based on legal advice on its rights under the Development Agreements, the Company

initially recorded a receivable from the GRZ for an amount it regarded as reasonable expected ultimate repayment of taxes in excess of

that permitted under the Development Agreements. However, in November 2010, the GRZ required payment of all back taxes outstanding

pursuant to the 2008 and 2009 legislation by June 30, 2011. The Company’s Zambian subsidiaries complied with the GRZ’s demand and

completed the payment of all back taxes, totaling $224 million, on June 27, 2011, in addition to $80 million paid in 2010, without

prejudice to its rights under the Development Agreement. 

Following the change of government in 2011, the first Budget of the new government introduced a further increase in the mineral royalty

tax from 3% to 6%, effective April 2012, in breach of the Development Agreements. This increased royalty was publically stated to be

temporary, pending a detailed review of the mining tax regime during 2012 to be implemented in 2013.

Until resolved differently with the GRZ, the Company is recognizing and paying taxes in excess of the Development Agreement, resulting 

in an effective tax rate of approximately 43% at Kansanshi.

RDC

On January 5, 2012 the Company reached an agreement with ENRC to dispose of its residual claims and assets in respect of the Kolwezi

Tailings project, and the Frontier and Lonshi mines and related exploration interests, all located in the Katanga Province of the RDC and 

to settle all current legal matters relating to these interests for a total consideration of $1.25 billion. The transaction was completed on

March 2, 2012. The total consideration was comprised of $750.0 million, paid on March 2, 2012, together with a deferred consideration 

of $500.0 million in the form of a 3-year Promissory Note with an interest coupon of 3% payable annually in arrears. Under the terms of

the acquisition, ENRC acquired, with certain limited exceptions, all of First Quantum’s assets and property either physically located within

the RDC or relating to the operations formerly carried out by First Quantum and its subsidiaries in the RDC. In connection with the transaction,

First Quantum, ENRC, the RDC Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial Development Corporation have also settled

all disputes relating to the companies being sold and their assets and operations in the RDC and each of First Quantum, ENRC, the RDC

Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial Development Corporation have released one another in respect of all claims

and judgements relating to the foregoing or to any other matter arising in the RDC on or before the date of closing.
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Summary of Results

The following unaudited tables set out a summary of the quarterly results for the Company for the last eight quarters:

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts 

in millions, except where noted) 2009(1) Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10 Q4 10 2010 Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 2011

Consolidated operating statistics
Revenues

Copper $1,706.4 $507.9 $495.5 $541.8 $650.8 $2,196.0 $651.6 $606.9 $585.0 $474.4 $2,317.9

Gold 156.0 43.3 44.3 52.6 57.0 197.2 53.6 53.1 66.0 68.2 240.9

Other revenues 1.8 – – – – – – – – 24.7 24.7

Total sales revenues 1,864.2 551.2 539.8 594.4 707.8 2,393.2 705.2 660.0 651.0 567.3 2,583.5

Direct operating costs 733.4 224.8 269.1 267.0 291.1 1,052.0 244.1 270.3 306.7 344.6 1,165.7

Impairment charge – – 306.6 303.7 (1.2) 609.1 – – – – –

Net earnings (loss) attributable to 

shareholders of the Company 463.4 150.3 (182.0) (117.2) 454.7 305.8 206.7 155.3 90.9 76.0 528.9

Basic earnings (loss) per share $1.23 $0.37 $(0.45) $(0.29) $1.12 $0.76 $0.48 $0.36 $0.20 $0.16 $1.18

Diluted earnings (loss) per share $1.18 $0.34 $(0.45) $(0.29) $1.01 $0.69 $0.44 $0.33 $0.20 $0.16 $1.18

Weighted average # shares (000’s) 377,540 403,345 401,340 401,100 405,801 401,322 428,770 428,775 456,865 474,071 447,224

Dividends declared per common 

share ($CDN per share) C$0.016 C$0.103 – C$0.039 – C$0.142 C$0.121 – C$0.053 – C$0.174

Cash flows from operating activities 

per share

Before working capital movements $1.80 $0.54 $0.49 $0.46 $0.75 $2.25 $0.61 $0.52 $0.55 $0.19 $1.85

After working capital movements $1.49 $0.41 $0.84 $0.02 $0.72 $2.00 $0.87 ($0.13) $0.21 ($0.01) $0.92

Copper selling price

Realized copper price (per lb) 2.40 3.12 2.98 3.18 3.73 3.25 4.23 4.05 3.84 3.33 3.87

Tolling and refining charges (per lb) (0.08) (0.10) (0.06) (0.03) (0.02) (0.06) (0.03) (0.04) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05)

Freight parity charges (per lb) (0.16) (0.19) (0.22) (0.22) (0.23) (0.21) (0.19) (0.20) (0.24) (0.26) (0.22)

Net realized copper price (per lb) 2.16 2.83 2.70 2.93 3.48 2.98 4.01 3.81 3.54 3.01 3.60

Net realized gold price (per oz) 839 886 1,000 1,169 1,085 1,047 1,183 1,382 1,386 1,386 1,335

Total copper produced (tonnes) 373,940 85,062 85,402 76,633 75,920 323,017 74,888 64,587 58,785 67,316 265,576

Total copper sold (tonnes) 366,581 81,441 74,421 79,408 76,290 311,560 70,665 65,511 71,443 65,638 273,257

Total gold produced (ounces) 193,288 44,642 51,471 46,718 48,564 191,395 49,146 41,087 41,468 43,524 175,225

Total gold sold (ounces) 185,907 48,995 44,300 44,934 50,139 188,368 45,349 38,426 47,458 49,209 180,442

Cash Costs (C1) (per lb) (2) $0.96 $1.21 $1.21 $1.21 $1.06 $1.18 $1.15 $1.43 $1.52 $1.53 $1.41

Total Costs (C3) (per lb) (2) $1.22 $1.49 $1.49 $1.59 $1.35 $1.47 $1.48 $1.78 $1.85 $1.97 $1.76

Copper Inventory (tonnes)

Kansanshi 22,059 18,979 20,621 20,468 28,023 28,023 28,892 27,439 16,301 21,643 21,643

Guelb Moghrein 3,041 4,096 8,896 8,092 7,079 7,079 11,140 11,759 10,032 6,598 6,598

Frontier 963 6,228 10,648 8,032 1,651 1,651 89 10 – – –

Bwana – 182 502 450 – – – – – – –

Total copper inventory 26,063 29,485 40,667 37,042 36,753 36,753 40,121 39,208 26,333 28,241 28,241

(1) 2009 Financial information is presented in accordance with previous Canadian GAAP and may not be appropriate as a comparative basis.
(2) For the definition of cash costs and total costs, reference should be made to the Regulatory Disclosures section.
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2009(1) Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10 Q4 10 2010 Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 2011

Kansanshi statistics
Mining

Waste mined (000’s tonnes) 20,802 2,921 4,998 9,008 6,920 23,847 6,700 13,087 16,133 15,848 51,768

Ore mined (000’s tonnes) 18,681 3,712 6,076 6,394 6,863 23,045 6,152 6,025 5,761 6,568 24,506

Processing (1)

Sulphide ore processed (000’s tonnes) 11,994 2,449 2,791 2,443 2,699 10,382 2,318 2,724 2,185 1,628 8,855

Sulphide ore grade processed (%) 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.7

Sulphide ore recovery (%) 93 93 93 93 93 93 94 93 88 92 91

Mixed ore processed (000’s tonnes) 3,588 1,249 1,288 1,289 1,636 5,462 1,638 1,696 2,057 2,986 8,377

Mixed ore grade processed (%) 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0

Mixed ore recovery (%) 65 63 68 67 70 67 68 62 61 64 63

Oxide ore processed (000’s tonnes) 5,661 1,250 1,408 1,495 1,521 5,674 1,517 1,469 1,594 1,492 6,072

Oxide ore grade processed (%) 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.3

Oxide ore recovery (%) 83 93 90 78 84 86 84 86 84 88 86

Copper cathode produced (tonnes) 92,044 19,180 20,667 21,914 24,921 86,682 25,445 21,037 25,173 24,838 96,493

Copper cathode tolled produced 

(tonnes) 87,015 27,201 20,350 23,564 26,386 97,501 26,655 23,478 22,782 18,515 91,430

Copper in concentrate produced 

(tonnes) 65,920 7,202 15,091 9,723 14,925 46,941 12,697 11,641 2,224 15,810 42,372

Total copper production 244,979 53,583 56,108 55,201 66,232 231,124 64,797 56,156 50,179 59,163 230,295

Concentrate grade (%) 27.8 27.3 27.3 24.7 24.0 24.9 23.0 22.1 19.1 24.4 22.3

Gold produced (ounces) 99,936 24,272 26,919 29,456 28,982 109,629 30,612 25,417 26,677 29,580 112,286

Cash Costs (per lb) (2)

Mining $0.32 $0.45 $0.45 $0.45 $0.39 $0.44 $0.42 $0.55 $0.52 $0.63 $0.53

Processing 0.50 0.60 0.57 0.57 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.76 0.97 0.81 0.79

Site administration 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.06

TC/RC and freight charges 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.31

Gold credit (0.14) (0.19) (0.25) (0.25) (0.23) (0.23) (0.24) (0.26) (0.33) (0.30) (0.28)

Cash Costs (C1) (per lb) (2) $0.99 $1.18 $1.05 $1.09 $1.07 $1.10 $1.14 $1.41 $1.56 $1.52 $1.41

Total Costs (C3) (per lb) (2) $1.27 $1.39 $1.26 $1.42 $1.29 $1.31 $1.39 $1.68 $1.87 $1.90 $1.70

Revenues ($ millions)

Copper cathodes $871.1 $308.5 $271.7 $293.2 $366.6 $1,240.0 $494.0 $444.2 $424.1 $302.6 $1,664.9

Copper in concentrates 280.0 65.0 64.9 71.9 96.6 298.4 69.2 47.6 61.8 65.8 244.4

Gold 74.4 22.4 30.5 29.5 33.1 115.5 34.1 31.9 35.7 37.3 139.0

Total sales revenues $1,225.5 $395.9 $367.1 $394.6 $496.3 $1,653.9 $597.3 $523.7 $521.6 $405.7 $2,048.3

Copper cathode sold (tonnes) 96,160 18,953 20,215 21,329 20,285 80,782 29,412 26,370 29,350 24,522 109,654

Copper tolled cathode sold (tonnes) 87,016 26,995 20,350 23,564 26,386 97,295 26,655 23,478 22,782 18,514 91,429

Copper in concentrate sold (tonnes) 56,402 10,516 14,101 10,462 12,033 47,112 7,006 7,773 8,970 11,000 34,749

Gold sold (ounces) 94,646 26,739 29,741 29,907 29,355 115,742 31,210 25,944 29,592 27,742 114,488

(1) 2009 Financial information is presented in accordance with previous Canadian GAAP and may not be appropriate as a comparative basis.
(2) For the definition of cash costs and total costs, reference should be made to the Regulatory Disclosures section.
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2009(1) Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10 Q4 10 2010 Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 2011

Guelb Moghrein statistics
Mining

Waste mined (000’s tonnes) 8,804 2,803 2,609 2,491 1,924 9,827 2,267 3,114 3,696 4,162 13,239

Ore mined (000’s tonnes) 2,744 690 812 823 720 3,045 931 661 878 1,140 3,610

Processing (1)

Sulphide ore processed (000’s tonnes) 2,287 660 744 644 748 2,796 758 631 668 634 2,691

Sulphide ore grade processed (%) 1.8 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4

Recovery (%) 89 90 87 92 91 91 92 91 91 91 91

Copper in concentrate produced 

(tonnes) 36,608 8,405 10,390 8,487 9,687 36,969 10,091 8,429 8,606 8,155 35,281

Gold produced (ounces) 93,352 20,370 24,552 17,262 19,582 81,766 18,534 15,670 14,791 13,943 62,938

Cash Costs (per lb) (2)

Mining $0.22 $0.31 $0.25 $0.36 $0.49 $0.35 $0.40 $0.46 $0.78 $0.69 $0.57

Processing 0.54 0.68 0.64 0.88 0.87 0.77 0.82 1.20 1.28 1.45 1.17

Site administration 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.28 0.40 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.23 0.39 0.31

TC/RC and freight parity charges 0.48 0.42 0.48 0.51 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.62 0.49 0.69 0.57

Gold credit (0.94) (0.98) (0.45) (1.24) (1.21) (0.95) (0.68) (1.04) (1.45) (1.59) (1.16)

Cash Costs (C1) (per lb) (2) $0.44 $0.59 $1.08 $0.79 $1.03 $0.90 $1.26 $1.62 $1.33 $1.63 $1.46

Total Costs (C3) (per lb) (2) $0.83 $1.40 $1.69 $1.85 $1.79 $1.65 $2.03 $2.49 $1.89 $2.45 $2.20

Revenues ($ millions)

Copper in concentrates $115.7 $40.4 $26.8 $56.3 $69.2 $192.7 $49.1 $56.8 $72.3 $66.2 $244.4

Gold 81.6 20.9 13.8 21.1 25.9 81.7 19.5 21.2 30.1 31.0 101.8

Total revenues $197.3 $61.3 $40.6 $77.4 $95.1 $274.4 $68.6 $78.0 $102.4 $97.2 $346.2

Copper in concentrate sold (tonnes) 35,436 7,350 5,591 9,291 10,700 32,932 6,031 7,810 10,332 11,601 35,774

Gold sold (ounces) 91,262 22,256 14,559 15,027 20,784 72,626 14,139 12,482 17,866 21,467 65,954

2009(1) Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10 Q4 10 2010 Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 2011

Frontier statistics
Copper in concentrate produced (tonnes) 92,353 20,786 16,181 10,541 – 47,508 – – – – –

Cash Costs (C1) (per lb) (2) $1.13 $1.54 $1.82 $2.22 – $1.77 – – – – –

Total Costs (C3) (per lb) (2) $1.30 $1.80 $2.19 $2.55 – $2.10 – – – – –

Revenues ($ millions)

Copper in concentrates $439.2 $80.0 $64.4 $74.4 $51.2 $270.0 $13.7 ($0.5) $0.3 – $13.5

Copper in concentrate sold (tonnes) 91,567 15,521 11,762 12,360 6,381 46,024 1,562 79 10 – 1,651

2009(1) Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10 Q4 10 2010 Q1 11 Q2 11 Q3 11 Q4 11 2011

Bwana/Lonshi statistics
Copper cathode produced (tonnes) – 2,288 2,723 2,404 – 7,415 – – – – –

Acid produced (tonnes) 96,502 22,747 66,527 14,896 12,395 116,565 34,131 67,103 81,890 87,547 270,671

Cash Costs (C1) (per lb) (2) – $1.27 $1.34 $1.24 – $1.28 – – – – –

Total Costs (C3) (per lb) (2) – $1.40 $1.34 $1.54 – $1.43 – – – – –

Revenues ($ millions)

Copper in cathodes $0.4 $14.0 $16.6 $17.4 $3.7 $51.7 $0.2 $0.5 – – $0.7

Copper cathodes sold (tonnes) – 2,106 2,402 2,402 505 7,415 – – – – –

Copper cathode produced (tonnes) – 2,288 2,723 2,404 – 7,415 – – – – –

(1) 2009 Financial information is presented in accordance with previous Canadian GAAP and may not be appropriate as a comparative basis.
(2) For the definition of cash costs and total costs, reference should be made to the Regulatory Disclosures section.
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Regulatory Disclosures

Seasonality

The Company’s results as discussed in this MD&A are subject to seasonal aspects, in particular the rain season in Zambia. The rain

season in Zambia generally starts in November and continues through April, with the heaviest rainfall normally experienced in the months

of January, February and March.  As a result of the rain season, pit access and the ability to mine ore is lower in the first quarter of the

year than other quarters and the cost of mining is higher.  

� Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

The Company had no off-balance sheet arrangements as of the date of this report.

� Calculation of Cash Costs and Total Costs

The consolidated cash costs (C1) and total costs (C3) presented by the Company are measures that are prepared on a basis consistent

with the industry standard Brook Hunt definitions but are not measures recognized under IFRS. In calculating the cash and total costs for

each segment, the costs are prepared on the same basis as the segmented financial information that is contained in the financial statements.

For the purposes of calculating the cash costs at Kansanshi, TC/RC that are normally deducted from concentrate revenues are added 

to the cash costs to show the cash costs of producing finished copper. The revenues presented in the income statement for concentrates

are shown net of these deductions and therefore the cost of sales in the financial statements does not include TC/RC.

Cash costs include all mining and processing costs less any profits from by-products such as gold or acid that is allocated to that segment.

Treatment and refining revenue deductions on concentrates are added to cash costs to arrive at an approximate cost of finished copper.

Total costs are cash costs plus depreciation, interest, royalties and realized foreign exchange costs.

� Calculation of Operating Cash Flow per Share

The calculations of operating cash flow per share, before and after working capital movements, are measures that are not recognized

under IFRS. In calculating the operating cash flow per share, before and after working capital movements, the operating cash flow

calculated for IFRS purposes is divided by the basic weighted average common shares outstanding for the respective period.

� Calculation of comparative earnings from continuing operations

Comparative earnings from continuing operations and comparative earnings per share from continuing operations have been adjusted to

remove the effect of asset impairments, acquisition transaction costs incurred in 2010 and bond inducement costs in 2011. These measures

are not recognized under IFRS. The Company has disclosed these measures in order to provide assistance in understanding the results of

our operations and are meant to provide additional information to investors. These measures may differ from those used by other issuers.

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) Q4 2011 Q4 2010 2011 2010

Net earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company 76.0 454.7 528.9 305.8

Add (deduct):

Bond inducement costs – – 48.4 –

Asset impairments (net of tax and non-controlling interests) – 209.4 – 772.4

Gain on sale of investments – (510.8) – (510.8)

Acquisition transaction costs – – – 18.5

Net (earnings)/loss from Frontier before asset impairments 2.6 (14.3) 3.1 (51.0)

Net (earnings)/loss from Bwana/Lonshi before asset impairments 0.3 4.3 0.1 14.8

Comparative earnings from continuing operations 78.9 143.3 580.5 549.7

Earnings per share as reported $ 0.16 $ 1.12 $ 1.16 $ 0.76

Comparative earnings per share from continuing operations $ 0.17 $ 0.35 $ 1.30 $ 1.37
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International Financial Reporting Standards

The Canadian Accounting Standards Board required all public companies to adopt IFRS for interim and annual financial statements

relating to fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 2011. The Company’s first filing under IFRS was the Q1 2011 filing which contains

IFRS compliant financial statements on a comparative basis. Although IFRS uses a conceptual framework similar to Canadian GAAP, there

are significant differences in accounting policy.

Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements includes additional detail on our key Canadian GAAP to IFRS differences, our accounting

policy decisions and IFRS, First-Time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards, optional exemptions for significant or

potentially significant areas that have had an impact on our financial statements on transition to IFRS or may have an impact in future periods.

� Implementation

The Company has identified IFRS versus Canadian GAAP differences and various policy choices available under IFRS. Below is a

reconciliation of assets, liabilities, equity, comprehensive income and cash flows of the Company from those reported under Canadian

GAAP to IFRS.

Assets

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total assets under Canadian GAAP 5,258.6 4,564.6

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i – (399.8)

Restoration provision ii 73.8 3.6

Borrowing costs iii 41.1 –

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (419.9) (181.3)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) – (12.4)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) 4.3 –

Total assets under IFRS 4,957.9 3,974.7

Liabilities

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total liabilities under Canadian GAAP 2,129.5 1,687.7

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Restoration provision ii 75.3 4.8

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (404.3) (175.9)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) 17.9 –

Total liabilities under IFRS 1,818.4 1,516.6
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Equity

(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total equity under Canadian GAAP 3,129.1 2,876.9

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Share capital

Deferred income tax

Share issuance costs iv(b) 3.2 3.2

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) (8.6) (8.6)

Retained earnings

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i – (399.8)

Restoration provision ii (1.5) (1.2)

Borrowing costs iii 41.1 –

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (15.6) (5.4)

Share issuance costs iv(b) (3.2) (3.2)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) 8.6 (3.8)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) (13.6) –

Total equity under IFRS 3,139.5 2,458.1

Comprehensive income (loss)

Year ended
(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) December 31, 2010

Total comprehensive loss under Canadian GAAP (350.6)

Increase (decrease) in net income for:

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i 399.8

Restoration provision ii (0.3)

Borrowing costs iii 41.1

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (10.2)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) 12.4

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) (13.6)

Total comprehensive income under IFRS 78.6

In addition to the measurement differences impacting comprehensive income, there are also differences in the presentation of items

included in comprehensive income. In addition to the reclassifications included in the notes below under Canadian GAAP derivative

instruments were included in revenues and other income and now have been classified to cost of sales under IFRS.

Presentation differences in comprehensive income (loss)

Year ended
(in United States dollars, tabular amounts in millions, except where noted) December 31, 2010

Increase in sales revenue 15.0

Increase in cost of sales (13.9)

Decrease in other income (1.1)

Total –
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Cash flows

The adoption of IFRS has had no impact on the net cash flows of the Company. The changes made to the statements of consolidated

earnings and consolidated balance sheets have resulted in reclassification of various amounts on the statements of cash flows; however, 

as there have been no changes to the net cash flows no reconciliations have been prepared.

Notes to the IFRS reconciliations above:

i) IAS 16 Property, plant and equipment

Impairment

In accordance with Canadian GAAP, impairment testing was a two-step process. The first step, using undiscounted cash flows 

was undertaken to determine if impairment exists. If impairment was identified, the second step was undertaken to determine the

amount of the impairment to be recorded. IAS 36 Impairment of Assets uses a one-step approach for both identifying and measuring

impairments, which is based on comparing the carrying value to the recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of fair

value less selling costs and value in use, which is based on discounted cash flows. The use of an undiscounted cash flow model under

Canadian GAAP did not result in any impairments at the Transition Date. The use of a discounted cash flow model to determine the

recoverable amount indicated a material impairment to the Company’s carrying value of the Kolwezi project under IFRS.

In accordance with IFRS 1, the Company elected to measure the Kolwezi project at January 1, 2010 at fair value and use that fair value

as its deemed cost. The fair value of the Kolwezi project at January 1, 2010 was $280.0 million which resulted in a $399.8 million write

down of property, plant and equipment and a corresponding adjustment to opening retained earnings.

In June 2010 under both Canadian GAAP and IFRS a complete impairment of the Kolwezi project was recorded.

ii) IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Restoration provisions

Consistent with IFRS, restoration provisions have been previously measured based on the estimated cost of restoration, discounted to

its net present value upon initial recognition. However, adjustments to the current discount rate were not reflected in the provisions or

the related assets under Canadian GAAP unless there was an upward revision in the future cost estimates. The Company elected to

apply the exemption from full retrospective application as allowed under IFRS 1. As such, the Company has remeasured the restoration

liability as at the Transition Date under IAS 37, estimated the amount to be included in the related asset by discounting the liability to

the date in which the liability arose, and recalculated the accumulated amortization under IFRS. The increase in restoration provision

was $4.8 million at January 1, 2010 and $75.3 million at December 31, 2010, the increase in mineral properties was $3.6 million at

January 1, 2010 and $73.8 million at December 31, 2010, the adjustment to retained earnings was $1.2 million at January 1, 2010

and other expenses increased $1.2 million at December 31, 2010. The net restoration provision adjustment at the transition date for

the Kolwezi and Frontier projects was $0.9 million and was reversed during 2010 as part of the net asset impairments. The $70.2 million

increase in the provision from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010 is primarily due to the fair value of the restoration provision

acquired in the Ravensthorpe acquisition.

Under Canadian GAAP, the unwinding of the discount was included in cost of sales and has now been reclassified to finance cost 

as required under IFRS. The increase to finance costs was $1.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2010.

iii) IAS 23 Borrowing costs

Under IFRS, there are no policy choices available for the capitalization of borrowing costs. IFRS requires borrowing costs to be capitalized

on qualifying assets which take a substantial period of time to prepare for their intended use. A weighted average capitalization rate

based on the Company’s outstanding debt was used to calculate the amount of borrowing costs to capitalize on the qualifying assets at

January 1, 2010 and acquired during 2010. The increase in property, plant and equipment was nil at January 1, 2010 and $41.1 million

at December 31, 2010, with a corresponding decrease in interest expense.
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iv) IAS 12 Deferred taxes

a. Mineral property acquisitions

Under Canadian GAAP the Company recognized a deferred income tax liability on temporary differences arising on the initial recognition

of mineral properties acquired other than in business combinations. IAS 21, Income Taxes does not permit the recognition of deferred

taxes on such transactions. The impact of the derecognition of the deferred taxes was a reduction of $175.9 million to the deferred tax

liability at January 1, 2010 and $404.3 million at December 31, 2010, a reduction of property, plant and equipment of $181.3 million

at January 1, 2010 and $419.9 million at December 31, 2010, an increase to deferred income tax expense of $5.9 million at

December 31, 2010 as a reduction to the deferred income tax liability was reversed, and an adjustment to retained earnings of

$5.4 million at January 1, 2010 and foreign exchange loss of $4.3 million at December 31, 2010 as a portion of the deferred tax

liability was denominated in a foreign currency and accordingly had been revalued using the foreign exchange rate at the balance

sheet dates.

b. Share issuance costs

IFRS requires current and deferred taxes be recognized in equity when they relate to transactions or events recognized in equity in

either the same or a different period. The deferred income tax related to the share issuance costs under Canadian GAAP had not been

net against share capital. The impact of recognizing the deferred income taxes in share capital is an increase of $3.2 million in share

capital and a $3.2 million reduction to retained earnings at January 1, 2010.

c. Convertible bond issue

Under IFRS the deferred tax consequences of a financial instrument containing both a liability and equity component is recognized

both in profit or loss and in equity in accordance with the component parts under IFRS. The deferred income tax related to the liability

component of the convertible bond was not recorded under Canadian GAAP. The impact of recognizing the deferred income taxes 

in equity is a decrease of $12.4 million of deferred tax asset at January 1, 2010 and nil at December 31, 2010, a decrease in share

capital of $8.6 million at January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010 and an adjustment to retained earnings of $3.8 million at January 1,

2010, and a decrease of $12.4 million at December 31, 2010.

d. Non-monetary assets and liabilities

Under IAS 12, where the non-monetary assets and liabilities of an entity are measured in its functional currency but the taxable profit

or tax loss and the tax base of its non-monetary assets and liabilities is determined in a different currency, deferred income tax is

recognized. The review of non-monetary asset balances translated using the relevant closing exchange rates at January 1, 2010,

March 31, 2010 and December 31, 2010 did not result in an adjustment to our balance sheets or statements of comprehensive

income under IFRS, but may have a material impact on our tax expense in future periods.

e. Tax on intercompany inventory sales

Under IAS 12, unrealized profits resulting from intercompany transactions are eliminated from the carrying amount of assets, such as

inventory. The tax effect of the transaction is calculated with reference to the local tax rate of the company that holds the inventory at

the period-end. Canadian GAAP prohibits the recognition of a deferred tax asset for the difference between the tax basis of the assets

in the buyer’s tax jurisdiction and the cost as reported in the historical consolidated financial statements and requires the deferral of

the seller’s tax expense incurred upon the intercompany sale. The impact of recognizing the deferred income tax on the intercompany

sales is nil to the deferred tax asset at January 1, 2010 and an increase of $4.3 million at December 31, 2010, nil to the deferred tax

liability at January 1, 2010 and an increase of $17.9 million at December 31, 2010 and an increase of deferred tax expense of

$13.6 million at December 31, 2010.

� Control activities

For all changes to policies and procedures that were identified, the effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting and disclosure

controls and procedures was assessed and any changes implemented. The Company applied the existing control framework to the IFRS

changeover process and there were no significant changes. In 2010, all accounting policy changes and transitional financial position

impacts were reviewed by senior management and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors.
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� Financial Reporting Expertise

The Company has an IFRS implementation team in place and employees involved with the implementation completed topic-specific

training. The Company continues to provide more detailed training on the application of IFRS accounting policies and the potential impact

on our consolidated financial statements to key finance employees.

� Business Activities

The Company assessed the impact of the IFRS transition project on our financial covenants and key ratios. There is no material impact 

of the IFRS transition project on our debt compliance.

� Information Technology and Systems

The Company has implemented accounting and consolidation systems in various parts of its business and changes in accounting policies,

processes and collection of additional information for disclosure is incorporated in the implementation of these systems.

� Review

The review phase involves continuous monitoring of changes in IFRS. As noted above, IFRS accounting standards, and the interpretation

thereof, are constantly evolving. As a result, the Company will continue to monitor and evaluate IFRS accounting developments as they occur.

Accounting standards issued but not yet effective

Standards and interpretations issued but not yet effective up to the date of issuance of the financial statements are listed below. This listing

of standards and interpretations issued are those that the Company reasonably expects to have an impact on disclosures, financial position

or performance when applied at a future date. The Company intends to adopt these standards when they become effective.

� IAS 1 – Financial statement presentation – Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income.

The amendments of IAS 1 change the grouping of items presented in OCI. Items that could be reclassified (or ‘recycled’) to earnings at 

a future point in time would be presented separately from items that will never be reclassified. The amendment affects presentation only

and has no impact on the Company’s financial position or performance. The amendment becomes effective for annual periods beginning

on or after July 1, 2012.

� IFRS 9 – Financial instruments: Classification and Measurement

IFRS 9 addresses the classification, measurement and recognition of financial assets and financial liabilities. IFRS 9 was issued in

November 2009 and October 2010. It replaces the parts of IAS 39 that relate to the classification and measurement of financial instruments.

IFRS 9 requires financial assets to be classified into two measurement categories: those measured at fair value and those measured at

amortized cost. The determination is made at initial recognition. The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing 

its financial instruments and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the instrument. For financial liabilities, the standard retains most

of the IAS 39 requirements. The main change is that, in cases where the fair value option is taken for financial liabilities, the part of a fair

value change due to an entity’s own credit risk is recorded in other comprehensive income rather than the income statement, unless this

creates an accounting mismatch. The Company is yet to assess IFRS 9’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods

beginning on or after January 1, 2015.

� IFRS 10 – Consolidated Financial Statements

The amendments of IFRS 10 change the definition of control under IFRS so that the same criteria are applied to all entities to determine

control. The company is yet to assess IFRS 10’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after

January 1, 2013.

� IFRS 11 – Joint Arrangements

The amendments of IFRS 11 reduce the types of joint arrangement to two: joint ventures and joint operations. IFRS 11 requires the use of

equity accounting for interests in joint ventures, eliminating the existing policy choice of proportionate consolidation for jointly controlled

entities under IAS 31. The company is yet to assess IFRS 11’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning

on or after January 1, 2013
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� IFRS 12 – Disclosure of Interest in Other Entities

The amendment of IFRS 12 sets out the disclosure requirements for entities reporting under IFRS 10 and IFRS 11, and replaces the

disclosure requirements currently found in IAS 28, Investments in Associates. The amendment affects presentation only and has no

impact upon the company’s financial position or performance. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after

January 1, 2013.

� IFRS 13 – Fair Value Measurement

This standard aims to improve consistency and reduce complexity by providing a precise definition of fair value and single source of fair

value measurement and disclosure requirements for use across IFRSs. The requirements do not extend the use of fair value accounting

but provide guidance on how it should be applied where its use is already required or permitted by other standards within IFRS. The Company

is yet to assess IFRS 13’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2012.

� IFRIC 20 – Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface Mine

The Interpretation of IFRIC 20 gives clarification on the requirements for accounting for stripping costs associated with waste removal in

surface mining, including when production stripping costs should be recognized as an asset, how the asset is initially recognized, and

subsequent measurement. The company is yet to assess IFRIC 20’s full impact. IFRIC 20 is effective for annual periods beginning on 

or after January 1, 2013.

Critical Accounting Estimates

Many of the amounts included in the financial statements involve the use of judgement and/or estimation. These judgements and estimates

are based on managements’ best knowledge of the relevant facts and circumstances, having regard to prior experience, but actual results

may differ from the amounts included in the financial statements. Information about such judgements and estimates are contained in the

accounting policies and/or the notes to the financial statements. The key areas are summarized below:

� Determination of useful lives of assets for depreciation and amortization purposes

Property, plant and equipment are primarily amortized over the estimated lives of the assets on a units-of-production basis. The calculation

of the units-of-production rate, and therefore the annual depreciation, depletion and amortization expense could be materially affected by

changes in the underlying estimates. Changes in estimates can be the result of actual future production differing from current forecasts of

future production, expansion of mineral reserves through exploration activities, differences between estimated and actual costs of mining

and differences in the commodity prices used in the estimation of mineral reserves.

Significant judgement is involved in the determination of useful life and residual values for the computation of depreciation, depletion and

amortization, and no assurance can be given that actual useful lives and residual values will not differ significantly from current assumptions.

� Determination of ore reserves and resources

Reserves are estimates of the amount of product that can be economically and legally extracted from the Company’s properties. In order 

to estimate reserves, estimates are required about a range of geological, technical and economic factors, including quantities, grades,

production techniques, recovery rates, production costs, transport costs, commodity demand, commodity prices and exchange rates.

Estimating the quantity and/or grade of reserves requires the size, shape and depth of ore bodies or fields to be determined by analyzing

geological data such as drilling samples. This process may require complex and difficult geological judgements to interpret the data. 

As a result, management will form a view of forecast sales prices, based on current and long-term historical average price trends. 

Changes in the proven and probable reserves estimates may impact the carrying value of property, plant and equipment, restoration

provisions, recognition of deferred tax amounts and depreciation, depletion and amortization.
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� Review of asset carrying values and impairment charges

If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of 

the asset or cash-generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognized immediately in the statement 

of comprehensive income.

Management’s determination of recoverable amounts include estimates of mineral prices, recoverable reserves, and operating, capital 

and restoration costs are subject to certain risks and uncertainties that may affect the recoverability of mineral property costs. Although

management has made its best estimate of these factors, it is possible that changes could occur in the near term that could adversely

affect management’s estimate of the net cash flow to be generated from its projects.

� Estimation of the amount and timing of restoration and remediation costs

Accounting for restoration provisions requires management to make estimates of the future costs the Company will incur to complete the

restoration and remediation work required to comply with existing laws and regulations at each mining operation and any environmental

and social principles the Company is in compliance with. Actual costs incurred may differ from those amounts estimated. Also, future

changes to environmental laws and regulations could increase the extent of restoration work required to be performed by the Company.

Increases in future costs could materially impact the amounts charged to operations for restoration.

The provision represents management’s best estimate of the present value of the future restoration and remediation costs. The actual

future expenditures may differ from the amounts currently provided.

� Income tax

Judgement is required in determining whether deferred tax assets are recognized on the balance sheet. Deferred tax assets, including those

arising from un-utilized tax losses require management to assess the likelihood that the Company will generate taxable earnings in future

periods, in order to utilize recognized deferred tax assets. Estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast cash flows from operations

and the application of existing tax laws in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future cash flows and taxable income differ significantly from

estimates, the ability of the Company to realize the net deferred tax assets recorded at the balance sheet date could be impacted.

Financial instruments risk exposure

The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of risks arising from financial instruments. These risks, and management’s objectives, policies

and procedures for managing these risks are disclosed as follows:

� Credit risk

The Company’s credit risk is primarily attributable to cash and bank balances, short-term deposits, derivative instruments and 

accounts receivable.

The Company limits its credit exposure on cash held in bank accounts by holding its key transactional bank accounts with banks of

investment grade. As the Company has its operations in developing countries, it is unavoidable that some cash is held with regional banks

in areas where the banking system does not operate as efficiently as in major financial centres. In these circumstances, the Company

attempts to keep only minimal balances with such banks.

The Company manages its credit risk on short-term deposits by only investing with counterparties that carry investment grade ratings as

assessed by external rating agencies and spreading the investments across these counterparties. Under the Company’s risk management

policy, allowable counterparty exposure limits are determined by the level of the rating unless exceptional circumstances apply. A rating 

of “A-” grade or equivalent is the minimum allowable rating required as assessed by international credit rating agencies. Likewise, it is 

the Company’s policy to deal with banking counterparties for derivatives who are rated “A-” grade or above by international credit rating

agencies and graduated counterparty limits are applied depending upon the rating.

Exceptions to the policy for dealing with relationship banks with ratings below “A-” are reported to, and approved by, the Audit Committee.

As at December 31, 2011 substantially all cash and short-term deposits are with counterparties with ratings “A-” or higher.
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The Company’s credit risk associated with trade accounts receivable is managed through establishing long-term contractual relationships

with international trading companies using industry-standard contract terms. More than 70% of the Company’s product sales and trade

accounts receivable are generated from four customers each representing greater than 10% of the total sales for the year. Other accounts

receivable consist of amounts owing from government authorities in relation to the refund of value-added taxes applying to inputs for the

production process and property, plant and equipment expenditures.

The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, net of any allowances for losses, represents the Company’s

maximum exposure to credit risk.

� Liquidity risk

The Company manages liquidity risk by maintaining cash and cash equivalent balances and available credit facilities to ensure that 

it is able to meet its short-term and long-term obligations as and when they fall due. Company-wide cash projections are managed

centrally and regularly updated to reflect the dynamic nature of the business and fluctuations caused by commodity price and 

exchange rate movements.

In addition, the Company was obligated under its corporate revolving credit and term loan facility to maintain liquidity and satisfy various

ratio tests on an historical and prospective cash flow basis. These ratios were in compliance during the year ended December 31, 2011

and December 31, 2010.

� Market risks

a) Commodity price risk

The Company is subject to commodity price risk from fluctuations in the market prices of copper, gold and nickel. The Company is also

exposed to commodity price risk on diesel fuel through its mining operations, and sulphur through its acid production. The Company’s risk

management policy allows for the management of these exposures through the use of derivative financial instruments.

As at December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010, the Company had entered into derivative contracts for copper, gold and nickel in

order to reduce the effects of fluctuations in metal prices between the time of the shipment of metal from the mine site and the date

agreed for pricing the final settlement.

As at December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010, the Company had not entered into any diesel or sulphur derivative contracts and 

no commodity hedging in respect of copper, gold or nickel production had been undertaken

The Company’s commodity price risk related to accounts receivable concerns changes in fair value of embedded derivatives in accounts

receivable reflecting copper and gold sales provisionally priced based on the forward price curve at the end of each quarter and the

commodity price risk related to long-term debt concerns the embedded copper derivative in the Kansanshi subordinated debt facility.

b) Interest rate risk

The Company’s interest rate risk arises from interest paid on floating rate borrowings and the interest received on cash and 

short-term deposits.

Deposits are invested on a short-term basis to ensure adequate liquidity for payment of operational and capital expenditures. To date 

no interest-rate management products, such as swaps, are used in relation to deposits.

The Company manages its interest rate risk on borrowings on a net basis after first recognizing the natural hedge arising from floating 

rate deposits. The Company has a policy allowing floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps targeting 50% of exposure over a five year period. 

As at December 31, 2011, the Company held no floating-to-fixed interest rate swap. As at December 31, 2010 the Company held a

floating-to-fixed interest rate swop maturing in line with the corporate revolving loan and short-term facility which covered 18% of the

Company’s floating rate debt at a rate of 1.80% per annum.
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c) Foreign exchange risk

The Company’s functional and reporting currency is USD. As virtually all of the Company’s revenues are derived in USD and the majority

of its business is conducted in USD, foreign exchange risk arises from transactions denominated in currencies other than USD. Commodity

sales are denominated in USD, the majority of borrowings are denominated in USD and the majority of operating expenses are denominated

in USD. The Company’s primary foreign exchange exposures are to the local currencies in the countries where the Company’s operations

are located, principally the Zambian kwacha, Australian dollar and Mauritanian ouguiya; and to the local currencies of suppliers who

provide capital equipment for project development, principally the AUD, the Euro, the Japanese Yen and the South African Rand.

The Company’s risk management policy allows for the management of exposure to local currencies through the use of financial instruments

at a targeted amount of up to 100% for exposures within one year down to 50% for exposures in five years.

Disclosure Controls and Procedures

The Company’s disclosure controls and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that all relevant information is

communicated to senior management, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures, as defined under the rules of the Canadian

Securities Administration, was conducted as of December 31, 2011 under the supervision of the Company’s Disclosure Committee and

with the participation of management. Based on the results of that evaluation, the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer

concluded that the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of the end of the period covered by this report in

providing reasonable assurance that the information required to be disclosed in the Company’s annual filings, interim filings or other

reports filed or submitted by it under securities legislation is recorded, processed, summarized and reported in the securities legislation.

Since the December 31, 2011 evaluation, there have been no adverse changes to the Company’s controls and procedures and they

continue to remain effective.

Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Internal control over financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of the Company’s financial

reporting and the preparation of financial statements in compliance with IFRS. The Company’s internal control over financial reporting

includes policies and procedures that:

� pertain to the maintenance of records that accurately and fairly reflect the transactions of the Company;

� provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance

with IFRS;

� ensure the Company’s receipts and expenditures are made only in accordance with authorization of management and the Company’s

directors; and

� provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized transactions that could have a material effect 

on the annual or interim financial statements.

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting was conducted as of December 31, 2011 by

the Company’s management, including the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer. Based on this evaluation, management has

concluded that the Company’s internal controls over financial reporting were effective.

There were no changes in the Company’s business activities during the period ended December 31, 2011 that have materially affected, 

or are reasonably likely to materially affect, its internal controls over financial reporting.
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Limitations of Controls and Procedures

The Company’s management, including the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, believe that any disclosure controls and

procedures or internal control over financial reporting, no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable and not

absolute assurance that the objectives of the control system are met. Further, the design of a control system reflects the fact that there 

are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must be considered relative to their costs. Because of the inherent limitations in all

control systems, they cannot provide absolute assurance that all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, within the Company have

been prevented or detected. These inherent limitations include the realities that judgements in decision-making can be faulty, and that

breakdowns can occur because of simple error or mistake. Additionally, controls can be circumvented by the individual acts of some

persons, by collusion of two or more people, or by unauthorized override of the control. The design of any system of controls is also based

in part upon certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in

achieving its stated goals under all potential future conditions. Accordingly, because of the inherent limitations in a cost-effective control

system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be detected.

Cautionary statement on forward-looking information

Certain statements and information herein, including all statements that are not historical facts, contain forward-looking statements and

forward-looking information within the meaning of applicable securities laws. These forward-looking statements are principally included 

in the Development activities section and are also disclosed in other sections of the document. The forward-looking statements include

estimates, forecasts and statements as to the Company’s expectations of production and sales volumes, expected timing of completion 

of project development at Kansanshi, Ravensthorpe, Kevitsa and Sentinel, the impact of ore grades on future production, the potential of

production disruptions, capital expenditure and mine production costs, the outcome of mine permitting, the outcome of legal proceedings

which involve the Company in the RDC and other countries, information with respect to the future price of copper, gold, cobalt, nickel,

PGE, and sulphuric acid, estimated mineral reserves and mineral resources, our exploration and development program, estimated future

expenses, exploration and development capital requirements, the Company’s hedging policy, and our goals and strategies. Often, but not

always, forward-looking statements or information can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”,

“is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate” or “believes” or variations

of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur

or be achieved.

With respect to forward-looking statements and information contained herein, we have made numerous assumptions including, among

other things, assumptions about the price of copper, gold, nickel, PGE, cobalt and sulphuric acid, anticipated costs and expenditures and

our ability to achieve our goals. Although our management believes that the assumptions made and the expectations represented by such

statements or information are reasonable, there can be no assurance that a forward-looking statement or information herein will prove 

to be accurate. Forward-looking statements and information by their nature are based on assumptions and involve known and unknown

risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause our actual results, performance or achievements, or industry results, to be

materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements 

or information. These factors include, but are not limited to, future production volumes and costs, costs for inputs such as oil, power 

and sulphur, political stability in Zambia, Peru, Mauritania, Finland and Australia, adverse weather conditions in Zambia, Finland and

Mauritania, labour disruptions, mechanical failures, water supply, procurement and delivery of parts and supplies to the operations, 

the production of off-spec material.

See our Annual Information Form for additional information on risks, uncertainties and other factors relating to the forward-looking

statements and information. Although we have attempted to identify factors that would cause actual actions, events or results to differ

materially from those disclosed in the forward-looking statements or information, there may be other factors that cause actual results,

performances, achievements or events not to be anticipated, estimated or intended. Also, many of these factors are beyond our control.

Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements or information. We undertake no obligation to reissue

or update forward-looking statements or information as a result of new information or events after the date hereof except as may be

required by law. All forward-looking statements and information made herein are qualified by this cautionary statement.
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The consolidated financial statements of First Quantum Minerals Ltd. and the information contained in the annual report have been prepared

by and are the responsibility of the Company’s management. The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance

with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in Canada and, where appropriate, reflect management’s best estimates and

judgements based on currently available information.

Management has developed and is maintaining a system of internal controls to obtain reasonable assurance that the Company’s assets 

are safeguarded, transactions are authorized and financial information is reliable.

The Company’s independent auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, who are appointed by the shareholders, conduct an audit in accordance

with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Their report outlines the scope of their audit and gives their opinion on the consolidated

financial statements.

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors meets periodically with management and the independent auditors to review the scope and

results of the annual audit, and to review the consolidated financial statements and related financial reporting matters prior to approval 

of the consolidated financial statements.

Signed by Signed by

Philip K.R. Pascall Juliet Wall

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Acting Chief Financial Officer

March 6, 2012

Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
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To the Shareholders of First Quantum Minerals Ltd.

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of First Quantum Minerals Ltd. and its subsidiaries, which comprise

the consolidated balance sheets as at December 31, 2011, December 31, 2010 and January 1, 2010 and the consolidated statements of

earnings, comprehensive income, cash flows and changes in shareholders’ equity for the years ended December 31, 2011 and December 31,

2010, and the related notes, which comprise a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s responsibility for the consolidated financial statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in accordance with International

Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated

financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits 

in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements

and plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from

material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements.

The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the

consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control

relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that

are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made

by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained in our audits is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of First Quantum Minerals

Ltd. and its subsidiaries as at December 31, 2011, December 31, 2010 and January 1, 2010 and its financial performance and its cash

flows for the years ended December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010 in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Signed by

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Chartered Accountants

Vancouver, B.C.

March 6, 2012

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Consolidated Statements of Earnings

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

(expressed in millions of U.S. dollars, except where indicated and share and per share amounts)

Note 2011 2010

Sales revenues 18 2,583.5 2,393.2

Cost of sales 19 (1,275.5) (1,181.5)

Gross profit 1,308.0 1,211.7

Exploration (73.0) (47.5)

General and administrative (73.8) (44.6)

Acquisition transaction costs – (18.5)

Bond inducement costs 10 (48.4) –

Impairment of assets 26 – (609.1)

Gain on sale of investments 6a – 510.8

Other income 21 7.3 1.8

Operating profit 1,120.1 1,004.6

Finance income 5.3 6.2

Finance costs 22 (9.9) (24.8)

Earnings before income taxes 1,115.5 986.0

Income taxes 14 (460.7) (611.2)

Net earnings for the year 654.8 374.8

Net earnings for the year attributable to:
Non-controlling interests 125.9 69.0

Shareholders of the Company 528.9 305.8

Earnings per common share
Basic 16 1.18 0.76

Diluted 16 1.18 0.69

Weighted average shares outstanding (000’s)
Basic 16 447,224 401,322

Diluted 16 449,457 447,723

Total shares issued and outstanding (000’s) 15 476,310 430,878

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Note 2011 2010

Net earnings for the year 654.8 374.8

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Unrealized gain on available-for-sale investments 0.2 204.7

Tax on unrealized gain on available-for-sale investments – (25.8)

Realized gain on available-for-sale investments 6a – (510.8)

Tax on realized gain on available-for-sale investments – 35.7

Comprehensive income for the year 655.0 78.6

Total comprehensive income for the year attributable to:
Non-controlling interests 125.9 69.0

Shareholders of the Company 529.1 9.6

655.0 78.6

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

(expressed in millions of U.S. dollars)
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Note 2011 2010

Cash flows from operating activities
Net earnings for the year 654.8 374.8

Items not affecting cash

Depletion and amortization 7 112.0 115.6

Assets impaired – 838.0

Unrealized foreign exchange (gain) loss (2.1) 2.1

Deferred income tax (13.1) 47.9

Share-based compensation expense 17 8.8 6.3

Bond inducement costs 10 48.4 –

Finance costs 9.9 18.6

Gain on sale of investments 6a – (510.8)

Other 6.8 8.6

825.5 901.1

Change in non-cash operating working capital

(Increase) decrease in trade, other receivables 

and derivatives 92.3 (79.9)

Increase in inventories (241.1) (97.7)

Decrease in trade and other payables (118.9) (25.3)

Increase (decrease) in current taxes payable (124.6) 119.8

Long-term incentive plan contributions (20.9) (15.1)

412.3 802.9

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from debt – 49.4

Repayments of debt (98.2) (86.0)

Proceeds on issuance of common shares 16.1 4.8

Cash paid on bond inducement 10 (48.4) –

Restricted cash 40.4 –

Dividends paid (79.3) (55.7)

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests (10.8) (20.0)

Finance lease payments (3.7) (2.5)

Interest paid (22.4) (41.6)

(206.3) (151.6)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment (1,049.5) (357.6)

Deposits on property, plant and equipment (59.2) –

Acquisitions, net of cash acquired – (514.9)

Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and 

equipment and investments 9.9 646.9

(1,098.8) (225.6)

Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (892.8) 425.7

Cash and cash equivalents – beginning of year 1,344.9 919.2

Cash and cash equivalents – end of year 25 452.1 1,344.9

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

(expressed in millions of U.S. dollars)
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December 31, December 31, January 1, 
Note 2011 2010 2010

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 25 452.1 1,344.9 919.2

Restricted cash 9 – 40.3 40.3

Trade and other receivables 238.1 377.0 342.6

Inventories 5 649.9 390.9 346.7

Current portion of other assets 8 34.0 26.7 195.2

1,374.1 2,179.8 1,844.0

Investments 6 18.0 18.0 460.4

Property, plant and equipment 7 3,824.4 2,730.9 1,580.4

Deposits on property, plant and equipment 59.2 – –

Other assets 8 22.3 29.2 89.9

Total assets 5,298.0 4,957.9 3,974.7

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 273.4 362.2 323.0

Current taxes payable 289.4 414.0 320.8

Current portion of debt 9 48.1 140.8 84.5

Current portion of provisions and other liabilities 11 11.0 48.3 3.9

621.9 965.3 732.2

Debt 9 14.8 20.2 107.1

Convertible bonds 10 – 452.1 438.4

Provisions and other liabilities 11 286.4 168.3 40.9

Deferred income tax liabilities 14 206.4 212.5 198.0

Total liabilities 1,129.5 1,818.4 1,516.6

Equity
Share capital 15 1,950.6 1,486.5 745.0

Retained earnings 1,723.8 1,274.2 1,024.5

Accumulated other comprehensive income 1.2 1.0 297.2

Total equity attributable to shareholders of 

the Company 3,675.6 2,761.7 2,066.7

Non-controlling interests 492.9 377.8 391.4

Total equity 4,168.5 3,139.5 2,458.1

Total liabilities and equity 5,298.0 4,957.9 3,974.7

Commitments 27

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Approved by the Board of Directors and authorised for issue on March 6, 2012.

Signed by Signed by

Andrew Adams, Director Peter St. George, Director

Consolidated Balance Sheets

As at December 31, 2011 and 2010 and January 1, 2010

(expressed in millions of U.S. dollars)
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Note 2011 2010

Share capital
Common shares
Balance – beginning of year 1,479.3 727.4

Shares issued and share options exercised 16.1 6.4

Acquisitions – 745.5

Conversion of convertible bonds 10 508.4 –

Balance – end of year 2,003.8 1,479.3

Equity portion of convertible bonds
Balance – beginning of year 48.3 48.3

Conversion of convertible bonds 10 (48.3) –

Balance – end of year – 48.3

Treasury shares
Balance – beginning of year (57.0) (47.2)

Restricted and performance stock units vested 9.9 5.3

Shares purchased 15b (20.9) (15.1)

Balance – end of year (68.0) (57.0)

Contributed surplus
Balance – beginning of year 15.9 16.5

Share-based compensation expense for the year 17a 8.8 6.3

Transfers upon exercise of share options – (1.6)

Restricted and performance stock units vested 17a (9.9) (5.3)

Balance – end of year 14.8 15.9

Total share capital 1,950.6 1,486.5

Retained earnings
Balance – beginning of year 1,274.2 1,024.5

Earnings for the year attributable to shareholders 

of the Company 528.9 305.8

Acquisition of Mauritanian Copper Mines SARL – (0.4)

Dividends (79.3) (55.7)

Balance – end of year 1,723.8 1,274.2

Accumulated other comprehensive income
Balance – beginning of year 1.0 297.2

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year 0.2 (296.2)

Balance – end of year 1.2 1.0

Non-controlling interests
Balance – beginning of year 377.8 391.4

Earnings attributable to non-controlling interests 125.9 69.0

Dividends (10.8) (20.0)

Acquisition of Mauritanian Copper Mines SARL – (62.6)

Balance – end of year 492.9 377.8

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

(expressed in millions of U.S. dollars)
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1. Nature of operations
First Quantum Minerals Ltd. (“First Quantum” or the “Company”) is engaged in the production of copper, gold, nickel and acid and related

activities including exploration, development and processing. Currently operating mines are located in Zambia, Australia and Mauritania.

The Company is developing the Kevitsa nickel-copper-platinum project in Finland and the Sentinel copper project in Zambia, and exploring

the Haquira copper deposit in Peru. Operations in the République démocratique du Congo (“RDC”) were suspended in 2010. Subsequent

to December 31, 2011 the Company sold all of its material ownership interests in the RDC (note 28).

The Company has its primary listing on the Toronto Stock Exchange and a secondary listing on the London Stock Exchange. The Company’s

registered office is the 8th Floor – 543 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6C 1X8.

2. Basis of presentation and adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
The Company prepares its financial statements in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles as set out in the

Handbook of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (“CICA Handbook”). In 2010, the CICA Handbook was revised to incorporate

IFRS, and requires publicly accountable enterprises to apply such standards effective for years beginning on or after January 1, 2011.

Accordingly, the Company has reported on this basis in these consolidated financial statements. In these financial statements, the term

“Canadian GAAP” refers to Canadian GAAP before the adoption of IFRS.

These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in compliance with IFRS. Subject to certain transition elections disclosed in

note 4, the Company has consistently applied the same accounting policies in its opening IFRS statements of financial position at January 1,

2010 and throughout all periods presented, as if these policies had always been in effect. Note 4 discloses the impact of the transition to

IFRS on the Company’s reported financial position, financial performance and cash flows, including the nature and effect of significant

changes in accounting policies from those used in the Company’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2010.

Comparative figures for 2010 in these financial statements have been restated to give effect to these changes.

The policies applied in these consolidated financial statements are based on IFRS standards and interpretations effective as of

December 31, 2011.

3. Summary of significant accounting policies

The significant accounting policies used in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are described below.

a) Principles of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and entities (including special purpose entities)

controlled by the Company (“its subsidiaries”). Control is achieved where the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating

policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included

in the consolidated statement of earnings from the effective date of acquisition or up to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate.

The principal operating subsidiaries are First Quantum Mining and Operations Limited (“FQMO”) which includes Bwana Mkubwa (“Bwana”),

Kansanshi Mining Plc (“Kansanshi”), Mauritanian Copper Mines SARL (“Guelb Moghrein”), FQM Kevitsa Mining OY (“Kevitsa”) and

Ravensthorpe Nickel Operations Pty Ltd. (“Ravensthorpe”). The exploration subsidiaries include Antares Minerals Inc. (“Antares”) and

Kalumbila Minerals Limited (“Kalumbila”). All the above operating subsidiaries are 100% owned, with the exception of Kansanshi in which

the Company holds 80%.

The Company established an independent trust to purchase the common shares necessary to satisfy the Company’s long-term incentive

plan. The Company consolidates the trust as it has the power to govern the financial and operating policies and to obtain the benefits 

from its activities.

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

(amounts expressed in millions of U.S. dollars, except where indicated and share and per share amounts)
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All intra-group transactions, balances, income and expenses are eliminated in full on consolidation.

Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified separately from the Company’s equity therein. 

Non-controlling interests consist of the amount of those interests at the date of the original business combination and the non-controlling

interest’s share of changes in equity since the date of the combination.

b) Estimates, risks and uncertainties
Many of the amounts included in the financial statements involve the use of judgement and/or estimation. These judgements and

estimates are based on managements’ best knowledge of the relevant facts and circumstances, having regard to prior experience, 

but actual results may differ from the amounts included in the financial statements. Information about such judgements and estimates 

are contained in the accounting policies and/or the notes to the financial statements. The key areas are summarized below:

� Commencement of operations and determination of useful lives of assets for depreciation and amortization purposes – note 3e

Property, plant and equipment are primarily amortized over the estimated lives of the assets on a units-of-production basis. The

calculation of the units-of-production rate, and therefore the annual depreciation, depletion and amortization expense could be

materially affected by changes in the underlying estimates. Changes in estimates can be the result of actual future production differing

from current forecasts of future production, expansion of mineral reserves through exploration activities, differences between estimated

and actual costs of mining and differences in the commodity prices used in the estimation of mineral reserves.

Significant judgement is involved in the determination of useful life and residual values for the computation of depreciation, depletion

and amortization and no assurance can be given that actual useful lives and residual values will not differ significantly from current

assumptions. Significant judgement is required to determine when certain of the Company’s assets are capable of operating in a

manner intended by management.

� Determination of ore reserves and resources

Reserves are estimates of the amount of product that can be economically and legally extracted from the Company’s properties. In order

to estimate reserves, estimates are required about a range of geological, technical and economic factors, including quantities, grades,

production techniques, recovery rates, production costs, transport costs, commodity demand, commodity prices and exchange rates.

Estimating the quantity and/or grade of reserves requires the size, shape and depth of ore bodies or fields to be determined by analyzing

geological data such as drilling samples. This process may require complex and difficult geological judgements to interpret the data. 

As a result, management will form a view of forecast sales prices, based on current and long-term historical average price trends.

Changes in the proven and probable reserves estimates may impact the carrying value of property, plant and equipment, restoration

provisions, recognition of deferred tax amounts and depreciation, depletion and amortization.

� Review of asset carrying values and impairment charges – note 3g

If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of

the asset or cash-generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognized immediately in the statement

of comprehensive income.

Management’s determination of recoverable amounts include estimates of mineral prices, recoverable reserves, and operating, capital

and restoration costs are subject to certain risks and uncertainties that may affect the recoverability of mineral property costs. Although

management has made its best estimate of these factors, it is possible that changes could occur in the near term that could adversely

affect management’s estimate of the net cash flow to be generated from its projects.

� Estimation of the amount and timing of restoration and remediation costs – note 3h

Accounting for restoration provisions requires management to make estimates of the future costs the Company will incur to complete

the restoration and remediation work required to comply with existing laws and regulations at each mining operation and any

environmental and social principles the Company is in compliance with. Actual costs incurred may differ from those amounts

estimated. Also, future changes to environmental laws and regulations could increase the extent of restoration work required to be

performed by the Company. Increases in future costs could materially impact the amounts charged to operations for restoration.

The provision represents management’s best estimate of the present value of the future restoration and remediation costs. The actual

future expenditures may differ from the amounts currently provided.
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� Income tax – note 3k

Judgement is required in determining whether deferred tax assets are recognized on the balance sheet. Deferred tax assets, including

those arising from unutilized tax losses require management to assess the likelihood that the Company will generate taxable earnings 

in future periods, in order to utilize recognized deferred tax assets. Estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast cash flows

from operations and the application of existing tax laws in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future cash flows and taxable income

differ significantly from estimates, the ability of the Company to realize the net deferred tax assets recorded at the balance sheet date

could be impacted.

c) Foreign currency translation
The presentation currency and the functional currency of the Company and all of the Company’s operations is the United States dollar

(“USD”). The Company’s foreign currency transactions are translated into USD at the rate of exchange in effect at the date of the transaction.

Monetary assets and liabilities are translated using period end exchange rates with any gains and losses included in the determination 

of net earnings. Non-monetary assets and liabilities are translated using historical rates.

d) Inventories
Product inventories comprise ore in stockpiles; acid and metal work-in-progress; finished acid; and finished cathode and metal in

concentrate and gold bullion. Product inventories are recorded at the lower of average cost and net realizable value. Cost includes

materials, direct labour, other direct costs and production overheads and amortization of plant, equipment and mineral properties directly

involved in the mining and production processes. Waste rock stripping costs related to production are inventoried as incurred.

When inventories have been written down to net realizable value, a new assessment of net realizable value is made in each subsequent

period. When the circumstances that caused the write down no longer exist, or when there is clear evidence of an increase in net realizable

value because of changed economic circumstances the amount of the write down is reversed.

Consumable stores are valued at the lower of purchase cost and net realizable value and recorded as a current asset.

Inventories on hand that will not be processed within one year are classified as long-term.

e) Property, plant and equipment
i) Mineral properties and mine development costs

Exploration and evaluation costs are expensed in the period incurred. Property acquisition costs are capitalized. Development costs

relating to specific properties are capitalized once management determines the property will be developed. A development decision is

made based upon consideration of project economics, including future metal prices, reserves and resources, and estimated operating

and capital costs.

Property acquisition and mine development costs, including costs incurred during the production phase to increase future output by

providing access to additional reserves, are deferred and depleted on a units-of-production basis over the component of the reserves 

to which they relate.

ii) Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are recorded at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Costs recorded for plants under

construction include all expenditures incurred in connection with the development and construction of the plants. No amortization is

recorded until the plants are substantially complete and ready for productive use. Where relevant, the Company has estimated residual

values on certain plant and equipment.

Property, plant and equipment are primarily amortized over the estimated lives of the assets on a units-of-production basis. Certain

assets are amortized on a straight-line basis with the rates of the major asset categories as follows:

Computer equipment and software 30–33%

Office equipment 33%

Furniture and fittings 15%

Buildings 2%–5%

Motor vehicles 20–25%

Depreciation on equipment utilized in the development of assets, including open pit and underground mine development, is depreciated

and recapitalized as development costs attributable to the related asset.
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iii) Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are capitalized as part of the cost of the

asset until such time as the asset is substantially complete and ready for its intended use or sale. Where funds have been borrowed

specifically to finance an asset, the amount capitalized is the actual borrowing costs incurred. Where the funds used to finance an

asset form part of general borrowings, the amount capitalized is calculated using a weighted average of rates applicable to relevant

general borrowings of the Company during the period.

f) Finance leases
Finance leases which transfer to the Company substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the leased item are

capitalized at the inception of the lease at the fair value of the leased asset, or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments.

Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and the reduction of the lease liability so as to achieve a constant periodic rate

of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are reflected in net earnings. The depreciation policy for leased assets

is consistent with that for similar assets owned.

g) Asset impairment
The Company performs impairment tests on property, plant and equipment, mineral properties and mine development costs when events

or changes in circumstances occur that indicate the assets may not be recoverable. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount

of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss, if any. Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable

amount of an individual asset, the Company estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the assets belong.

Cash generating units are individual operating mines or exploration and development projects.

Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. Fair value less costs to sell is determined as the amount

that would be obtained from the sale of the asset in an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable and willing parties. For mining

assets this would generally be determined based on the present value of the estimated future cash flows arising from the continued

development, use or eventual disposal of the asset. In assessing these cash flows and discounting them to present value, assumptions

used are those that an independent market participant would consider appropriate. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash

flows expected to arise from the continuing use of the assets in their present form and from their disposal are discounted to their present

value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset.

If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the

asset or cash-generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognized immediately in the statement of

comprehensive income.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset or cash-generating unit is increased to the revised

estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been

determined had no impairment loss been recognized for the asset or cash-generating unit in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss

is recognized in net earnings immediately.

h) Restoration provisions
The Company recognizes liabilities for constructive or legal obligations, including those associated with the reclamation of mineral properties

and property, plant and equipment, when those obligations result from the acquisition, construction, development or normal operation of

assets. Provisions are measured at the present value of the expected expenditures required to settle the obligation using a pre-tax discount

rate reflecting the time value of money and risks specific to the liability. The liability is increased for the passage of time and adjusted for

changes to the current market-based risk-free discount rate, and the amount or timing of the underlying cash flows needed to settle the

obligation. The associated restoration costs are capitalized as part of the carrying amount of the related long-lived asset and amortized over

the expected useful life of the asset.

i) Convertible bonds
Upon issue of convertible bonds, the fair value of the liability component is determined by discounting the contractual future cash flows

using a market rate for a non-convertible instrument with similar terms. This value is carried as a liability on the amortized cost basis until

extinguished on conversion or redemption. The remainder of the proceeds are allocated to a separate component of equity, net of issue

costs and tax, which remains constant in subsequent periods. Issue costs are apportioned between the liability and equity components

based on their respective carrying amounts when the bonds were issued. The finance costs recognized in respect of the convertible bonds

includes the accretion of the liability component.
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j) Revenue recognition
The Company produces copper cathode, copper and gold in concentrate and gold bullion. Copper and gold products are sold under

pricing arrangements where final prices are set at a specified date based on market prices. Revenues are recognized when title and risk

pass to the customer. Changes between the prices recorded upon recognition of revenue and the final price due to fluctuations in copper

and gold market prices result in the existence of an embedded derivative in the accounts receivable. This embedded derivative is recorded

at fair value, with changes in fair value classified as a component of cost of sales.

k) Income taxes
Current tax expense is calculated using income tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.

Deferred tax is recognized on differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the

corresponding tax bases used in the computation of taxable profit, and are accounted for using the liability method. Deferred tax liabilities

are generally recognized for all taxable temporary differences, and deferred tax assets are generally recognized for all deductible temporary

differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which those deductible temporary differences can

be utilized. Such assets and liabilities are not recognized if the temporary difference arises from goodwill or from the initial recognition of

assets and liabilities in a transaction that affects neither the taxable profit nor the accounting profit.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable

that sufficient taxable profits will be available to allow all or part of the asset to be recovered.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the period in which the liability is settled or

the asset realized, based on income tax rates and income tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet

date. The measurement of deferred tax liabilities and assets reflects the tax consequences that would follow from the manner in which the

Company expects to recover or settle the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against current tax liabilities,

and when they relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority and the Company intends to settle its current tax assets and

liabilities on a net basis.

l) Share-based compensation
The Company grants equity settled performance stock units (“PSUs”) and equity settled restricted stock units (“RSUs”) under its 

long-term incentive plan and share options under its share option plan to directors and employees. The Company expenses the fair value

of PSUs, RSUs and share options granted over the vesting period.

PSUs typically vest at the end of a three year period if certain performance and vesting criteria, based on the Company’s share price

performance relative to a representative group of other mining companies, have been met. The fair value of PSUs is determined using 

a valuation model that takes into account, as of the grant date, the expected life of the PSU, expected volatility, expected dividend yield,

and the risk-free interest rate over the life of the PSU, to generate potential outcomes for share prices, which are used to estimate the

probability of the PSUs vesting at the end of the performance measurement period.

RSUs typically vest at the end of a three year period and the fair value of RSUs is determined by reference to the share price of the Company

at the date of grant.

Share options vest over a three year period and the fair value is determined using an option pricing model. Cash consideration received

from employees when they exercise the options is credited to share capital.

m) Earnings per share
Earnings per share are calculated using the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the period. Shares acquired under 

the long-term incentive plan are treated as treasury shares and are deducted from the number of shares outstanding for the calculation of

basic earnings per share. Diluted earnings per share are calculated using the treasury share method whereby all “in the money” options,

warrants and equivalents are assumed to have been exercised at the beginning of the period and the proceeds from the exercise are

assumed to have been used to purchase common shares at the average market price during the period.
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n) Financial instruments
The Company’s financial instruments consist of cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash, trade receivables, investments, trade payables

and accrued liabilities, debt, convertible bonds and derivative instruments.

i) Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at banks and on hand and other short-term investments with initial maturities of less than

three months. It excludes cash subject to restrictions under debt facilities. Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash have been

classified as loans and receivables.

ii) Trade receivables

Trade receivables are classified as loans and receivables and accordingly are recorded initially at fair value, net of transaction costs

incurred, and subsequently at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.

iii) Investments

Investments are designated as available-for-sale. The Company’s investment in Carlisa Investment Corp. (“Carlisa”), a privately held

entity, is designated as available-for-sale but is measured at cost as the fair value is not readily determinable. Fair values for investments

in marketable securities are determined by quoted market prices at the balance sheet date. Unrealized gains and losses on the

marketable securities are recognized in other comprehensive income. If a decline in fair value is significant or prolonged it is deemed

to be other-than-temporary and the loss is recognized in net earnings. Available-for-sale investments are recorded as non-current

assets unless management intends to dispose of them within twelve months of the balance sheet date.

iv) Derivatives and hedging

A portion of the Company’s metal sales is sold on a provisional basis whereby sales are recognized at prevailing metal prices when title

transfers to the customer and final pricing is not determined until a subsequent date, typically two months later. The Company enters

into derivative contracts to directly offset the exposure to final pricing adjustments on the provisionally priced contracts. The Company

also periodically enters into derivative instruments to mitigate exposure to foreign exchange rates and interest rates. The Company does

not apply hedge accounting. Derivative financial instruments, including embedded derivatives, are classified as held-for-trading and

measured at fair value as determined by active market prices and valuation models, as appropriate. Valuation models require the use

of assumptions concerning the amount and timing of estimated future cash flows and discount rates. In determining these assumptions,

the Company uses readily observable market inputs where available or, where not available, inputs generated by the Company. Changes

in the fair value of derivative instruments are recorded in the consolidated statement of earnings.

v) Trade payables and debt

Trade payables and debt are classified as other financial liabilities and are recognized initially at fair value, net of transaction costs

incurred, and are subsequently stated at amortized cost. Any difference between the amounts originally received, net of transaction

costs, and the redemption value is recognized in net earnings over the period to maturity using the effective interest rate method.

o) Accounting standards issued but not yet effective
Standards and interpretations issued but not yet effective up to the date of issuance of the financial statements are listed below. This listing

of standards and interpretations issued are those that the Company reasonably expects to have an impact on disclosures, financial position

or performance when applied at a future date. The Company intends to adopt these standards when they become effective.

� IAS 1 – Financial statement presentation – Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive Income.

The amendments of IAS 1 change the grouping of items presented in other comprehensive income. Items that could be reclassified 

(or ‘recycled’) to net earnings at a future point in time would be presented separately from items that will never be reclassified. 

The amendment affects presentation only and has no impact on the Company’s financial position or performance. The amendment

becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 2012.

� IFRS 9 – Financial instruments: Classification and Measurement

IFRS 9 addresses the classification, measurement and recognition of financial assets and financial liabilities. IFRS 9 was issued in

November 2009 and October 2010. It replaces the parts of IAS 39 that relate to the classification and measurement of financial

instruments. IFRS 9 requires financial assets to be classified into two measurement categories: those measured at fair value and those

measured at amortized cost. The determination is made at initial recognition. The classification depends on the entity’s business model for

managing its financial instruments and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the instrument. For financial liabilities, the standard

retains most of the IAS 39 requirements. The main change is that, in cases where the fair value option is taken for financial liabilities, 
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the part of a fair value change due to an entity’s own credit risk is recorded in other comprehensive income rather than in net earnings,

unless this creates an accounting mismatch. The Company is yet to assess IFRS 9’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for

annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2015.

� IFRS 10 – Consolidated Financial Statements

The amendments of IFRS 10 change the definition of control under IFRS so that the same criteria are applied to all entities to

determine control. The Company is yet to assess IFRS 10’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning

on or after January 1, 2013.

� IFRS 11 – Joint Arrangements

The amendments of IFRS 11 reduce the types of joint arrangement to two: joint ventures and joint operations. IFRS 11 requires the 

use of equity accounting for interests in joint ventures, eliminating the existing policy choice of proportionate consolidation for jointly

controlled entities under IAS 31. The Company is yet to assess IFRS 11’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual

periods beginning on or after January 1, 2013.

� IFRS 12 – Disclosure of Interest in Other Entities

The amendments of IFRS 12 set out the disclosure requirements for entities reporting under IFRS 10 and IFRS 11, and replace the

disclosure requirements currently found in IAS 28, Investments in Associates. The amendment affects presentation only and has no

impact upon the Company’s financial position or performance. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or 

after January 1, 2013.

� IFRS 13 – Fair Value Measurement

This standard aims to improve consistency and reduce complexity by providing a precise definition of fair value and single source of fair

value measurement and disclosure requirements for use across IFRSs. The requirements do not extend the use of fair value accounting

but provide guidance on how it should be applied where its use is already required or permitted by other standards within IFRS. The Company

is yet to assess IFRS 13’s full impact. The standard becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2012.

� IFRIC 20 – Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface Mine

The Interpretation of IFRIC 20 gives clarification on the requirements for accounting for stripping costs associated with waste removal 

in surface mining, including when production stripping costs should be recognized as an asset, how the asset is initially recognized, 

and subsequent measurement. The Company is yet to assess IFRIC 20’s full impact. IFRIC 20 is effective for annual periods beginning

on or after January 1, 2013.

4. First time adoption of IFRS
The effect of the Company’s transition to IFRS, described in note 2, is summarized in this note as follows:

a) Transition elections

The Company has applied the following transition exceptions and exemptions to full retrospective application of IFRS:

i) Business combinations – IFRS 1 provides the option to apply IFRS 3R, Business Combinations, retrospectively or prospectively from

January 1, 2010 (“Transition Date”). The retrospective basis would require the restatement of prior acquisitions that meet the definition

of a business combination under IFRS 3R. The Company elected to adopt IFRS 3R effective January 1, 2010.

ii) Share-based payments – IFRS 1 permits, but does not require, the application of IFRS 2, Share-based Payments, to equity

instruments granted on or before November 7, 2002, that had not vested by the Transition Date. The Company elected to only apply

IFRS 2 to equity instruments granted after November 7, 2002 that had not vested by the Transition Date.

iii) Deemed cost of property, plant and equipment – IFRS 1 provides the option to measure individual items of property, plant and

equipment at the Transition Date at fair value and use that fair value as its deemed cost. The Company has elected to use the fair value

of the Kolwezi project at the Transition Date as its deemed cost.

iv) Borrowing costs – The Company elected to capitalize borrowing costs related to all qualifying assets commencing from the 

Transition Date.

v) Decommissioning liabilities included in the cost of property, plant and equipment – IFRS 1 provides the option to measure the

restoration provision at the Transition Date in accordance with the requirements of IAS 37. Accordingly the Company re-measured the

provisions as at TransitionDate under IAS37Provisions, Contingent Liabilities andContingent Assets, and estimated the amount to be included

in the cost of the related asset by discounting the liability to the date which the liability first arose. The Company did this using best estimates

of the historical risk-free discount rates, and recalculated the accumulated amortization and depletion under IFRS up to the Transition Date.
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b) A reconciliation of assets, liabilities, equity, comprehensive income and cash flows of the Company from those reported under Canadian

GAAP to IFRS at January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010 are presented below:

Assets

December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total assets under Canadian GAAP 5,258.6 4,564.6

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i – (399.8)

Restoration provision ii 73.8 3.6

Borrowing costs iii 41.1 –

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (419.9) (181.3)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) – (12.4)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) 4.3 –

Total assets under IFRS 4,957.9 3,974.7

Liabilities

December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total liabilities under Canadian GAAP 2,129.5 1,687.7

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Restoration provision ii 75.3 4.8

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (404.3) (175.9)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) 17.9 –

Total liabilities under IFRS 1,818.4 1,516.6

Equity

December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Total equity under Canadian GAAP 3,129.1 2,876.9

Adjustments for differing accounting treatments

Share capital

Deferred income tax

Share issuance costs iv(b) 3.2 3.2

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) (8.6) (8.6)

Retained earnings

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i – (399.8)

Restoration provision ii (1.5) (1.2)

Borrowing costs iii 41.1 –

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (15.6) (5.4)

Share issuance costs iv(b) (3.2) (3.2)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) 8.6 (3.8)

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) (13.6) –

Total equity under IFRS 3,139.5 2,458.1
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Comprehensive income (loss)

Year ended 
December 31, 2010

Total comprehensive loss under Canadian GAAP (350.6)

Increase (decrease) in net income for:

Kolwezi project fair value adjustment i 399.8

Restoration provision ii (0.3)

Borrowing costs iii 41.1

Deferred income tax

Mineral property acquisitions iv(a) (10.2)

Convertible bond issuance iv(c) 12.4

Intercompany inventory sales iv(e) (13.6)

Total comprehensive income under IFRS 78.6

In addition to the measurement differences impacting comprehensive income, there are also differences in the presentation of items

included in comprehensive income. In addition to the reclassifications included in the notes below under Canadian GAAP derivative

instruments were included in revenues and other income and now have been classified to cost of sales under IFRS.

Presentation differences in comprehensive income (loss)

Year ended 
December 31, 2010

Increase in sales revenue 15.0

Increase in cost of sales (13.9)

Decrease in other income (1.1)

Total –

Cash flows
The adoption of IFRS has had no impact on the net cash flows of the Company. The changes made to the consolidated statement of

earnings and consolidated balance sheets have resulted in reclassification of various amounts on the statements of cash flows, however 

as there have been no changes to the net cash flows, no reconciliations have been prepared.

Notes to the IFRS reconciliations above:

i) IAS 16 Property, plant and equipment

Impairment

In accordance with Canadian GAAP, impairment testing was a two step process. The first step, using undiscounted cash flows was

undertaken to determine if impairment exists. If impairment was identified, the second step was undertaken to determine the amount

of the impairment to be recorded. IAS 36 Impairment of Assets uses a one step approach for both identifying and measuring impairments,

which is based on comparing the carrying value to the recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less

selling costs and value in use, which is based on discounted cash flows. The use of an undiscounted cash flow model under Canadian

GAAP did not result in any impairments at the Transition Date. The use of a discounted cash flow model to determine the recoverable

amount indicated a material impairment to the Company’s carrying value of the Kolwezi project under IFRS.

In accordance with IFRS 1, the Company elected to measure the Kolwezi project at January 1, 2010 at fair value and use that fair value

as its deemed cost. The fair value of the Kolwezi project at January 1, 2010 was $280.0 million which resulted in a $399.8 million write

down of property, plant and equipment and a corresponding adjustment to opening retained earnings.

In June 2010 under both Canadian GAAP and IFRS a complete impairment of the Kolwezi project was recorded.
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ii) IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Restoration provisions

Consistent with IFRS, restoration provisions have been previously measured based on the estimated cost of restoration, discounted to

its net present value upon initial recognition. However, adjustments to the current discount rate were not reflected in the provisions or

the related assets under Canadian GAAP unless there was an upward revision in the future cost estimates. The Company elected to

apply the exemption from full retrospective application as allowed under IFRS 1. As such, the Company has remeasured the restoration

liability as at the Transition Date under IAS 37, estimated the amount to be included in the related asset by discounting the liability to

the date in which the liability arose, and recalculated the accumulated amortization under IFRS. The increase in restoration provision

was $4.8 million at January 1, 2010 and $75.3 million at December 31, 2010, the increase in mineral properties was $3.6 million at

January 1, 2010 and $73.8 million at December 31, 2010, the adjustment to retained earnings was $1.2 million at January 1, 2010

and other expenses increased $1.2 million at December 31, 2010. The net restoration provision adjustment at the transition date for

the Kolwezi and Frontier projects was $0.9 million and was reversed during 2010 as part of the net asset impairments. The $70.2 million

increase in the provision from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010 is primarily due to the fair value of the restoration provision

acquired in the Ravensthorpe acquisition.

Under Canadian GAAP, the unwinding of the discount was included in cost of sales and has now been reclassified to finance cost as

required under IFRS. The increase to finance costs was $1.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2010.

iii) IAS 23 Borrowing costs

Under IFRS, there are no policy choices available for the capitalization of borrowing costs. IFRS requires borrowing costs to be capitalized

on qualifying assets which take a substantial period of time to prepare for their intended use. A weighted average capitalization rate

based on the Company’s outstanding debt was used to calculate the amount of borrowing costs to capitalize on the qualifying assets at

January 1, 2010 and acquired during 2010. The increase in property, plant and equipment was nil at January 1, 2010 and $41.1 million

at December 31, 2010, with a corresponding decrease in interest expense.

iv) IAS 12 Deferred taxes

a. Mineral property acquisitions

Under Canadian GAAP the Company recognized a deferred income tax liability on temporary differences arising on the initial recognition

of mineral properties acquired other than in business combinations. IAS 21, Income Taxes does not permit the recognition of deferred

taxes on such transactions. The impact of the derecognition of the deferred taxes was a reduction of $175.9 million to the deferred tax

liability at January 1, 2010 and $404.3 million at December 31, 2010, a reduction of property, plant and equipment of $181.3 million at

January 1, 2010 and $419.9 million at December 31, 2010, an increase to deferred income tax expense of $5.9 million at December 31,

2010 as a reduction to the deferred income tax liability was reversed, and an adjustment to retained earnings of $5.4 million at

January 1, 2010 and foreign exchange loss of $4.3 million at December 31, 2010 as a portion of the deferred tax liability was

denominated in a foreign currency and accordingly had been revalued using the foreign exchange rate at the balance sheet dates.

b. Share issuance costs

IFRS requires current and deferred taxes be recognized in equity when they relate to transactions or events recognized in equity in

either the same or a different period. The deferred income tax related to the share issuance costs under Canadian GAAP had not been

net against share capital. The impact of recognizing the deferred income taxes in share capital is an increase of $3.2 million in share

capital and a $3.2 million reduction to retained earnings at January 1, 2010.

c. Convertible bond issue

Under IFRS the deferred tax consequences of a financial instrument containing both a liability and equity component is recognized

both in profit or loss and in equity in accordance with the component parts under IFRS. The deferred income tax related to the liability

component of the convertible bond was not recorded under Canadian GAAP. The impact of recognizing the deferred income taxes 

in equity is a decrease of $12.4 million of deferred tax asset at January 1, 2010 and nil at December 31, 2010, a decrease in share

capital of $8.6 million at January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010 and an adjustment to retained earnings of $3.8 million at

January 1, 2010, and a decrease of $12.4 million at December 31, 2010.
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d. Non-monetary assets and liabilities

Under IAS 12, where the non-monetary assets and liabilities of an entity are measured in its functional currency but the taxable profit

or tax loss and the tax base of its non-monetary assets and liabilities is determined in a different currency, deferred income tax is

recognized. The review of non-monetary asset balances translated using the relevant closing exchange rates at January 1, 2010 and

December 31, 2010 did not result in an adjustment to our balance sheets or statements of comprehensive income under IFRS, but

may have a material impact on our tax expense in future periods.

e. Tax on intercompany inventory sales

Under IAS 12, unrealized profits resulting from intercompany transactions are eliminated from the carrying amount of assets, such as

inventory. The tax effect of the transaction is calculated with reference to the local tax rate of the company that holds the inventory at

the period-end. Canadian GAAP prohibits the recognition of a deferred tax asset for the difference between the tax basis of the assets

in the buyer’s tax jurisdiction and the cost as reported in the historical consolidated financial statements and requires the deferral of

the seller’s tax expense incurred upon the intercompany sale. The impact of recognizing the deferred income tax on the intercompany

sales is nil to the deferred tax asset at January 1, 2010 and an increase of $4.3 million at December 31, 2010, nil to the deferred 

tax liability at January 1, 2010 and an increase of $17.9 million at December 31, 2010 and an increase of deferred tax expense of

$13.6 million at December 31, 2010.

5. Inventories

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Ore in stockpiles 95.1 75.3 101.3

Work-in-progress 14.3 2.1 3.3

Finished product 230.2 137.3 65.0

Total product inventory 339.6 214.7 169.6

Less: non-current portion of ore in stockpiles (a) – (12.4) (12.5)

339.6 202.3 157.1

Consumable stores 310.3 188.6 189.6

649.9 390.9 346.7

a) The non-current portion represents ore in stockpiles that the Company does not anticipate processing in the following 12 months.

b) During the year $1,177.0 million (December 31, 2010 – $1,063.6 million) of inventory was expensed in cost of sales and depletion and

amortization.

6. Investments

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Carlisa Investment Corp. – at cost 9.5 9.5 9.5

Marketable securities (a) 4.4 4.1 443.3

Asset-backed commercial paper 4.1 4.4 7.6

18.0 18.0 460.4

a) During 2010, the Company sold 114,132,300 shares of Equinox Minerals Limited and realized a gain of $510.8 million. Net proceeds

from the sale were $646.5 million (CAD $653.2 million).

The following table summarizes the movements in the fair value of investments:

2011 2010

Balance – beginning of year 18.0 460.4

Additions – 2.6

Disposals (0.2) (646.9)

Gain in fair market value 0.2 201.9

Balance – end of year 18.0 18.0
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7. Property, plant and equipment

Mineral properties and mine 
development costs

Plant and Capital Operating Development 
equipment work-in-progress mines projects Total

Cost

As at January 1, 2010 1,320.4 373.7 84.0 271.4 2,049.5

Additions 109.5 310.7 5.4 – 425.6

Acquisitions (a) 290.3 – – 981.2 1,271.5

Disposals (2.3) – – – (2.3)

Transfers between categories 103.2 (103.2) – – –

Restoration provision 14.6 – 0.1 68.2 82.9

Impairment (note 26) (297.6) (244.1) (40.8) (63.4) (645.9)

Capitalized interest 10.2 – – 32.3 42.5

As at December 31, 2010 1,548.3 337.1 48.7 1,289.7 3,223.8

Additions – 1,078.9 – – 1,078.9

Disposals (17.9) – – – (17.9)

Transfers between categories 478.1 (507.8) 265.9 (236.2) –

Restoration provisions – – 58.8 59.0 117.8

Capitalized interest 5.5 1.9 – 19.7 27.1

Capitalized depreciation – 12.1 – – 12.1

As at December 31, 2011 2,014.0 922.2 373.4 1,132.2 4,441.8

Accumulated depreciation

As at January 1, 2010 (428.1) – (41.0) – (469.1)

Depreciation charge (111.7) – (3.9) – (115.6)

Disposals 0.8 – – – 0.8

Impairment 77.2 – 8.8 – 86.0

Other 5.0 – – – 5.0

As at December 31, 2010 (456.8) – (36.1) – (492.9)

Depreciation charge (107.3) – (4.7) – (112.0)

Capitalized depreciation (12.1) – – – (12.1)

Disposals 4.5 – – – 4.5

Other (4.9) – – – (4.9)

As at December 31, 2011 (576.6) – (40.8) – (617.4)

Net book value

As at January 1, 2010 892.3 373.7 43.0 271.4 1,580.4

As at December 31, 2010 1,091.5 337.1 12.6 1,289.7 2,730.9

As at December 31, 2011 1,437.4 922.2 332.6 1,132.2 3,824.4
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a) Acquisitions in the year ended December 31, 2010 were as follows:

Mineral properties 
Plant and and mine 
equipment development costs Total

Ravensthorpe (b) 289.8 104.5 394.3

Antares 0.5 600.2 600.7

Kalumbila – 276.5 276.5

290.3 981.2 1,271.5

b) The Ravensthorpe assets were acquired on February 10, 2010. As at December 31, 2010 the fair values of the assets and liabilities

acquired were preliminary. The finalization of the fair values in 2011 did not result in any changes to the estimates as originally stated.

8. Other assets

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Recoverable taxes (note 14) – – 181.3

Future recoverable variable profit tax (note 14) – – 38.0

Ore in stockpiles (note 5) – 12.4 12.5

Deferred income tax assets (note 14) 11.3 4.3 –

Derivative instruments (note 24) 5.1 3.0 0.9

Prepaid expenses 28.9 23.7 13.1

Other 11.0 12.5 39.3

Total other assets 56.3 55.9 285.1

Less: current portion of other assets (34.0) (26.7) (195.2)

22.3 29.2 89.9

Current portion consists of:

Recoverable taxes – – 181.3

Derivative instruments 5.1 3.0 0.8

Prepaid expenses and other 28.9 23.7 13.1

34.0 26.7 195.2

9. Debt

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Drawn debt

Corporate revolving credit and term loan facility (a) – 80.2 159.5

Kansanshi subordinated debt facility (b) 19.3 24.9 31.9

Short-term borrowings (c) 43.3 55.7 –

Other 0.3 0.2 0.2

Total 62.9 161.0 191.6

Less: current portion of debt facilities and short-term debt (48.1) (140.8) (84.5)

14.8 20.2 107.1

Undrawn debt

Corporate revolving credit and term loan facility (a) – 50.0 50.0

Corporate revolving loan and short-term facilities – – 250.0

Kevitsa facility (d) 250.0 – –

Short-term borrowings (c) 66.7 54.3 –
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The scheduled future minimum principal repayments are as follows:

$

2012 48.1

2013 5.2

2014 4.8

2015 4.8

62.9

a) Corporate revolving credit and term loan facility
The Company entered into a $400.0 million corporate revolving credit and term loan facility in October 2006 which is now fully repaid. 

The facility had three tranches, up to $225.0 million, $125.0 million, and $100.0 million. Tranche C was cancelled effective April 11, 2011.

The Company paid the final $20.2 million owing under this facility on September 30, 2011. Interest on tranches A and B was calculated 

at LIBOR plus 2.5%.

Cash of $40.3 million was restricted to meet required instalments as at December 31, 2010.

b) Kansanshi subordinated debt facility
Kansanshi entered into a 34.0 million Euro subordinated debt facility in December 2003 to finance the Kansanshi project. This facility 

is repayable in nine equal annual payments commencing October 31, 2007. Interest is calculated annually, within a range of 3.2% to

13.2%, based on the average LME cash copper price for the preceding calendar year. The interest rate is at its lower limit at a realized

copper price of less than $1,300 per tonne and increases incrementally until the copper price reaches its $2,200 per tonne upper limit.

The Kansanshi subordinated debt facility has a principal amount outstanding of 15.1 million Euros (December 31, 2010 – 18.9 million

Euros). The carrying amount shown above of $19.3 million is net of issue and transaction costs of 0.2 million Euros. The interest rate on

the facility is indexed to the price of copper resulting in the existence of an embedded derivative. This embedded derivative is recorded 

at fair value at each period with changes in fair value recorded as a component of net earnings disclosed within finance costs.

c) Short-term borrowings
In 2010, the Company’s metal marketing division entered into two facilities totalling $110.0 million. The facilities are used to finance

purchases and the term hedging of copper and gold undertaken by the metal marketing division. Interest on the facilities is calculated 

at the bank’s benchmark rate plus 1.75%. The loans are collateralized by physical inventories.

d) Kevitsa facility
In March 2011 the Company entered into a $250.0 million project loan collateralized by the assets and offtake agreements of the Kevitsa

project. The facility is available in two tranches. Tranche A of $175.0 million is required to be repaid in equal annual instalments over four

years starting March 31, 2013; and tranche B of $75.0 million is required to be repaid on September 30, 2017. The funds are to be used

to finance the development of the Kevitsa mine. Interest on the project loan is to be calculated at LIBOR plus 3.5%.

10. Convertible bonds
In June 2009, the Company issued $500.0 million in 6% convertible bonds (the “Bonds”) due June 19, 2014 for net proceeds of

$488.0 million after payment of commissions and expenses related to the offering. The Bonds bore interest at 6% per annum, payable

semi-annually in equal instalments.

On July 27, 2011, the Company announced a voluntary incentive payment offer in relation to the Bonds. The offer included a cash payment

of $8,088.91 per $100,000 in principal amount of the Bonds (the “Incentive Payment”) and a cash payment of $1,410.68 per $100,000

in principal amount of the Bonds (the “Conversion Price Adjustment Payment”) to convert any or all of the convertible bonds due 2014.

The incentive offer period expired on July 28, 2011 with 99.98% of the bondholders accepting the conversion offer. The offer was later

extended to the remaining bondholder who accepted the offer in November 2011.

On August 4, 2011, the Company issued 8,955,547 common shares (44,777,735 common shares after the share split, see note 15) and

on December 5, 2011 the Company issued 8,957 common shares. The $460.0 million convertible debt liability and the $48.3 million

equity component of the convertible debt have been transferred to common share capital. The incentive payment and other transactions

costs of $48.4 million have been recognized in net earnings in 2011.
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2011 2010

Convertible bonds

Opening balance 452.1 438.4

Accretion expense 7.9 13.7

Transferred to common share capital (460.0) –

– 452.1

Equity

Opening balance 48.3 48.3

Transferred to common share capital (48.3) –

– 48.3

11. Other liabilities

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Derivative instruments (note 24) 8.4 47.3 8.9

Restoration provisions (note 12) 252.5 131.1 26.7

Finance leases (note 13) 28.6 30.5 –

Other 7.9 7.7 9.2

Total other liabilities 297.4 216.6 44.8

Less: current portion (11.0) (48.3) (3.9)

286.4 168.3 40.9

Current portion consists of:

Derivative instruments 7.3 44.8 3.4

Restoration provisions (note 12) 1.3 1.3 –

Finance leases (note 13) 1.9 1.8 –

Other 0.5 0.4 0.5

11.0 48.3 3.9

12. Restoration provisions
The Company has restoration and remediation obligations associated with its operating mines, processing facilities and development

projects. The following table summarizes the movements in the restoration provisions for the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010:

2011 2010

As at January 1 131.1 26.7

Obligations acquired – 30.3

Obligations derecognized – (10.9)

Changes in estimate – active operations 117.8 79.7

Changes in estimate – closed operations – 4.3

Accretion expense 3.6 1.0

As at December 31 252.5 131.1

Less: current portion (1.3) (1.3)

251.2 129.8
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The restoration provisions have been recorded initially as a liability based on management’s best estimate of cash flows, using a risk-free

discount rate between 0.9% and 2.9% and an inflation factor between 2.8% and 4.0%. Payments are expected to occur over the life of

each of the operating mines over a period of approximately 32 years.

$59.0 million of the change in estimate in 2011 is the increase associated with the development of the Ravensthorpe and Kevitsa mines.

$58.8 million of the change in estimate in 2011 relates to the increase in closure costs for operating mines as part of our environment and

social management plan to meet the guidelines set out in the Equator Principles.

In 2011, charges of nil (December 31, 2010 – $4.3 million) were recorded in net earnings for changes in cash flow estimates and accretion

related to restoration provisions at closed operations.

13. Finance leases
As part of the Ravensthorpe acquisition in 2010 the Company entered into two finance leases for plant and equipment. There is no subleasing.

The carrying value of the leased assets as of the balance sheet date was as follows:

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Cost 30.0 30.0 –

Less: accumulated depreciation (3.2) – –

Net carrying value of finance lease agreements 26.8 30.0 –

The present value of future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable finance lease agreements was as follows:

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Within one year 3.7 3.7 –

After one year but not more than five years 14.9 14.9 –

More than five years 23.3 27.1 –

Total minimum lease payments 41.9 45.7 –

Less: interest charges (13.3) (15.2) –

Present value of future minimum lease payments 28.6 30.5 –

The expected maturity of these future minimum lease payments as at December 31, 2011 are as follows:

Undiscounted Present value of 
minimum minimum 
payments payments

2018 12.6 10.1

Later years 29.3 18.5

Total 41.9 28.6
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14. Income taxes
The income taxes shown in the consolidated statements of earnings differ from the amounts obtained by applying statutory rates to the

earnings before provision for income taxes due to the following:

2011 2010

Amount Amount
$ % $ %

Earnings before income taxes 1,115.5 986.0

Income taxes at statutory rates 295.6 27 281.3 29

Difference in foreign tax rates (a) 181.1 16 150.6 15

Impairment of Zambian taxes (a) – – 186.9 19

Foreign tax holiday (b) (29.3) (3) (31.9) (3)

Non-deductible expenses 43.7 4 (27.9) (3)

Losses not recognized (30.4) (3) 52.2 5

Income tax expense 460.7 41 611.2 62

Income tax expense consists of:

Current income taxes 474.3 563.7

Deferred income taxes (13.6) 47.5

460.7 611.2

The significant components of the Company’s deferred income tax liabilities are as follows:

2011 2010

Property, plant and equipment (230.9) (251.4)

Long-term liabilities 29.0 26.0

Operating loss carry-forwards – 10.6

Other (4.5) 2.3

Net deferred income tax liabilities (206.4) (212.5)

The significant components of the Company’s deferred income tax assets are as follows:

2011 2010

Property, plant and equipment (60.5) –

Inventory 3.1 4.3

Long-term liabilities 55.5 –

Operating loss carry-forwards 13.2 –

Net deferred income tax assets 11.3 4.3

a) Included in the current and deferred tax expense are amounts relating to the variable profit tax (“VPT”) introduced in Zambia in 2008.

The VPT causes an increase in the effective tax rate from the 30% base income tax rate for the Company to 43%. In the prior year, 

the Company impaired a tax receivable asset which was initially recorded pursuant to the Company’s tax stability guarantee set out 

in Kansanshi’s Development Agreement. The tax receivable was impaired in 2010 following a request for payment of all back taxes

outstanding pursuant to the 2008 legislation. Until resolved differently with the Government of the Republic of Zambia, the Company

recognizes current and deferred tax expenses in excess of the Development Agreement, resulting in an effective tax rate of

approximately 43% at Kansanshi.

b) Guelb Moghrein is subject to a five year tax holiday agreement with the Mauritanian government. Guelb Moghrein will be subject to

Mauritanian income taxes on income earned subsequent to February 2012.
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c) The Company has operating loss carry-forwards that may be available for tax purposes in Canada totalling $195.2 million (December 31,

2010 – $118.0 million) expiring between 2014 and 2030.

d) The Company has non-Canadian resident subsidiaries that have undistributed earnings of $441.6 million. These undistributed

earnings are not expected to be repatriated in the foreseeable future; therefore taxes that may apply on repatriation have not been

provided for.

e) In the normal course of business the Company is subject to assessment by taxation authorities in various jurisdictions. These authorities

may have different interpretations of tax legislation or tax agreements than those applied by the Company in computing current and

future income taxes. These different interpretations may alter the timing or amounts of taxable income or deductions. The final amounts

of taxes to be paid or recovered depends on a number of factors including the outcome of audits, appeals and negotiation. The Company

provides for potential differences in interpretation based on a best estimate of the probable outcome of these matters. Changes in these

estimates could result in material adjustments to the Company’s current and future income taxes.

15. Share capital
a) Common shares
Authorized

Unlimited common shares without par value.

Issued

Number of shares
(000’s)

Balance as at December 31, 2009 392,950

Share options exercised 789

Shares issued on acquisitions 37,139

Balance as at December 31, 2010 430,878

Share options exercised 17

Conversion of convertible bonds (ii) 44,787

Shares issued (iii) 628

Balance as at December 31, 2011 476,310

i) Common share split

On July 29, 2011, shareholders of the Company approved a five-for-one share split of the Company’s issued and outstanding common

shares. The record date of the share split was August 11, 2011. The Company’s common shares began trading on a split basis from

August 9, 2011. All share and per share information included in the consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes has been

adjusted to reflect this share split for all years presented.

ii) Conversion of convertible bonds

The convertible bonds were converted into common shares of the Company during 2011 (note 10).

iii) Lusaka stock exchange listing

On July 20, 2011 the Company issued 125,679 common shares (628,395 common shares after the share split) for gross proceeds of

$15.9 million in connection with a listing of depositary receipts by the Company on the Lusaka Stock Exchange in Zambia (the “LuSE”).

These shares, together with 7,700 common shares in the capital of the Company purchased on the open market, will underlie the depositary

receipts. The depositary receipts are held by local Zambian investors and employees and trade under the LuSE Symbol “FQM”.

b) Treasury shares
The Company established an independent trust to purchase, on the open market, the common shares pursuant to the long-term incentive

plan (note 17). The Company consolidates the trust as it constitutes a special purpose entity. Consequently, shares purchased by the trust

to satisfy obligations under the long-term incentive plan are recorded as treasury shares in shareholders’ equity. Generally, dividends

received on shares held in the trust will be paid to plan participants in cash as received.
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Number of shares
(000’s)

Balance as at December 31, 2009 3,050

Shares purchased 1,250

Shares vested (545)

Balance as at December 31, 2010 3,755

Shares purchased 950

Shares vested (748)

Balance as at December 31, 2011 3,957

c) Capital management
The Company’s objectives when managing capital are to continue to provide returns for shareholders, and comply with lending requirements

while safeguarding the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Company considers the items included in shareholders’

equity to be capital.

The Company manages the capital structure and makes adjustments in light of changes in economic conditions and the risk characteristics

of the Company’s assets. In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may adjust the amount of dividends paid to

shareholders, issue new shares, or sell assets to reduce debt.

In addition to the commercial objective for the capital structure, there are certain lending requirements with which the Company was in

compliance at the balance sheet date.

d) Dividends
On March 15, 2011, the Company declared a dividend payment of $0.1206 CAD per share or $53.5 million in respect of the financial year

ended December 31, 2010 (March 16, 2010 – $0.1034 CAD per share or $40.5 million).

On August 8, 2011, the Company declared an interim dividend of $0.0533 CAD per share or $25.8 million in respect of the financial year

ended December 31, 2011 (August 10, 2010 – $0.0394 CAD per share or $15.2 million).

16. Earnings per share

2011 2010

Earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company 528.9 305.8

Add interest on convertible bonds, net of tax – 2.5

Diluted earnings attributable to shareholders of the Company 528.9 308.3

Basic weighted average number of shares outstanding (000’s of shares) 447,224 401,322

Effect of dilutive securities:

Convertible bonds – 44,334

Treasury shares 2,233 2,058

Share options – 9

Diluted weighted average number of shares outstanding (000’s of shares) 449,457 447,723

Earnings per common share – basic 1.18 0.76

Earnings per common share – diluted 1.18 0.69

17. Share-based compensation
a) Long-term incentive plan
The Company has a long-term incentive plan (the “Plan”), which provides for the issuance of performance stock units (“PSUs”) and

restricted stock units (“RSUs”) in such amounts as approved by the Company’s Compensation Committee. Included in general and

administrative expense is share-based compensation expense of $8.8 million (December 31, 2010 – $6.3 million) related to this Plan.
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Under the Plan, each PSU entitles participants, which includes directors, officers, and employees, to receive one common share of the

Company at the end of a three year period if certain performance and vesting criteria, which are based on the Company’s performance

relative to a representative group of other mining companies, have been met. The fair value of each PSU is recorded as compensation

expense over the vesting period. The fair value of each PSU is estimated using a Monte Carlo Simulation approach. A Monte Carlo

Simulation is a technique used to approximate the probability of certain outcomes, called simulations, based on normally distributed random

variables and highly subjective assumptions. This model generates potential outcomes for stock prices and allows for the simulation of

multiple stocks in tandem resulting in an estimated probability of vesting.

Under the Plan, each RSU entitles the participant to receive one common share of the Company subject to vesting criteria. RSU grants

typically vest fully at the end of the three year period. The fair value of each RSU is recorded as compensation expense over the vesting

period. The fair value of each RSU is estimated based on the market value of the Company’s shares at the grant date and an estimated

forfeiture rate of 11.5% (December 31, 2010 – 11.5%).

2011 2010

Number of shares Number of shares
(000’s) (000’s)

Performance stock units

Outstanding – beginning of year 1,898 1,649

Granted 654 924

Vested (314) (223)

Forfeited (132) (452)

Outstanding – end of year 2,106 1,898

Restricted stock units

Outstanding – beginning of year 1,637 1,387

Granted 626 775

Vested (435) (322)

Forfeited (129) (203)

Outstanding – end of year 1,699 1,637

The following assumptions were used in the Monte Carlo Simulation model to calculate compensation expense in respect of the 

PSUs granted:

2011 2010

Risk-free interest rate 1.90% 1.75%

Vesting period 3 years 3 years

Expected volatility 77.5% 78.3%

Expected forfeiture per annum 4% 4%

Expected dividend 0% 0%

Weighted average probability of vesting 36.2% 22.6%

b) Key management compensation
Key management personnel include the members of the senior management team and directors who receive remuneration.

2011 2010

Salaries, fees and other benefits 4.0 3.5

Bonus payments 2.0 1.7

Share-based compensation 3.7 1.0

Total compensation paid to key management 9.7 6.2
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c) Share options
The Company had a share option plan whereby it may have granted up to 6.0 million options to directors and employees. As at December 31,

2011, there were no options outstanding (December 31, 2010 – 3,400 options). There was no share-based compensation expense

recorded in either 2011 or 2010 related to share options.

18. Sales revenues by nature

2011 2010

Copper 2,317.9 2,196.0

Gold 240.9 197.2

Sulphur 24.7 –

2,583.5 2,393.2

19. Cost of sales

2011 2010

Direct operating costs (1,165.7) (1,052.0)

Derivative gain (loss) 2.2 (13.9)

Depletion and amortization (112.0) (115.6)

(1,275.5) (1,181.5)

20. Expenses by nature

2011 2010

Raw materials and consumables (644.8) (461.2)

Employment costs (342.7) (312.6)

Repairs and maintenance (155.1) (144.9)

Depletion and amortization (112.0) (115.6)

Freight (38.1) (43.8)

Royalties (80.8) (81.7)

Utilities (46.3) (48.6)

Travel (16.0) (13.3)

Other (38.4) (49.5)

Increase in inventories 124.9 45.1

(1,349.3) (1,226.1)

Expenses presented above include cost of sales and general and administrative.

21. Other income

2011 2010

Foreign exchange gain 6.2 1.8

Loss on sale of assets (5.1) –

Sundry income 6.2 –

7.3 1.8
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22. Finance costs

2011 2010

Interest expense on debt and finance leases (7.0) (10.0)

Interest expense on convertible bonds (25.2) (43.6)

Interest expense other (0.9) (3.0)

Accretion on restoration provision (3.6) (1.0)

Other finance costs (0.3) (9.7)

Total finance costs (37.0) (67.3)

Less: interest capitalized 27.1 42.5

(9.9) (24.8)

23. Segmented information

The Company’s reportable operating segments are individual mine development projects or operations, being Kansanshi, Guelb Moghrein,

Frontier, Bwana/Lonshi, Kevitsa, Ravensthorpe, Sentinel and Corporate. Each mine and development project reports information separately

to the CEO, chief operating decision maker.

The corporate segment is responsible for the evaluation and acquisition of new mineral properties, regulatory reporting, treasury and

finance and corporate administration. Included in the corporate segment is the Company’s metal marketing division which purchases 

and sells third party material. Operations at the Frontier mine were suspended during 2010. The segment results below include sales 

of material which at the date of suspension of operations was stockpiled at other sites.

The Company’s operations are subject to seasonal aspects, in particular the rain season in Zambia. The rain season in Zambia generally

starts in November and continues through April, with the heaviest rainfall normally experienced in the months of January, February and

March. As a result of the rain season, mine pit access and the ability to mine ore is lower in the first quarter of the year than other quarters

and the cost of mining is higher.

For the year ended December 31, 2011, segmented information is presented as follows:

Projects 
Guelb Bwana/ under 

Kansanshi Moghrein Frontier Lonshi development Corporate Total

Segmented revenues 2,048.3 346.2 13.5 79.6 – 206.5 2,694.1

Less inter-segment revenues – – – (78.9) – (31.7) (110.6)

Sales revenues 2,048.3 346.2 13.5 0.7 – 174.8 2,583.5

Cost of sales (861.2) (218.4) (17.1) (0.2) – (178.6) (1,275.5)

Segmented gross profit (loss) 1,187.1 127.8 (3.6) 0.5 – (3.8) 1,308.0

Net finance income (costs) (5.2) – – (0.2) – 0.8 (4.6)

Other 3.8 (8.9) – (0.4) (1.9) (180.5) (187.9)

Segmented profit (loss) before 

undernoted items 1,185.7 118.9 (3.6) (0.1) (1.9) (183.5) 1,115.5

Income taxes (509.1) – – – 20.2 28.2 (460.7)

Non-controlling interests (126.4) – 0.5 – – – (125.9)

Segmented profit (loss) 550.2 118.9 (3.1) (0.1) 18.3 (155.3) 528.9

Property, plant and equipment 958.0 214.5 – 19.5 2,027.5 604.9 3,824.4

Total assets 1,470.0 332.1 1.9 38.7 2,219.2 1,236.1 5,298.0

Total liabilities 668.8 42.0 5.4 43.3 304.6 65.4 1,129.5

Capital expenditures 332.1 46.9 1.5 0.6 666.1 2.3 1,049.5
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Projects under development during the year included Kevitsa, Ravensthorpe and Sentinel, with Ravensthorpe achieving commercial

production on December 28, 2011. The exploration and development costs related to these properties are capitalized. The segmented

information for these projects is presented as follows:

Kevitsa Ravensthorpe Sentinel Total

Property, plant and equipment 713.2 956.3 358.0 2,027.5

Total assets 747.5 1,049.5 422.2 2,219.2

Total liabilities 61.8 221.1 21.7 304.6

Capital expenditures 303.4 303.0 59.7 666.1

For the year ended December 31, 2010, segmented information is presented as follows:

Projects 
Guelb Bwana/ under 

Kansanshi Moghrein Frontier Lonshi development Corporate Total

Segmented revenues 1,653.9 274.4 270.0 86.3 – 168.4 2,453.0

Less inter-segment revenues – – – (34.6) – (25.2) (59.8)

Sales revenues 1,653.9 274.4 270.0 51.7 – 143.2 2,393.2

Cost of sales (655.5) (155.9) (169.0) (49.8) (5.4) (145.9) (1,181.5)

Segmented gross profit (loss) 998.4 118.5 101.0 1.9 (5.4) (2.7) 1,211.7

Net finance costs (3.8) (0.1) (2.0) (0.2) – (12.5) (18.6)

Other (4.2) (6.2) (313.7) (31.6) (281.5) 430.1 (207.1)

Segmented profit (loss) before 

undernoted items 990.4 112.2 (214.7) (29.9) (286.9) 414.9 986.0

Income taxes (592.2) – 27.8 – 109.5 (156.3) (611.2)

Non-controlling interests (76.6) (2.4) 10.0 – – – (69.0)

Segmented profit (loss) 321.6 109.8 (176.9) (29.9) (177.4) 258.6 305.8

Property, plant and equipment 661.0 202.5 0.1 23.7 963.1 880.5 2,730.9

Total assets 1,209.4 306.9 6.2 39.9 999.0 2,396.5 4,957.9

Total liabilities 851.5 31.2 13.6 41.8 227.1 653.2 1,818.4

Capital expenditures 147.8 36.3 13.1 – 159.5 0.9 357.6

Projects under development as at December 31, 2010 included Kolwezi, Kevitsa and Ravensthorpe. The exploration and development

costs related to these properties are capitalized. The segmented information for these projects is presented as follows:

Kolwezi Kevitsa Ravensthorpe Total

Property, plant and equipment – 370.4 592.7 963.1

Total assets – 387.7 611.3 999.0

Total liabilities 7.2 38.2 181.7 227.1

Capital expenditures 16.9 75.2 67.4 159.5
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Geographical information

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010

Revenue by destination (a)

Zambia 1,728.9 1,696.3

China 362.5 379.2

Saudi Arabia 202.4 94.9

South Africa 113.6 56.6

Egypt 76.3 5.1

Taiwan 17.8 25.6

Switzerland 16.9 –

South Korea 60.0 73.9

The Netherlands 0.4 52.0

Other 4.7 9.6

2,583.5 2,393.2

a) Presented based on the ultimate destination of the product if known. If the eventual destination of the product sold through traders 

is not known then revenue is allocated to the location of the product at the time when the risks and rewards of ownership are passed.

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Non-current assets by location

Zambia 1,397.7 974.5 637.9

Australia 956.3 592.7 –

Finland 713.2 370.4 240.4

Peru 607.6 604.3 –

Mauritania 214.5 202.5 198.2

United Kingdom 4.4 6.4 –

RDC – – 544.8

Other 0.9 5.1 15.0

3,894.6 2,755.9 1,636.3

Investments and deferred tax assets 29.3 22.2 494.4

3,923.9 2,778.1 2,130.7

24. Financial instruments
The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of risks arising from financial instruments. These risks, and management’s objectives, policies

and procedures for managing these risks are disclosed as follows:

Fair values
The Company classifies its financial assets as held-for-trading, available-for-sale, or loans and receivables. Financial liabilities are classified

as either held-for-trading, or other financial liabilities.

Held-for-trading financial assets and liabilities are recorded at fair value as determined by active market prices and valuation models, 

as appropriate. Changes in fair value of held-for-trading financial instruments are recorded in net earnings.

Available-for-sale financial assets are recorded at fair value as determined by active market prices. Unrealized gains and losses on

available-for-sale investments are recognized in other comprehensive income. If a decline in fair value is deemed to be other-than-

temporary, the unrealized loss is recognized in net earnings. Investments in equity instruments that do not have an active quoted market

price are measured at cost.

Loans and receivables and other financial liabilities are recorded initially at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred, and subsequently

at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.
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The following provides a comparison of carrying and fair values of each classification of financial instrument at December 31, 2011:

Loans and Available- Held-for- Other financial Total Total fair 
receivables for-sale trading liabilities carrying value

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents 452.1 – – – 452.1 452.1

Accounts receivable (a) 165.4 – – – 165.4 165.4

Derivative instruments – – 5.1 – 5.1 5.1

Investments

At cost (b) – 9.5 – – 9.5 –

At fair value – 8.5 – – 8.5 8.5

Financial liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities – – – 254.0 254.0 254.0

Derivative instruments – – 8.4 – 8.4 8.4

Debt facilities – – – 62.8 62.8 62.8

a) Accounts receivable

Copper products are sold under pricing arrangements where final prices are set at a specified future date based on market copper

prices. Changes between the prices recorded upon recognition of revenue and the final price due to fluctuations in copper market

prices give rise to an embedded derivative in the accounts receivable. This derivative is classified as held-for-trading and recorded at

fair value, with changes in fair value recognized as a component of revenue.

b) Investments – at cost

The Company’s investment in Carlisa Investment Corp., a privately held entity, is measured at cost as the fair value can not be reliably

measured.

The following provides a comparison of carrying and fair values of each classification of financial instrument at December 31, 2010:

Loans and Available- Held-for- Other financial Total Total fair 
receivables for-sale trading liabilities carrying value

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents 1,344.9 – – – 1,344.9 1,344.9

Restricted cash 40.3 – – – 40.3 40.3

Accounts receivable 328.8 – – – 328.8 328.8

Derivative instruments – – 3.0 – 3.0 3.0

Investments

At cost – 9.5 – – 9.5 –

At fair value – 8.5 – – 8.5 8.5

Financial liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities – – – 212.5 212.5 212.5

Derivative instruments – – 47.3 – 47.3 47.3

Convertible bonds – – – 452.1 452.1 1,022.5

Debt facilities – – – 161.0 161.0 161.0
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Fair value hierarchy
The Company establishes a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. The hierarchy

gives the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the

lowest priority to unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). The three levels of the fair value hierarchy are described below:

Level 1 Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

Level 2 Inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.

Level 3 Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data.

The following table sets forth the Company’s financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value by level within the fair value hierarchy 

as at December 31, 2011:

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total fair value

Financial assets

Derivative instruments – 5.1 – 5.1

Investments

At fair value 4.4 – 4.1 8.5

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments – 8.4 – 8.4

The following table sets forth the Company’s financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value by level within the fair value hierarchy 

as at December 31, 2010:

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total fair value

Financial assets

Derivative instruments – 3.0 – 3.0

Investments

At fair value 4.1 – 4.4 8.5

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments – 47.3 – 47.3

The Company’s derivative instruments are valued using pricing models and the Company generally uses similar models to value similar

instruments. Where possible, the Company verifies the values produced by comparing its pricing models to active market prices. Valuation

models require the use of assumptions concerning the amount and timing of estimated future cash flows and discount rates. The Company’s

derivatives trade in liquid markets, and as such, model inputs can generally be verified and do not involve significant management judgement.

Such instruments are classified within Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.

The Company’s investments in marketable equity securities are valued using quoted market prices in active markets and as such are

classified within Level 1 of the fair value hierarchy. The fair value of the marketable equity securities is calculated as the quoted market price

of the marketable security multiplied by the quantity of shares held by the Company. The Company’s investments classified as Level 3

include asset backed commercial paper. The Company reviews the fair value quarterly to determine whether the value is materially impaired.

Financial risk management
Credit risk

The Company’s credit risk is primarily attributable to cash and bank balances, short-term deposits, derivative instruments and accounts

receivable.

The Company limits its credit exposure on cash held in bank accounts by holding its key transactional bank accounts with banks of banks

in areas where the banking system does not operate as efficiently as in major financial centres. In these circumstances, the Company

attempts to keep only minimal balances with such banks.
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The Company manages its credit risk on short-term deposits by only investing with counterparties that carry investment grade ratings as

assessed by external rating agencies and spreading the investments across these counterparties. Under the Company’s risk management

policy, allowable counterparty exposure limits are determined by the level of the rating unless exceptional circumstances apply. A rating 

of “A-” grade or equivalent is the minimum allowable rating required as assessed by international credit rating agencies. Likewise, it is 

the Company’s policy to deal with banking counterparties for derivatives who are rated “A-” grade or above by international credit rating

agencies and graduated counterparty limits are applied depending upon the rating.

Exceptions to the policy for dealing with relationship banks with ratings below “A-” are reported to, and approved by, the Audit Committee.

As at December 31, 2011 substantially all cash and short-term deposits are with counterparties with ratings “A-” or higher.

The Company’s credit risk associated with trade accounts receivable is managed through establishing long-term contractual relationships

with international trading companies using industry-standard contract terms. More than 70% of the Company’s product sales and trade

accounts receivable are generated from four customers each representing greater than 10% of the total sales for the year. Other accounts

receivable consist of amounts owing from government authorities in relation to the refund of value-added taxes applying to inputs for the

production process and property, plant and equipment expenditures.

Significant credit risk exposures to any single counterparty or group of counterparty having similar characteristics are as follows:

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010

Accounts receivable

Commodity traders and smelters 165.4 328.2

Other 9.6 16.3

The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, net of any allowances for losses, represents the Company’s

maximum exposure to credit risk.

Liquidity risk

The Company manages liquidity risk by maintaining cash and cash equivalent balances and available credit facilities to ensure that it is 

able to meet its short-term and long-term obligations as and when they fall due. Company-wide cash projections are managed centrally and

regularly updated to reflect the dynamic nature of the business and fluctuations caused by commodity price and exchange rate movements.

In addition, the Company was obligated under its corporate revolving credit and term loan facility to maintain liquidity and satisfy various

ratio tests on an historical and prospective cash flow basis. These ratios were in compliance during the year ended December 31, 2011

and December 31, 2010.

The Company had the following balances and facilities available to them at the balance sheet dates:

December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Cash and cash equivalents 452.1 1,344.9 919.2

Working capital balance 352.5 26.4 249.8

Undrawn debt facilities (a) 316.7 104.3 300.0

a) In January 2012 the Company entered into a new debt facility of $1.0 billion which at the date of these financial statements was not yet

available to draw (note 28).

Contractual obligations as at December 31, 2011 are as follows:

Total < 1 year 1 – 2 years 2 – 3 years 3 – 4 years 4 – 5 years Thereafter

Debt 63.2 48.2 5.2 4.9 4.9 – –

Accounts payable 562.8 562.8 – – – – –

Deferred payments 7.9 0.4 0.4 – – – 7.1

Finance leases 41.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 23.4

Commitments 380.4 380.4 – – – – –

Restoration provisions 239.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 233.2

Total 1,295.9 996.8 10.6 9.9 9.9 5.0 263.7
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Contractual obligations as at December 31, 2010 are as follows:

Total < 1 year 1 – 2 years 2 – 3 years 3 – 4 years 4 – 5 years Thereafter

Debt 161.9 141.5 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 –

Convertible bonds 500.0 – – – 500.0 – –

Accounts payable 776.2 776.2 – – – – –

Deferred payments 7.7 0.5 0.3 0.3 – – 6.6

Finance leases 45.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 27.2

Commitments 279.7 279.7 – – – – –

Restoration provisions 164.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 157.5

Total 1,935.2 1,202.9 10.4 10.4 510.1 10.1 191.3

Market risks

a) Commodity price risk

The Company is subject to commodity price risk from fluctuations in the market prices of copper, gold and nickel. The Company is also

exposed to commodity price risk on diesel fuel through its mining operations and sulphur through its acid production. The Company’s risk

management policy allows for the management of these exposures through the use of derivative financial instruments.

As at December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010, the Company had entered into derivative contracts for copper, gold and nickel in

order to reduce the effects of fluctuations in metal prices between the time of the shipment of metal from the mine site and the date

agreed for pricing the final settlement.

As at December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010, the Company had not entered into any diesel or sulphur derivative contracts and 

no commodity hedging in respect of copper, gold or nickel production had been undertaken.

The Company’s commodity price risk related to accounts receivable concerns changes in fair value of embedded derivatives in accounts

receivable reflecting copper and gold sales provisionally priced based on the forward price curve at the end of each quarter and the

commodity price risk related to long-term debt concerns the embedded copper derivative in the Kansanshi subordinated debt facility.

The following table shows the impact on net earnings from changes in the fair values of financial instruments of a 10% change in the copper,

gold and nickel commodity prices, based on December 31, 2011 prices. There is no impact of these changes on other comprehensive

income except indirectly through the impact on the fair value of the available-for-sale investments. The impact of a 10% movement in

commodity prices is as follows:

Impact of price change on net earnings

10% increase 10% decrease

Accounts receivable

Copper 25.1 (25.1)

Gold 2.2 (2.2)

Nickel 1.6 (1.6)

Derivative instruments

Copper (24.2) 24.2

Gold (2.1) 2.1

Nickel (0.8) 0.8
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The following table shows the impact on net earnings from changes in the fair values of financial instruments of a 10% change in the

copper and gold commodity prices, based on December 31, 2010 prices. There is no impact of these changes on other comprehensive

income except indirectly through the impact on the fair value of the available-for-sale investments. The impact of a 10% movement in

commodity prices is as follows:

Impact of price change on net earnings

10% increase 10% decrease

Accounts receivable

Copper 5.0 (5.0)

Gold 0.2 (0.2)

Derivative instruments

Copper (18.1) 18.1

Gold (2.2) 2.2

b) Interest rate risk

The Company’s interest rate risk arises from interest paid on floating rate borrowings and the interest received on cash and short-term

deposits.

Deposits are invested on a short-term basis to ensure adequate liquidity for payment of operational and capital expenditures. To date no

interest-rate management products, such as swaps, are used in relation to deposits.

The Company manages its interest rate risk on borrowings on a net basis after first recognizing the natural hedge arising from floating 

rate deposits. The Company has a policy allowing floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps targeting 50% of exposure over a five year period. 

As at December 31, 2011, the Company held no floating-to-fixed interest rate swap. As at December 31, 2010 the Company held a

floating-to-fixed interest rate swop maturing in line with the corporate revolving loan and short-term facility which covered 18% of the

Company’s floating rate debt at a rate of 1.80% per annum.

At December 31, 2011 the impact on a full year net earnings of a 100 basis point change in interest rate would be as follows:

December 31, 2011 Impact of interest rate change on net earnings

100 basis point increase 100 basis point decrease

Interest-bearing deposits and cash at bank 452.1 3.2 (1.6)

Floating rate borrowings 43.3 (0.3) 0.1

At December 31, 2010 the impact on a full year net earnings of a 100 basis point change in interest rate would be as follows:

December 31, 2010 Impact of interest rate change on net earnings

100 basis point increase 100 basis point decrease

Interest-bearing deposits 1,290.7 9.0 (3.0)

Floating rate borrowings 135.9 (1.0) 1.0

c) Foreign exchange risk

The Company’s functional and reporting currency is USD. As virtually all of the Company’s revenues are derived in USD and the majority

of its business is conducted in USD, foreign exchange risk arises from transactions denominated in currencies other than USD. Commodity

sales are denominated in USD, the majority of borrowings are denominated in USD and the majority of operating expenses are denominated

in USD. The Company’s primary foreign exchange exposures are to the local currencies in the countries where the Company’s operations

are located, principally the Zambian kwacha (“ZMK”), Australian dollar (“AUD”) and Mauritanian ouguiya (“MRO”); and to the local

currencies of suppliers who provide capital equipment for project development, principally the AUD, the Euro (“EUR”), the Japanese Yen

(“JPY”) and the South African rand (“ZAR”).

The Company’s risk management policy allows for the management of exposure to local currencies through the use of financial instruments

at a targeted amount of up to 100% for exposures within one year down to 50% for exposures in five years.
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As at December 31, 2011 the Company is exposed to currency risk through the following financial assets and liabilities denominated 

in currencies other than USD:

Cash and Accounts Financial 
cash equivalents receivable Investments liabilities

CAD 6.6 – 4.3 –

AUD 9.6 – – 54.8

ZMK 9.6 32.4 – 8.8

EUR 16.6 22.9 – 55.0

ZAR 5.6 – – 18.3

JPY – – – 9.0

MRO 1.7 – – 5.9

Other 0.9 – – 3.1

Total 50.6 55.3 4.3 154.9

Based on the above net exposures as at December 31, 2011, a 10% change of the above currencies against the USD would result in a

$4.5 million increase or decrease in the Company’s net earnings and would result in a $0.4 million increase or decrease in the Company’s

other comprehensive income.

As at December 31, 2010 the Company is exposed to currency risk through the following financial assets and liabilities denominated 

in currencies other than USD:

Cash and Accounts Financial 
cash equivalents receivable Investments liabilities

CAD 131.3 – 4.1 –

AUD 25.2 – – 32.7

ZMK 12.2 21.1 – 2.5

EUR 47.7 – – 31.4

ZAR 13.0 – – 7.2

JPY 8.7 – – 9.7

MRO – – – 4.5

Total 238.1 21.1 4.1 88.0

Based on the above net exposures as at December 31, 2010, a 10% change of the above currencies against the USD would result in an

$11.4 million increase or decrease in the Company’s net earnings and would result in a $0.4 million increase or decrease in the Company’s

other comprehensive income.

As at January 1, 2010 the Company is exposed to currency risk through the following financial assets and liabilities denominated in

currencies other than USD:

Cash and Financial 
cash equivalents Investments liabilities

CAD 110.3 443.3 0.1

AUD 2.0 – 1.2

ZMK 6.1 – 8.1

EUR 22.8 – 44.4

ZAR 1.9 – 6.4

MRO – – 7.0

Total 143.1 443.3 67.2
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Derivative financial instruments

As at December 31, 2011, the following derivative positions were outstanding:

Maturity 2012 December 31, 2011 December 31, 2010 January 1, 2010

Asset Liability Asset Liability Asset Liability

Interest rate

Floating to fixed interest rate swap 

– principal – – – – (0.4) – (0.7)

Average fixed interest rate –

Foreign currency

USD/EUR extendible collar 

– principal €15.0m – (0.2) – – 0.9 (0.6)

Strike price 1.290–1.347

Copper

Futures sales contracts over 

quotation period (tonnes) 47,775 1.9 (5.1) 3.0 (42.3) – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 7,515

Embedded derivative hedged by 

future sales contracts (tonnes) 45,763 – – – – – –

Average price ($/tonne) $ 7,554

Net provisional copper exposure (tonnes) (2,012)

Gold

Futures sales contracts over quotation 

period (ounces) 18,639 3.2 – – (0.9) – –

Average price ($/ounce) $ 1,692

Embedded derivative hedged by future 

sales contracts (ounces) 18,261 – – – – – –

Average price ($/ounce) $ 1,625

Net provisional gold exposure (ounces) (378)

Nickel

Futures sales contracts over quotation 

period (tonnes) 1,244 – (0.7) – – – –

Average price ($/tonne) $18,102

Embedded derivative hedged by future 

sales contracts (tonnes) 644 – – – – – –

Average price ($/tonne) $18,280

Net provisional nickel exposure (tonnes) (600)

Other

Embedded derivative – (2.4) – (3.7) – (7.6)

5.1 (8.4) 3.0 (47.3) 0.9 (8.9)
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25. Supplementary cash flow information
Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following:

2011 2010

Cash on hand and balances in bank 251.8 259.1

Short-term investments 200.3 1,085.8

452.1 1,344.9

During the year ended December 31, 2011, the Company paid taxes of $631.8 million (December 31, 2010 – $319.5 million).

26. Impairment of assets

2011 2010

Kolwezi (a) – 284.3

Frontier (a) – 309.1

Other (b) – 15.1

– 609.1

The net assets and residual net assets of Frontier and Kolwezi respectively were impaired during 2010 due to the actions taken by the

Government of the RDC against the Company’s subsidiaries in the RDC. All disputes have subsequent to the December 31, 2011 year 

end been resolved (note 28).

Other assets impaired during the year ended December 31, 2010 include a fair value impairment relating to the Bwana copper plant and 

a write-down of other items of property, plant and equipment.

27. Commitments
In conjunction with the development of Kevitsa and Sentinel, and other projects including the copper smelter project at Kansanshi,

the Company has committed to approximately $380.4 million (December 31, 2010 – $279.7 million) in capital expenditures.

28. Post balance sheet events
a) New debt facility
On January 30, 2012 the Company announced the signing of a 5 year, $1.0 billion senior term and revolving facility. As at the date of these

financial statements, the conditions precedent were outstanding and the facility was not yet available to be drawn.

b) Settlement of disputes in RDC
On January 5, 2012 the Company reached an agreement with Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation PLC (“ENRC”) to dispose of its

residual RDC assets for $1.25 billion. The agreement closed on March 2, 2012 with the Company receiving payment of $750.0 million 

and a three year promissory note for $500.0 million.

In connection with the transaction, First Quantum, ENRC, the RDC Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial

Development Corporation have also settled all disputes relating to the companies being sold and their assets and operations in the RDC

and each of First Quantum, ENRC, the RDC Government, International Finance Corporation and Industrial Development Corporation have

released one another in respect of all claims and judgements relating to the foregoing or to any other matter arising in the RDC on or

before the date of closing.

c) Dividend declared
The Company has declared a final dividend of $0.1277 CAD per share in respect of the financial year ended December 31, 2011. The final

dividend of $0.1277 CAD, together with the interim dividend of $0.0533 CAD, is a total of $0.1810 CAD for the 2011 financial year.
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Ravensthorpe. Australia

Average 28,000 tonnes 

of nickel annually over 

its mine life

Sentinel, Zambia

Annual copper 

production capacity 

of 300,000 tonnes

Kevitsa, Finland

Expand throughput capacity

by 50% in 2013

Enterprise, Zambia

Produce between 

40,000 to 70,000 tonnes

of nickel annually

Kansanshi, Zambia

Annual copper

production capacity 

of 400,000 tonnes

Guelb Moghrein, Mauritania

Optimize annual throughput 

of 3.8 million tonnes

www.first-quantum.com

Our Targets

On Track
Project development program 

is expected to position 

First Quantum amongst 

the world’s top 10 largest 

producers of both copper 

and nickel.

Haquira, Peru

Advance community

relations and land

access programs
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Operations and Projects

Representative Offices

Canada 

8th Floor – 543 Granville Street

Vancouver, BC

Canada V6C 1X8

Tel: +1 604 688 6577

Toll Free: +1 888 688 6577

Fax: +1 604 688 3818

United Kingdom 

Tennyson House

159-165 Great Portland Street

London, England W1W 5PA

Tel: +44 207 291 6630

Fax: +44 207 291 6655

Australia 

P.O. Box 1407

West Perth

Western Australia 6872

Tel: +61 89 346 0100

Fax: +61 89 226 2522

South Africa

Highway Gardens

Office Park – Unit 5

77 Minuach Street

Edenvale, 1610

Gauteng, South Africa

Tel: +27 11 409 4900

Fax: +27 11 452 5323

Ravensthorpe, Australia

FQM Australia Nickel

Locked Bag 100

Ravensthorpe

6346 

Australia

Tel: +61 89 838 2000

Fax: +61 89 838 2001

Trident Project, Zambia

P.O. Box 230022

Plot 3805, Zambia Rd. 

Industrial Area

Ndola, Zambia

Tel: +260 21 265 9000

Fax: +260 21 122 5006

Kevitsa, Finland

FQM Kevitsa Mining Oy

Kevitsantie 730

Fl-99670 Petkula

Tel: +358 16 451 100 

Fax: +358 16 451 111

Haquira, Peru

Minera Antares

Peru S.A.C.

Psje, Simon Bolivar 101

Yanahuara, Arequipa

Peru

Tel: +51 54 270616

Kansanshi, Zambia

Kansanshi Mining PLC

P.O. Box 110385

Solwezi, Zambia

Tel: +260 212 658000

Fax: +260 212 658203

Guelb Moghrein, Mauritania

Mauritanian Copper

Mines S.A. Ilot D49

Tevrag Zeina, BP 5045,

Nouakchott, Mauritania

Tel: +222 524 4813

Fax: +222 524 4735


